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Abstract

At its 72nd Meeting, the Structures and Materials Panel held a Woikshop to address the role of
integrated design analysis and optimisation of aircraft structures in order to review and evaluate modern
computer codes, and the methodologies for their use.

The Workshop provided a very useful forum for the exchange of information which is reflected in the
papers presented in this Report.

Papers presented at the 72nd Meeting of the Structures and Materials Panel held in Bath, United
Kingdom, 29th April-3rd May 1991.

Abreg

Lors de sa 72 me riunion, le Panel AGARD des structures et mat~riaux a organis6 un atelier avec: pour
objectif d'examiner le role de l'analyse pour la conception int~gr&e et 1'optimisation des structures
d'avion. Les participants ont pass6 en revue et 6valu6 les; codes machine modernes et les mtithodologies y
assocides.

L'atelier a servi de forum pour un 6thange d'informations tr~s fructueux dont les grandes lignes sont
d~veloppdes par les communications pr~sent&s dans ce rapport.

Ces communication-s ont &6 present~es lots de la 72bme reunion du Panel AGARD des structures et
materiaux, it Bath, United Kingdom du 29 Avril au 3 Mai 1991.
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Preface

The past 15 years have seen major developments in the power and applicability of structural optimisation computer codes.
These can perform complex sizing exercises minimising structural weight subject to the satisfaction of behavioural constraints.

Clearly there is a wide availability of structural optimisation programmes and this has resulted in the extensive use of this
capability in the Aerospace Industry. No new military fixed-wing aircraft is designed without the use of a mirimum weight
structural optimisation programme. The growing popularity of optimsation as a major design tool has been matched by an ever
increasing breadth of applicability. A decade ago minimum weight designs could only be realistically generated for structures
subject to static strength and stiffness constrnts for isotropic struc.ures. Today the scope has increased to the point where
aeroelastic factors relating to efficiency, flutter speed limitations, active controt aspects etc. are routinely included together with
composite mateiial properties. Current developments are focused on increasing the problem scope still further to include
performance, avionics aspects and in certain cases shape parameters. In consequence optimisation programmes are being
slowly transformed in the direction of becoming genuine multi-disciplinary design systems.

AGARD was one of the prime movers in the early development of usable structual optimisation programmes. Several
symposia were organised in the 70s and the 2nd symposium in 1973 saw the first public exposition of the emerging"optimality
criteria" methods. Having set the ball rolling AGARD has maintained a watching brief on developments in this area but has not
actively participated. At the AGARD Structures and Materials Panel (SMP) meeting in April 1986 in Oslo, Norway, it was
decided that a new initiative was required to take account of the world wide use of optimisation programmes, and partiL.'drly,
to focus -n multi-disciplinary design.

After a lengthy gestation period, the activity plans were firmed up in the Spring of 1988 and most of the execution took place in
1989 and 1990. The participating companies and research establishments reported on their results in a set of 14 papers
presented at the Workshop held in Bath on May lst-2nd 1991.

The airs of the activity were threefold:

(i) To assess the capabilities of the existing systems and synthesis tools to optimise problems involving structures,
aerodynamics, and active control in aircraft design.

(ii) To stimulate the development of new capabilities where current methods are lacking or inadequate and to provide new
reference test problems.

(iii) To depart from existing design studies by determining interaction and synergism of structures, aerodynamics, and active
control and to chart directions for improved designs.

Otto Sensburg
Chairman, Sub-Committee on
Integrated Design Analysis and
Optimization of Aircraft Structures
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OVERVIEW

by

Prof. Alan Morris Dr Jaroslaw Sobieski
Cranfield Institute of Technology NASA Langley Research Center
Cranfield Hampton, Virginia
United Kingdom United States

INTRODUCTION presented at the Workshop held in Bath in May 1-2 1991
and listed, in the order of preentation, in the

The past 15 years have seen major developments in the REFERENCES section at the end of this summary paper.
power and applicability of structural optimisation
computer codes. These can perform complex sizing The aims of the activity were threefold:
exercises minimising structural weight subject to tne
satisfaction of behavioural constraints. Some codes (i) To assess the capabilities of the existing
are an integral part of a commercial finite element systems and synthesis tools to optimise
program such as the MSC opti.niser in NASTRAN, OPTI in problems involving structures, aerodynamics,
the SAMCEF, or OPTISEN in SDRC's IDEAS suite. and active control in aircraft design
Alternatively codes are available which can stand including performance.
outside of a specific system such as the RAE/SCICON
STARS programme or the USAF's ASTROS programme but can (ii) To stimulate the development of new
link with any FE code. In addition to these capabilities where current methods are
commercially available systems there are a variety of lacking or inadequate and to provide new
in-house programmes with equal power to those supplied referelce test problems.
by vendors. Examples of these are the BAe ECLIPSE
programme. MBB's LAGRANGE and Gruman's FASTOP (iii) To depart from existing design studies by
programmes- determining interaction and synergism of

structures, aerodynamics, and active control
Clearly there is a wide availability of structural and to chart directions for improved designs.
optimisation programmes and this has resulted in the
extensive use of this capability in the Aerospace This paper reports on the Bath proceedings and begins
Industry. No new military fixed-wing aircraft is with a systematic inventory of topics covered by the
designed without the use of a minimum weight Workshop papers and the final Panel Discussion. Next,
structural optimisation programme. The growing the paper gives an assessment of the progress
popularity of optimisation as a major design tool has shortcomings, common threads, and trends. Finally,
been matched by an ever increasing breadth of the raper discusses inferences drawn from the
applicability. A decade ago minimum weight designs inventory and from the assessment, formulates a
could only be realistically generated for structures forecast of the future developments, points to the
subject to static strength and stiffness constraints opportunities open to AGARD to influence these
for isotropic structures. Today the scope has developments, and the recommends specific actions.
increased to the point where aercelastic factors
relating to efficiency, flutter speed limitations, INVENTORY OF WORKSHOP CONTENT
active control aspects etc. are routinely included
together with composite material properties. Current The Workshop content consisted of a block of fourteen
developments are focused on increasing the problem papers and a Panel Discussion. This section provides
scope still further to include performance, avionics a summary of the topics covered in these two parts as
aspects and in certain cases shape parameters. In a prerequisite to an assessment of the results
consequence optimisation programmes are being slowly produced by the subject AGARD activity.
transformed in the direction of becoming genuine
multi-disciplinary design systems. Topics Covered in Papers

AGARD was one of the prime movers in the early Table I shows the contents of the thirteen papers on
development of usable structural optimisation the programme of the Bath Workshop (paper (1) was
programmes. Several symposia were organised in the omitted from the table because it was an introductory
70's and the 2nd symposium in 1973 saw the first review of the other papers; paper (10) was included
public exposition of the power of the emerging because the U.S. Coordinator was familiar with its
"optimality criteria" methods. Having set the ball substance even through the authors could not attend
rolling AGARD has maintained a watching brief on the meeting)- The table is organised by topics,
developments in this area but has not actively listed in no significant order, each topic is followed
participated. At the AGARD Structures ard Materials by a line of numbers indicating the papers, from the
Panel (SMP) meeting In April 1986 in Oslo, Norway. it list of references, which included the particular
was decided that a new initiative was required to take topic. These reference numbers so spaced that each
account of the world wide use of optimisation paper occupies its own column- in ordw to emphasize
programmes and, particularly, to focus on how the' content is distributed over the set of topics.
multi-disciplinary design. That distribution is sniftcant because it carries

additional -information about each contribution. For
After a lengthy gestation period, the activity plans example, a paper may be shown under *Aeroelasticity'
were firmed~up in the Spring-of 1988 and most-of the but not under Aerodynamics. This ; -not
execution took place in 1989 and- 1990. The inconsistent, even though- aeroelasticity couprises
participating companies and research establishments aerodynamics by definition. It simply means that the
reported on their results in a set of fourteen papers aerodynamic data, eg.. a matrix of aerodynamic
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influence coefficients, was an external input. It is results obtained for the MBB fin structure,
recommended to reader to scan the entire length of the establishing another important precedent for future
table, even superficially, before reading the developments.
discussion below.

Even though most of the papers were concerned with
The first line in the table shows that three papers applications with large dimensionality, three papers
are concerned with the aircraft as a system namely, brought in decomposition, hierarchic and
papers 2, 4 and 11 in the reference list. The non-hierarchic as an alternative to an all-in-one
implication is that these address the wider approach to optimisation and sensitivity analysis.
optimisation problem posed when design variables are Two papers devoted attention to overall organisation
employed which stretch across several disciplines', of the computational process that supports design and
wing aspect ratio would constitute such a variable, the impact of the optimisation and sensitivity
The second line in the table refers to papers where analysis on that process.
two or more disciplines are taken into account
possible through their sensitivity to a specific Although engineering computations often have to be
variable such as a conventional thickness parameter, carried out with uncertainties in the data, one paper

only, (14), brought this up as an issue.
A review of the entire table reveals that ail the
contributions employed some analytical methods usually A distinct majority of eight out of the total of
in the form of a "black box". Because nearly all thirteen papers dealt with applications of methods
papers dealt with static and/or dynamic aeroelasticity that were already well-established, and only five
the most frequently used analytic tools related to papers were devoted primarily to the issues of
predicting the structural and aerodynamic loads and development and introduction of new methods. However,
responses. In six of the papers this analysis these papers also referred to actual applications as
involved the entire aircraft even though optimisation examples and validation cases to establish the new
was applied tc. a specific part of the structure. For methods they offered, consequently, all papers
example, this occurred where a wing was optimised presented were well-grounded in a strong application
subject to flutter constraints employing a vibration base.
analysis of the entire free-free airframe.
Consistent with the scarcity of papers addressing the Of these papers which considered the airframe and its
whole aircraft synthesis, two only included the principal components, a little more than half referred
vehicle performance analysis and one showed results to the wing applications, the remainder being
that accounted for propulsion considerations. This concerned with empennage. Most of the latter resulted
same paper was alone in including the effects of heat from the MBB fin data having been made available as a
exchange on aerodynamic flow, probably because no test case to all the participants in the activity.
other paper covered the hypersonic speed range. This fin was originally intended to be the common test

case to focus all work on the same artifact but that
It is strongly indicative of the present trend that idea never gained an universal acceptance. However
the number of papers reporting applications of the fin did appear in five papers as the only, or one
composites in structures exceeded the number limited of a few, test cases.
to the metallic construction; opposite to what would
have been observed had the workshop been held a decade Three papers considered problems that included
ago. fuselage combined with a wing, and one only, (14).

presented optimisation of a complete airframe.
Nearly all papers included sensitivity analysis as a
tool. Typically, a quasi-analytical method was used A remarkably large majority of 10 papers reported on
for structural sensitivities with finite differencing applications to aircraft that were either in the
applied exclusively in the aerodynamics sensitivity process of being designed or were actually bui!.
analysis, except of one paper (3) in which the This contrasted with four papers limited to examples
aerodynamic sensitivity analysis based on a created for research purposes. This preponderance of
quasi-analytical approach was used - an important the optimisation applications to actually built
harbinger of things to come. aircraft constitutes important, noteworthy, progress

since Holt Ashley's well-known survey on optimisation
With the exception of one paper (3) devoted solely to in aerospace published in 1981. The author of that
sensitivity analysis in aeroelasticity, all papers survey had difficulty in finding a single instance of
were concerned with the optimisation. Nonlinear a prototype or production airframe designed with the
Mathematical Programming (NLP) was the most often aid of optimisation, despite hundreds of theoretical
cited tool followed by the Optimality Criteria (OC) publications on the subject.
approach. This was to be expected in view of the
emphasis on aeroelasticity and composite construction Not surprisingly, a majority of nine papers in this
- two areas where it is difficult to formulate AGARD-sponsored activity use fighter aircraft as the
rigorous OC. However, the Fully Stressed Design and object of study, and five dealt with large transports.
Uniform Strain Energy Distribution methods were Consistent with that choice, the subsonic and
successfully applied in a number of reported transonic speed regimes were most often considered,
applications, especially those with a very large extending in a few cases to low supersonic, and to
number of detailed design variables. A selection hypersonic and transatmospheric vehicles in one of the
technique based on branching was used in (9) as an papers (2). Generic methodology presented in this
example of an innovative alternative to NLP or OC. paper is applicable to non-aerospace vehicles, and as

evidenced by one paper, (6). which used examples of
The dominant focus of the entire activity was on automotive applications.
cross-sectional sizing, with few papers discussing the
use of the aerodynamic shape variables in Even though the AGARD activity originally intended to
optimisation. The papers that did include these provide an extensive assessment of analysis tools by
variables were - as one would expect - those listed comparison of analytical and experimental data, three
under the "Aircraft as a system..." heading. That papers only followed up in that direction, with
strong bias was a result of the aeroelasticity extensive empirical information being given in (5).
orientation of most of the papers, one paper (11)
broke out of that mold and by so doing gained a Distribution of the software-used in the studies among
considerable advantage over all other optimisation the three categories listed at the very end of the

J~
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table portrays the field as one that has reached sizing of stiffened panels for minimum wejght is
maturity and provids engineers with tools routinely being delegated completely to optimisation.
available in form of production-level software Extrapolating this implies the process of laying
packages. This development correlates well with the out the aircraft configuration, which currently
relatively large numb,: of applications to actually belongs in the domain of human ingenuity may not
built aircraft observed in the foregoing. remain so indefinitely. But this migration of

functions to the computer does not remove the
Topics Covered in Panel Discussion human mind from the design process. It simply

gives the human engineer more time to ponder
This inventory of the Workshop content would be issues of higher order and to consider more
incomplete without a smnmary of the Panel Discussion alternatives.
held with the audience participation at the end of the
Bath meeting. An event in the Panel Discussion was the recognition

given to MBB for winning an informal contest for the
One of the Panel members was Mr. Norman Harpur who had most optimal design of the fin structure. This
a key role in the British part of the Concorde design optimal design demonstrated a significant fin control
and development. The ringing endorsement he gave to performance improvement gained by exploiting a
optimisation, sensitivity analysis, and the system sensitivity study involving structures - aerodynamics
approach to aircraft design had a special importance. - weight - control effectiveness trade-offs. It also

involved an extended set of design variables,
It was pointed out by Dr. Venkayya that the design including shape, that influenced several engineering
cycle has four main phases; Conceptual, Preliminary, disciplines. In doing this the MBB paper became one
Detail and Final design and whilst optimization is of the trend setters at the Workshop.
used in all four it finds it's chief application in
the latter two. This was demonstrated in the workshop This result put a spotlight on paper (2) which
where all the contributions dealing with real formul-ted a generic methodology exploited in the MBB
structures were concerned with detail design or post study. The pros and cons of that methodology
service modifications. It is a reflection of current generated a number of comments from the audience.
stage of development in the numerical modelling of Among the pros, the generality and applicability of
aircraft structures where it is relatively the method to entire aircraft wids ermphasised. Another
straightforward to simulate the behaviour by the significant advantage of the method was its use of
Finite Element Method and add constraints on loosely sensitivity derivatives as a mathematically rigorous
coupled behavioural parameters, eg. stresses, and precise interdisciplinary language that should put
frequencies etc. Thus, we can expect to see a the communication among the disciplinary specialists
continued and extending use of rptimization methods in on a rational basis. As one of the most important
the later stages of the desigp cycle coupled with an cons, it was noted that the piece-wise approximation
extending range of addresbaole problem types. The intrinsic to the method may force it to operate within
software and system developments associated with these move limits so narrow as to make it impractical.
extensions will be undertaken, primarily, by the Attention was also directed to another shortcoming of
developers of commercial software. the method: it does not accommodate the existing

disciplinary expertise available for suboptimisations
-he following major trends emerged from the of the parts of the problem.
discussion:

Even though the workshop papers showed that rapid
- The need to postpone freezing of the major progress has taken place in the use of optimisation

configuration design variables until more methods, the Panel Discussion participants wished to
information from all major disciplines involved increase the pace. Asking for ways and means to
is generated and brought to bear on that broaden the optimikation use in the profession, an
decision. This should remove the present paradox opinion was voiced that the practiticners need
of the design process whereby the amount of training in the use of the existing methods more than
knowledge about the aircraft being designed they need new methods, and that the greatest benefit
increases with time while, the freedom to act on would accr-e from investing in robustnss and
that knowledge decreases. user-fricndliness rf the methods offered for general

use.
- Four major components emerge as hing an

influence on the design decision mali:ug 1. Humar. ASSESSMENT OF WORKSHOP CONTENT
judgment: 2. Analysis that treats the aircraft as
a system of interacting parts and physical Measuring the achievements of the workshop against the
phenomena and includes sens.*. ty to design original aims of the activity the results are
variables; 3. Formal optimisatici performed on disappointing. It had been the wish of the organisers
the basis of the analysis and sensitivity data, that a wide range of methods and programmes would be
and 4. Data base and visualisation supporting the employed against a specific, complex, problem. In this
former three components. Among these components, way the strengths ad weaknesses of the various
the human judgment is in full control - a radi.al approaches to optimisation and the associated
departure from the past attempts at the "push algorithms could be assessed. This objective was only
button" design. partially achieved, as was the satisfaction of the

three main alms listed in the Introduction. There was
However, there is a m.gration of functions from also an unevenness of application with some
the man to the computer that is g natural result contributions putting in a major effort to stretch the
of the progress in theory, the accuriailation of available techniques with others making a more
experience, and the new computer capabilities. 'conference' like contribution. Nevertheless,
What is regarded today as an art that requires sufficient results of real importance were presented
close human monitoring and intervention may to allow a partial assessment of the current position
become an automated operation tomorrow. For and futui-e potential to be made.
example, redundant structure cutting for analysis
purposes was a demanding art in the 50's and, The Workshop demonstrates very effectively that a
yet, it was superceded by the totally strong core of production-level software packages
computerised displacement-based finite element exists and are being routinely used in airframe
methods. Similarly, U.1 detailed cross-sectional optimisation. The use ranges from detailed sizing of
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major components, e.g., wings, to entire airframes. While aeroelastic optimisation presented at the
It includes static strength as well as static and Workshop has become a routine capability, mastery of
dynamic aeroelast-city employed in applications that the mutidisciplinary synergy in aircraft design
encompass all categcries of military and civilian emerges as a new challenging frontier for research and
commercial aircraft. The capability covers metallic development. The potential for the multidisciplinary
and composite material types of construction. The approach was demonstrated in the workshop by the
aerody amic analytical support in the form of contribution from MBB ref. 11 which augmented the
integrated structural-aerodynamic analysis appears to traditional sizing problem by including non-structural
be adequate with respect td the accuracy of the design parameters. Even though this paper only made a
predicted loads. This is true providing velocity first pass at the problem by including the augmented
stays in the low supersonic range not moderate angles approach in the form of a sensitivity analysis the
of attack. The high temperature influence on the improvement was immediate and significant. In essence
airflow at high supersonic/hypersonic speeds and flow the MBB approach imported the ideas expounded in
separated at high angles of attack, make the references 2 and 4 but only as a single post-optimal
aerodynamic loads predictions much less reliable, step. Nevertheless, the paper represents a clear
Reduced accuracy of these predictions and of the pointer to what may be achieved by a full practical
flutter critical speed evaluation are also evident application of the methodology.
near the sonic speed.

The final assessment point represents the plea made by
Regarding the optimisation methods themselves, it several of the panel members for the creation of more
appears that the old feud between OC and NLP methods user friendly programmes in this area. It is clear
has been finally put to rest and both types of methods that the underlying mathematics of the structural
are being used wherever they are most effective. optimisation programmes is compleX, particularly when
Indeed, judging from the results provided all of the such factors as duality, active set strategies,
methods employed exhibit a similar rate of performance algorithm applicability need to be considered. It
when used on identical problems. For purely sizing would be convenient if these factors could be ignored
problems it would appear that the algorithms in by the regular user but this is not possible at the
current use are adequate for the task and are robust. present time. Thus, the main users of the technology

presented in the workshop are experts in the field and
However, the aerodynamic analysis is woefully only those companies with such experts are in a
inadequate in the computation of derivatives of the position to fully exploit the capabilities offered by
flow variables with respect to elastic deformations the existing systems. in order to create a wider
and variables governing the airfoil and planform audience for optimisatfon which would lead to a
changes. This inadequacy forces users into finite greater user of the technology this aspect must be
differencing whose cost becomes a barrier, and it given some consideration.
contrasts starkly with the quasi-analytical
sensitivity analysis now routinely available in INFERENCES FROM ASSESSMENT
structures.

On the basis of the above assessment it is possible to
In contrast to the above well-established methods for draw conclusions which point to the future direction
structural optimisation integrated with aerodynamic for research action and for AGARD action.
load analysis, there is a void as far as integration
of that methodology with the remainder of the I. - Algorithm Development.
aeronautical disciplines is concerned. Despite this Although it is to be expected that further work
fact a few papers presented convincing examples of the will be undertaken by research workers to
beneficial potential hidden in such an integration. A strengthen and improve the performance of the
truly multidisciplinary optimisation involving basic optimisation algorithms this is not seen as
trade-off between the wing weight and drag both, an area of special significance for conventional
influenced by the airfoil height-to-chord ratio, is sizing problems involving strengthiaeroelastic
still far from being as routine as the wing structural constraints on serial computers. In this
sizing. The decades old practice of setting the restricted domain the extension to distributed
overall aircraft configuration shape primarily on the computing and eventually to massively parallel
basis of aerodynamic considerations, and handing the machines will be developed by commenr-cial
resulting shape to structures as an envelope to be companies who currently market optimisation
filled by minimum weigt members, is slow to give way software.
to an integrated altef-native in which', -all major
disciplines participate equally in setting the In the case of multidisciplinary optimisation the
configuration shape- picture is more complex and the development of

effective solution methods which can accommodate
One reason for the slow transition to integrated the high level of interaction demanded by this
methodology is that the resulting problem is domain of application will require special
computationally overwhelming in its dimensionality and consideration. The results from references 2, 3
cost of analysis. It is, therefore, important to note and 11 indicate that solution methods here cannot
that a few papers, presented at the workshop, offered be separated from the application despite work
a very specific mathematics for a generic integrated done in otlher areas on multi-level optimisation.
methodology (Table I, line "Methodology...'). These The eventual transportation of solution
reported several encouraging applications in which the techniques to massively parallel computers will
mathematics was successfully tested as a means for require special consideration and the involvement
overcoming the above dimensionality barrier. Even of funding agencies. The benefits from this
though the above new mathematical solutions are migration are likely to be very significant for
prototypes unlikely to be implemented in engineering the application of multidisciplinary optimisation
practice in their present forms without changes, they in the solution of real world problems. AGARD
at least provide a springboard from which to launch a has a role to play in this area in focusirg
development to bridge the gap between the methodology attention on the need to develop specific
presented at the workshop and the integrated, solution methods for the aeronautical industry.
multidisciplinary methodology needed for optimisation A concrete proposal for this -involvement is
of the whole aircraft treated as a system. discussed in the next section which links to the

main point raised-in the current paragraph.



2. Multi-Disciplinary Optimisation places a serious barrier to the development of

In addition to the algorithm considerations multidisciplinary methods.
discussed above the subject of multidisciplinary
optimisation needs to be thought of as a separate Another area which needs an initial push is the
research area. Extending the structural integration of active control into the structural

optimisation methodology so that it includes all sizing problem with aeroelastic costraints The
major aeronautical disciplines for applications noticeable absence of this topic at the workshop

involving the entire aircraft treated as a s is an accurate reflection of the current state of

requires a concerted long term effort. Yet the development in this area.

results from the MBB study reviewed in the
previous section emphasize the importance of such Whilst not taking specific action in this area it

an effort and indicated the magnitude of the is suggested that the SMP recommend this as an

benefits available. The workshop has, therefore, area for study and endeavour to address synergism
reinforced the opportunity of initiating a new of these two disciplines in the near future as

work programme within the aeronautics industry results start to appear.

targeted a speeding up progress in this area-
The solid core of aeroelastic optimisation U OF RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
technology demonstrated at the workshop forms a
foundation on which to build. I. An AGARDOGRAPH be published combining the

workshop results with the papers from the

Taking this fact into consideration. and the forthcoming AGARD Lecture Series on structural

views expressed in the previous section, points optimiation
to the need for a new AGARD initiative focused on
the subject of multidisciplinary optimisation in 2. A group of experts be drawn together to prepare
the field of aeronautical design. this should an AGARD publication of the potentialities for
take into account the changes in computing power the use of A-. and Expert System methodologies
and architecture envisaged in the next few years. to provide very user friendly front ends to
AGARD is most effective when it initiates an nain-stream structural optimisation programmes.
activity and provides a forum to develop ideas in
a new research activity. It is. therefore. 3. A new AGARD activity leading to a workshop to be
proposed that a recommendation be made that AGARD held in 1Q96 entitled 'Multidisciplinary.
sets up a.new working group to examine the Integrated. System-Based Methodology for Aircraft
possibility for a new workshop devoted Design, . to demonstrate ways and me-rns for, and
specifically to -Multidisciplinary. Integrated, benefits frm, optimisation of entire aircraft as

System-Based Methodologies for Aircraft Design. a system governed by a diverse set of design
This to be held in 1996. variables with simultaneous participation of all

the major engineering disciplines involved.
3. User-Friendly Programmes

The need to provide optimisation software which
is accessible to the design engineer was FERBM
identified as an important issue which requires
addressing. The integration of A.I. 1. Integrated Design Analysis and Optimization of
Methodologies with optimisation software to Aircraft Stu-tures.
create user friendly programmes is a corollary of A.J.Morris. Cranfield Inst- of Technology.
this consideration- Once more it is appropriate Bedford, UK. J.Sobiezczaiski-Sobieski. NASA
for AGARD to consider this aspect as it Langley Research Center, Hampo. VA. USA.
represents cross-disciplinary rarch Because 2- A System Approach to Aircraft Optimization.
there are many conferences and workshops on the J.Sobieszczs.-i-Sobeski, NASA Langley Research
application of Al. Methodologies in engineering Center. Hampton. VA, USA.
it is not recommended that AGARD initiate a
similar ventume. However, the assemblage of a 3. Shape Sensitivity Analysis of Dynamic Aeroelastic
group of highly focused papers pointing the way Response
forward would be useful to both the research R.K.Kapania. Virginia Polytechnic Inst.
community and the practitioner in deciding on Blasi VA. USA_ J-F. u. Barthelemy., NASA
appropriate avenues for future action. On this Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA. USA.
basis it is recommended that the SM? select a
group of experts able to address the problem of 4. Multidisciplinary Optimization of a Large
employing A.I. and Expert System methods to Flexible Supersonic Aircraft.
generate very user friendly software ad prepared J-F. M.Barthel-ey and P.G.Coew NASA Langley
an AGARDOGRAPH on the subject. This could be Research C--_--, IIQton "-'A,SA G.A.Wrenn and
considered for publication in the 1994/95 time A.R.DovL Lockheed Eng. & Science Coporation.
frame. Hampton. VA. USA.

4. Education 5. Integrated Design, Analysis and Optimization
A continuing activity is needed to inform Exercises for Aircraft Structures.
practiioners about the tools available and to J.Bohlmann. General Dynamics. Fort Worth. TX.
impart more robustness to their us;e It is USA.
recommended that the papers from the Bath
workshop and the forthcoming AGARD Lecture Series 6. The Structural Optimization System OPTSYS -

(number 186) are combined in a c rehensive Current Status and Applications
AGARDOGRAPIL T.Brama, SAAB Aircraft Division, Kiping

Sweden_
S. Complex eonsralns

The results of the workshop indicate a need to 7. Application or an Automated Multidisciplinary
focus special attenton on the development of Analysis and Optimization System to the Design of
methods to generate derivatives for aerodynamic Aircrat Structures.
forces. The continuing lack of an eficieut and D-Thompson and J.C.Ayres B.Ae.. (Militasy A/0)
accuat. alternative to finite dlffacmg Lt., Preston. MX-
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8. Multidisciplinary Optimisation Studies Using Optimization by Optimality Criteria
ASTROS. 5 7 8 10 13
V.B.Venkayya and A.G.Striz, WRDC/FIBR, WPAFB, Optimization by Branching/Combinatorial Technique
Dayton, OH, USA. 9

Optimization includes variables that govern
9. Multidisciplinary Redesign of a Fighter Aircraft aerodynamic shape

Vertical Tail for Enhanced Buffet Environment 2 4 11
Survivability. Hierarchic Decomposition in Analysis and/or
D.M.Pitt and R.W.Scanlon, McDonnell Aircraft Co., Optimization
St. Louis, MO, USA. 2

Non-Hierarchic Decomposition in Analysis and/or
10. Application of ASTROS to the Strength, Optimization

Aeroelastic Optimization of the MBB Vertical Fin. 2 4 11
D.J.Neill, Northrop Co., Aircraft Div., Organization of Numerical Process in Design
Hawthorne, CA, USA. E.H.Johnson, MacNeal 2 14
Schwendler Corp., Los Angeles, CA, USA. Uncertainties of data in analysis and optimization

14
1. First Approach to an Integrated Fin Design. Methodology as primary subject

G.Schneider, H.Krammer and H.Hornlein, MBB 2 3 4 9 11
(Military A/C) Div., Munich Germiny. Applications to illustrate a method use

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
12. A Fin Optimization Study. Wing

G.Pollano, Aeritalia GAD, Turin, Italy. 2 3 4 5 6 8 13 14
Empennage

13. Simultaneous Stress and Flutter Optimization for 7 9 10 11 12 14
the Wing of a Transport Aircraft Equipped with Fugelage
Four Engines. 2 4 6 14
H.Zimmermann, D.Schierenbeck and P.Heinze, MBB fin
Deutsche Airbus, Bremen, Germany. 7 10 11 12 14

Test cases created for research purposes
14. L'Optimization des Structures dA~ronefs - 3 4 5 8

Pratique Courante et Tendances (Structural Test cases derived from a real aircraft being designed
Optimization of Aircraft - Practice and Trends). 2 6 7 8 9 13 14
C.Cornuault, Dassault Aviation, Saint-Cloud, Applications to aircraft that have been built
France. 2 6 7 9 13 14

Transport Aircraft
2 4 6 8 13

TABLE I. INVENTORY OF THE WORKSHOP CONTENT Fighter Aircraft
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

Topics/Paper No. Subsonic
-- 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Transonic
Aircraft as a system of interacting physical phenomena 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14
and parts Supersonic
2 4 11 4 6 7 8 9 14
Multidisciplinary - considering two or more Hypersonic
disciplines (*) 2
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Transatmospheric
Analysis 2
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Non-Aerospace Applications
Analysis includes whole aircraft 2 6
2 4 7 9 13 14 Comparison of methods and/or analytical and
Aerodynamics experimental data
2 3 4 5 8 10 11 12 13 14 3 4 5
Aircraft Performance Experimental data
2 4 5
Structures Research Software
2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 11
Metallic Production Software
2 3 6 7 8 9 13 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Composites Research Software with Production Modules

3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 14 2 3 4 9
Aeroelasticity (static)
2 3 4 S 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14
Aeroelasticity (dynamic, including flutter) (') If one did not categorize the papers devoted to
2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 aeroelasticity as multidisciplinary, then only the
Thermodynamics of Airflow following papers would have been shown in this
2 category:
Propulsion
2 Multidisciplinary - considering two or more
Sensitivity (quasi-analytical) disciplines
2 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 2 4 11
Sensitivity (Finite differencing) =-= =
2 3 4 5 7 8 10 11 12 13 14
Optimization
2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Optimization by Nonlinear Mathematical Programming
2 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14
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A SYSTEM APPROACH TO AIRCRAFT OPTIMIZATION
by

Jaroslaw Sobieszczsnski-Sobiesti

NASA Langley Research Center, MS 246
Hampton Virginia 23665 U.S.A.

SUMMARY 2. EFFECT OF DESIGN VARIABLE CHANGE IN A
Mutual couplings among the mathematical models of physical COMPLEX SYSTEM
phenomena and parts of a system such as an aircraft corn- An airraft, s a complex system of interacting parts and physi-
plicate the design process because each contemplated design cal phenomena whose behavior may be influenced by assigning
change may have a far reaching consequences throughout the values to the design variables. Since the design process is, gen-
system. This paper c.ntlines techniques for computing these erally, concerned with an aircraft that does not yet exist, one
influences as system design derivatives useful for both judg- works with its surrogate-a system of mathematical models
mental and formal optimization purposes. The techniques fa- that correspond, roughly, to the engineering disciplines, and to
cilitate decomposition of the design process into smaller, more physi.al parts of the vehicle. These mathematical models send
manageable tasks and they form a methodology that can easily data to each other as depicted in the center of Fig. 2, and they
fit into existing engineering organizations and incorporate their also accept design variable values as inputs from the designers.
design tools. To know how to change these design variables, designers must

know the answers to "what if' questions, such as "what will
1. INTRODUCTION be the effect on the system behavior if the design variables

The engineering design process is a two-sided activity as X, Y, Z will be changed to X + AX, Y + AY, Z 4. AZT',
illustrated in Fig. I. It has a qualitative side dominated by implied by the loop in Fig. 2.
human inventiveness, creativity, and intuition. The other side An example of a hypersonic aircraft in Fig. 3 illustrates
is quantitative, concerned with generating numerical answers how difficult it may be to answer an "what if' question for
to the questions that arise on the qualitative side. The process even a single variable change in a complex system in which
goes forward by a continual question-answer iteration between everything influences everything else. Consider a structural
the two sides. To support that process one needs a compu- cross-sectional thickness t in the forebody of a hypersonic
tational infrastructure capable of answering the above ques- aircraft shown in the upper half of Fig. 3 as a design variable
tions expeditiously and accurately. For development of such that is to be changed. The lower half of the figure depicts a
an infrastructure, the idea of "push button design" ought to complex chain of influences triggered by the change of t and,
be discarded in favor oi a realistic recognition of the role of ultimately, affecting the vehicle performance. The change oft
human mind as the leading force in the design process and of influences the position of the bow shock wave relative to the
the role of mathematics and computers as the indispensable inlet in two ways: through the nose deflection, and through the
tools. It is clear that while conceiving different design con- weight and the center of gravity position both of which affect
cepts is a function of human mind, the evaluation and choice the ene of at y position et
among competing, discretely different concepts, e.g., classical the trimmed angle of attack. The shock wave position relative

to the inlet is a strong factor in the propulsive efficiency ofconfiguration vs. a forward swept wing and a canard corfig- the engine that, in turn, combines with the weight to influence

ratioe, requires that each concept be optimized to reveal its full the aineat erfrac. A itional influence

potential. This approach is consistent with the creative charac- the a gle ofmack wo nal e th ehice
is through the angle of attack whose change alters the vehicleteistics of the human mind and the efficiency, precisior, and aerodynamic lift and drag. The resultant modifications of the

infallible memory of the computer. performance may require resizing of the vehicle which, of

The computational infrastructure for support of the design course, may be a sufficient reason to change t again, and soon,
process entails data management, graphics, and numerics. The until the iteration -represented by the feedback loop in Fig. 3
first two embodied in CAD/CAM systems are well-known and converges.
are taken for granted as a framework- for the numerics. Thi The above iteration engages a number ofmathematical mod-
purpose of this paper is to inLo ,duce some new techniques
which may be regarded as a subset of the latter. Included els such as structus, aerodynamics, propulsion, and vehicle

in te dscusio arethesysem ehaior eriaties ith performance. For the purposes of this -discussion, each such
in te dscusio arethesysem ehaior eriaties ith model may be regarded as a black box conveting input to

respect to design variables, their use for both judgmental and
output and, consistent with the black box concept, the inner

mathematical optimization-purposes, formal decomposition workings of the model will be left outside of the scope of the

of a system into its components, and ramifications of that di on. While it may not b too difficult to evalute the

decomposition for system sensitivity analysis and optimization, inpu-on-output etect for each sngle blackbox taken sepa-
all illustrated by aircraft application examples. The impact - evaluation of the resultaTnt change for the entir system
on the design process of a methodology formed by these sedc~~of such black boxes may be exceedingly difficult, .e'~C allyI
techniques is also examined. of
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when iterations are involved. In general, the resultant may be which are total derivatives because they include the effect of

a small difference of large numbers, so even its sign may be the couplings. To prepare for further discussion, the partial

impossible to predict without a precise reanalysis of the entire derivatives corresponding to the Y-inputs are collected in the

system. Jacobian manrices designated by a pair of subscripts identifying

To generalize from the above example, let X and Y denote the origins of the output and input, respectively. For example,

the system input and output, respectively, e.g., the structural

cover thickness t and a measure of performance such as the (3) hYa = [PYy/OYa]

aircraft range. Then, the derivative dY/dX is a measure of the

influence of X on Y and its value answers quantitatively the is a matrix whose j-th column is made of the partial derivatives

associated "what if" question. More precisely, the derivative &Yyi/8Yaj. Assuming the length of Y, as N. and the length

value informs only about the rate of change of Y at the value of of Yc, as Na, the dimensions of matrix Jy, are N7 x Na.

X for which the derivative was obtained. Determination of the It will be mnemonic to refer to the partial derivatives in the

increment of Y for a given finite increment of X, if Y(X) is Jacobian matrices as the cross-derivatives.

nonlinear, can be done approximately by a linear extrapolation The remaining partial derivatives corresponding to the X-

dY inputs are collected in vectors, one vector per each of the NX
(1) Ynew = Yold + -AX elements of the vector of design variables X, e.g,

Capability to extrapolate as above for many different X and
Y variables, enables one to decide, either judgmentally or

by means of an optimization program, which variables X to
change and by how much, in order to improve the design is a vector of the length Na ( denotes transposition).

in some way. However, that capability is predicated on Calculation of the above partial derivatives may be accom-

availability of the derivatives dY/dX termed the system design plished by any means available for a particular black box
derivatives (SDD). For large system analysis, especially if the at hand, and may range from finite differencing to quasi-

analysis is iterative, its is advantageous to avoid the brute force analytical methods (ref. 1, and 2).

method of finite differencing on the entire system analysis in
computation of these derivatives. It was shown in ref. 3 that differentiation of the functions in

eq. 2 as composite functions and application of the implicit

2.1 System Design Derivatives function theorem leads to a set of simultaneous, linear, alge-

Remembering that the mathematical model of an engineering braic equations, referred to as the Global Sensitivity Equations

system may be an assemblage of a large number of mathe- (GSE), in which the above partial derivatives appear as coeffi-

matical models representing its components and the governing cients and the SDD are the unknowns. For the system of eq. 2,

physical phenomena, it is convenient to limit the discussion to the GSE are

three such black box models since that numnber is small enough I~ -Ja4, - dY/dXk Da/O18
to foster comprehension and, yet, large enough to develop a W a

general solution pattern. Ascribing a vector function repro- -Jla I -Ji dYp/dXk = Y/IXk

sentation to each black box, the set of equations representing - -Jo I dY'ldX k  ay81/lXk

the system of the black boxes cc, 8, -7 exchanging data as

illustrated in fig. 4 is (5)

These equations may be formed only after the SA was per-
Ya = Ya(X, Y6,Y) formed for a particular X, a particular point in the design

(2) yp = yp(X,Ya,y 7 ) space because the computation of the partial derivatives re-
y-Y = y (x, Y.,yp )  quires that all the X and Y values b-, known. For a given

X, the matrix of coefficients depends only on the system cou-

The Y and X variables in the above are vectors entered in plings and is not affected by the choice of X for the right hand

the black boxes selectively, e.g., some, but not necessarily all side. Hence that matrix may be factored once and reused in a

elements of the vectors X and Ya enter the black box j6 as backsubstitution operation to compute as many sets of SDD's

inputM Regarding Yp(X,Ya,Yy) as an example of a black as many different Xk variables are represented in the set of

box, the arguments, X, a, Yy, are the inuts and Y is an multiple right-hand-side vectors.

output. The functions in eq. 2 are coupled by their outputs As recommended in ref. 3, numerical solution of eq. 5 and
appearing as inputs, hence they form a set of simultaneous interpretation of the SDD values will be facilitated by normal-
equations that can be solved for Y for given X. lie. act of ization of the coefficients in the matrix and in the right hand

obtaining such a solution is refered- to as the system analysis sides by the values of 1/ andXo of the Y/ad X variables f,,,
(SA). In the presence of nonlinearities, SA is usually iterative, which the partial derivaties were calculated. The normalized'

For each function in eq. 2, one can calculate derivatives of coefficients take on the following form, illustrated by a:few
output with respect to any particular inp4 vaiable, assumaing examples from i-th row in the PG partition in eq. 5

that other variables are-fixed. From the entire system perspec-

tiVe, these derivativeirare partial derivatives since th(y )e- OY i OVqai . dY
sueonly the local-input-on-outu eff c, As oppose to SDI)Dy Yf
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where the normalization coefficients q are 2.2 Gradient-guied formal optimization
Most of the formal optimization-methods applicable in large

Y qio Y-1. X. engineering problems use -the first derivative information to
j= - --- = guide the search for a better design. Since the SDD-values

provide such information for all the Y and X -variables-of
interest, the SSA may be incorporated, together with SA, in aSolution of the normalized eq. 5 yields normalized values of system optimization procedure (SOP) based on the well-known

the SDD's from which the unnormalized values may always piecewise-approximate analysis approach (e.g., ref. 4). The
be reovwred given the above definitions. SOP flowchart is depicted in Fig. 7. An important benefit of

Formatlon of the GSE and their solution for a set of SDD's the SOP organization is the opportunity for parallel processing
will be referred to as the System S~nsitivity Analysis (SSA). seen in the flowchart operation immediately following the

SA. In that operation, one computes concurrently the partial
2.2 Utility of the System Design Derivatives derivatives of input with respect to output for all the system
The SDD carry the trend information that under a conventional black boxes, in order to form the Jacobian matrices (eq.
approach would be sought by resorting to statistical data or to 3) and the right-hand-side vectors (eq. 4) needed to form
the parametric studies. The former have the merit of capturing the GSE (eq. 5) whose solution yields the SDD's. In a
a vast precedent knowledge but may turn out to be ineffective ccnventional approach, these SDD's would be computed by
if the vehicle at hand is advanced far beyond the existing finite differencing on SA. The SDD values are subsequently
experience. The latter provide an insight into the entire interval used in Approximate Analysis (extrapolation formulas) that
of interest but only for a few variables at a time, and that insight supplies the optimizer (a design space search algorithm) with
tends to be quickly lost if there are many design variables, in information on the system behavior for every change of the
whicb case the computational cost of the parametric studies design variables generated by that optimizer, and does it at a
also may become an impediment cost negligible in comparison with the cost of SA.

In contrast, the SDD information is strictly local but it reflects A generic hypersonic aircraft similar to the one that was dis-
the influences of all the design variables an all aspects of the cussed in Hg. 3 was used as a test for the above optimization.
system behavior. Therefore, the SSA should not be- regarded as The geometrical design variables for the case are shown in
a replacement of the above two approaches but as their logica Fig. 8. Additional design variables were the deflections of
complement whose results are useful in at least two ways. the control surfaces, and-the cross-sectional structural dimen-

sions of the forebody. TIh propulsive efficiency measured by
2.2J Ranking design variables for effectiveness the Isp index, defined as the thrust minus drag divided by the
A full set of SDD for a system with NY variables in Y and fuel mass flow rate, was chosen as the objective function to
NX variables in X is a matrix NY x NX. The j-th column be maximized. The aircraft take-off gross weight (TOGW)
of the matrix describes the degree of influence of variable Xj for a given mission-is very sensitive to that index, thus max-
on the behavior variables Y. Conversely, the i-th row shows imization of the index effectively minimizes TOGW. For the
the strength of influence of all the design variables X on the reasons discussed in conjunction with Fig. 3, the problem re-
i-th behavior variable Y. For normalized SDD's, comparison quires consideration of a system composed of aerodynamics,
of these strengths of influence becomes meaningful and may propulsion, performance analysis, and structures. The opti-
be used to rank the design variables by the degree of their mization included constraints on the aircraft as a whole and on
influence on the particular behavior variable. This ranking behavior in the above disciplines. Results are shown in Table I
may be used as a basis for judgmentally changing the design in terms of the initial and final values of the design variables
variable values and for deciding which design variables to use (cross-sectional dimensions omitted) and of the objective func-
in a formal optimization, tion, all normalized by the initial values. Considering that the

initial-values resulted from an extensive design effort using

geneal aviation aircraft shown in Fig. 5. The design variables pm ve ncy was regarded as very significant-indeed
are thicknesses t of the panels in the upper cover of the wing
box and the behavior variable is the arcraft range -R. The Another example of the SOP application is the case of a hyper-
chain of influeuces leading from a panel thickness to the range sonic interceptor (Fg. 9a) reported in ref. 5. The optimization

calculated by means of the Breguet formula is depicted-on objectivetwas the minimumnof TOOW for-the-mission-pro-
the left side in Hg. 6. In the Breguet formula, Wedenotes the file illustrated in fig. 9b. The system comprised the modules
zero-fuel weight and Wp stands for the fuel weight. Increasing- of the -configuration-geometry, configuration mass-properties
t in one of the panels increases the weight We andin-general, mission performance analysis, aerodynamics,-and-Tprulsion
reduces the drag of a flexible wing by stiffening its stmctume, n-depicted in Fig.10, ad the design varables-were the-wing
Consequently, the range is influenced in conflicting ways-that mea, siale-factor for the-turbojet engine, scale factor for the
would make prediction -by judgment difficul- However, the Am l-t eigine; and the fuselage lenth. The constijint-lis in-
corresponding SSA yields the SDDs for the upper row of the cluded a-litit On the time- needed to eaci the-6bat -zo-e,
wing cover panels illustrated by the heightsof the-verticalbars tkeff ve4 i d the fuelallema eing -atleast
over the upper wing cover panels in Fig. 6. The bars show that equal to the-one-requied (the fuel baazceci ).It should-
among all the -wing cover panels, increasing-t in the-extreme- li noe tatin a conventional approach to aircraft deisat
outboard panel- would incase-rangetemo isfaction of-the l e c tisoe o 'e
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development of a baseline configuration whose improvement and one perturbed analysis for each input variable, the costs

is subsequently sought by parametric studies in which the de- CI and C2 may be estimated as

sign variables are varied while always striving to hold the fuel

balance constraint satisfied. In contrast to that practice, the op- C1 = (1 + NXi + NYi)CBAi;

timization reported in ref. 5 allowed the fuel balance constraint (7) i

to be violated in the baseline configuration and achieved satis- = (1+ NX)CSA
faction of that constraint in the course of the optimization pro-
cess. This demonstrated that an optimization procedure may Even though one may expect CBA, < GSA, a sufficiently
do more than just improve on an initial,-feasible configuration; large NZ may generate C1 > C2 and render SSA based on
it can actually synthesize an optimal configuration starting with eq. 5 unattractive compared to finite differencing on the entire

one that is not even capable of performing a required mission. SA. This points to NVY, termed the interaction bandwidth,

The optimization results are illustrated by a vertical bar chart in as the critical factor whose magnitude should be reduced as

Fig. 11 that shows the changes of the design variables and of a much as possible. Reducing the interaction bandwidth requires

significant (13%) improvement of the objective function. The judgment as illustrated by an example of an elastic, high aspect

figure shows also that the initially violated constraints of time ratio wing treated as a system whose aeroelastic behavior

to intercept and take-off velocity were brought to satisfaction is modeled by interaction of aerodynamics and structures,
in the optimal configuration. The SOP converged in only 4 to represented by an CFD analysis and Finite Element analysis

5 repetitions of SA and SSA. codes, respectively. If one let the full output from each of

these black boxes be transmitted to the other, there might

3. MERITS AND DEMERITS be hundreds of pressure coefficients entering the structural

Before discussion of the ramifications of the above sensitivity- analysis and thousands of deformations sent to the aerodynamic

based optimization in a system design process, it may be useful analysis. With the N values in the hundreds and thousands,
to examine briefly the merits and demerits of the proposed respectively, it would be quite likely that C1 > C2 . However,

approach relative to the conventional technique of generating one may condense the information flowing between the two

SSD by finite differencing on the entire SA. black boxes by taking advantage of the high aspect ratio wing

slenderness. For a slender wing it is reasonable to represent

3.1 Accuracy and Concurrent Computing the entire aerodynamic load by, say, a set of 5 concentrated

The SSA based on eq. 5 has two unique advantages. FIr, forces at each of 10 separate chords, and to reduce the elastic

the accuracy of SDD isintrinsically superior tothat obtainable deformation data to, say, elastic twist angles at 7 separate
from finite differencing whose precision depends on the step chords. This condensation reduces the NYi values to 50

fromfinte iffrencng hos prcisin dpens o ~' for structures and 7 for aerodynamics. In the finite element
length in a manner that is difficult to predict. As pointed out

in ref. 6 it is particularly true in the case of an iterative SA code, that implies 50 additional loading cases all of which

whose result often depends on an arbitrary, "practical" con- can be computed very efficiently by the multiple loading case

vergence criterion. Second, there is an opportunity for con- option--a standard feature in finite element codes. The CFD

current computing in the generation of the partial derivatives code would have to be executed only 7 additional times. Thus,

which exploits the technology of parallel processing offered the advantage of the interaction bandwidth condensation is

by multiprocessor computers and computer networks. Con- evident. In general, a condensation such as the one described
above for a particular example may be accomplished by

current computing also enables the engineering workload to aoe r a pa thla amle may be a i s

be distributed among the specialty groups in an engineering the reduced basis methods, among which the Ritz functions
organization to compress the project execution time. approach is, perhaps, the best known one.

3.2 Computational Cost 3.3 Potential Singularity

Experience indicates that in large engineering applications, One should be aware when using SSA based on eq. 5 that,

most of the optimization computational cost is generated by the in some cases, the matrix of coefficients in these equations

finite difference operations. Therefore, relative reduction of the may be singular. En geometrical terms, a solution in SA
cost of these operations translates into nearly the same relative may be interpreted geometrically as a vertex of hyperplanes
reduction of the cost of the entire optimization on which the residuals of the governing equations for the

black boxes involved are zero. As pointed in ref. 3, eq. 5 are
The computational cost of the SSA based on eq. 5, designated wel-conditioned if these hyperplanes intersect at large angles,

Ci, may be reduced, in most cases very decisively, below ideally when they are mutually orthogonal. For two functions

that of finite difterencing on the entire SA, denoted by Q2 , of two variables the zero-residual hyperplanes reduce to-the

but to achieve that reduction the analyst should be aware of zero-residual contours, and an example of a neady-orthogonal

the principal factors involved. To define these factors, let the solution intersection is shown in Fig. 12a. In some cases,
computational cost of one SA be denoted by CSA while CBAi the intersection angles may tend to be very acute, inthe-limit

will stand for the computational cost of one analysis of the they may be zero in-which-case a solution exist by virtueof

i-th black box in the system composed of NB -black boxes. tngency of two curved contours as illustrated in ig.-12b. It
The i-th black boxreceives an input of-NX i designvarables i showninre 3-that-eq. imply localolinearizaion of these

X, and NIY variables Y from the other black-boxes in the contours in the vicinity of the intersection- point- 0 that the-

system. Assuming for both alternatives the simplest one step solution point is-interpreted as an-itersection of-the tangents.

finite difference algoitm that-requires one-reference analysis- Consequently, in the situatin depicted in Fig. 12b the tangents

14k_
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coincide and the matrix of eq. 5 becomes singular. In such a development. Some solutions were proposed in ref. and 8 but
case, eq. 5 should be replaced by an alternative formulation of their effectiveness is yet to be proven in practice. This issue
the system sensitivity equations in ref. 3 based on residuals, will be taken up again in the later discussion in conjunction

There were no cases of singularity repoted so far in any with the special case of a hierarchic system decomposition

applications probably because the system solutions of the which does accomodate the local optimizations.

illustrated in Fig. 12b characterize an ill-posed system analysis 4. FORMAL DECOMPOSITION
usally avoided in practice. When the system at hand contains a large number of black
3.4 Discrete Variables boxes and, especially, if there is little or no experience with
Neither the reference technique nor the SSA based on eq. 5 can its solution, it is useful to apply a.fomal technique to deter-

Neiter he efeenc tehniuc nr te SA bsedon * ~ mine the data flow among the black boxes. The data flow
accommodate truly discrete design variables. Tkuly discrete

information is useful because it characterizes the system as
design variables are defined for the purposes of this discussion A.
as those with respect to which SA is not differentiable. Th non-ierarchic, hierarchic, or hybid, and this, in turn, helps to

~choose an optimization approach and to establish an efficient
are distinct from quasi-discrete variables with respect to which organization of computing. Such formal techniques are avail-
SA is differentiable but which may only be physically realiz-
able in a set of discrete values. An example of the former is able in Operations Research and some of them were adapted

for the system analysis and optimization purposes, e.g., ref. 9.an engine location on the aircraft: either under the wing or at
the aft end of the fuselage. An example of the latter is sheet
metal thickness available in a set of commercial gages. A NtequeregnswihxA brief introduction to one such technique begins with a

In the case of truly discrete design variables, different combina- formalization of a black box (a module) in-the system as one
tions of such variables define different design concepts (alter- that receives inputs through the top and bottom horizontal sides
natives) and each concept may be optimized in its own design and sends the output through the left and right vertical sides as
space of the remaining continuous variables, in order to bring as shown in Fig. 13. Using that formalism, one can represent a
it up to its true potential. Then, one may choose from among four-module system example depicted by the diagram (known
the optimal alternatives. Occasionally, a continuous transfor- as the graph-theoretic format) in Fig. 14a in a different format
mation might be possible between two concepts that seem to shown in Fig. 14b. That format is known as the N-square
be discretely different. For example, a baseline aircraft with a Matrix format because N modules placed along the diagonal
canard, a wing, and a conventional tail may be reshaped into form an N 2 table. The N-square Matrix format assumes that
any configuration featuring all, or only some of these three the modules are executed in order from upper left to lower
lifting surfaces. This is so because a sensitivity-guided SOP light (although, if possible, concurrent executions are allowed).
may eliminate a particular featm-e, if a design variable is re- If the execution order is not yet known, the order along the
served for that feature and if the feature is present in the initial diagonal- may be arbitrary. Referring to Fig. 13, each module
design (however, a feature initially absent cannot, in general, may, potentially, send data horizontally, left and right, and
be created). receive vertically from above and from below. The actual

data transmissions from and to i-th module are determined by
3.5 Non-utilization of Disciplinary Optimization comparing the module input list to the predecessor module
Organization of the SOP discussed above may be described as output lists while moving upward in column i. Wherever a
"decomposition for sensitivity analysis followed by optimiza- needed input item is found on the output list from module j,
tion of the entire, undecomposed systern". It may be regarded a dot is placed at the intersection of the i-th column and j-th
as a shortcoming that the procedure leaves no clear place for row as a data junction indicating transmission of output from
the use of the vast expertize of optimization available in the in- module j to input of module i. After the predacessor module

dividual black boxes repsenting engineering discipline& Ex- search gets to the first module, it switches to module i + 1
amples of such local, disciplinary optimization techniques are and continues downward through all the swcessor modules to
the cptimality criteria for minimum weight in structures, and module N. If more than one source is found for a particular
shaping for minimum drag for a constant lift in aerodynamics. input item, a unique, single source must be judgmentally
It appears that combining these local, disciplinary optimiza- selected. However, an output item may be used by several
ticn techniques with the overall system qptimization should xeceiver modules and may also be sent to the outside. The
benefit the latter. Indeed, one way in which these techniques input items that could not be found in the vertical search are
may be used without changing anything in the SOP organiza- designated primary inputs to be obtained-from the outside of
tion dewcibed above is in the SOP intialization. Obviously, the system. The above search is readily implementable on a-
starting SOP from a baseline system compwd of the black computer.
boxes already p Zed forweight, minimum the.. . - When the above search procdure is complee fo±-i An
drag, mamzmum prpuxlsive efficiency, etc, should acceterate poeuei opee o l h

theSO covegene nd mpoveth em rrui. 'c~- moulsthe resulfsa N-square Matnix a ng.14b thatthe StP csanme rinforaone tase the-gtm b-Ig -4-bu
optirizatim iulb comlse separatelyfoeah l' aeketcmperzdaputol4Tsewatrh

----- :-dhN c
box, assarmag Xadgesn t h JP5 nsiripnlaiorda6 civobev htec dti h pe

Beyond that, the issue of i n cn l M I an II of.the
Optimization in SOP remains to be a-challeng for-fuirther- data fedofan ahdtitloe tranlenoe an
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instance of the data feedback. Of course, every instance of variables (the system level variables) on all the black boxes in
a feedback implies an iteration loop required by the assumed the hierarchic pyramid. As mentioned in the foregoing, the ad-
diagonal order of the modules. However, that order may be vantages of the SOP exploi'ing the hierarchic structure of the
changed at will by a code that may be instructed to switch system is a separation of the bottom level detailed optimiza-
the modules around, with the associated permutations of the tions from the top level system optimization, and breaking the
rows and columns to preserve the data junction information, in large system optimization problem into a number of smaller
order to eliminate as many instances of feedback as possible. optimization problems, in contrast to the non-hierarchic sys-
If all of them are eliminated the system admits a sequential tern SOP (Fig. 7) in which optimization is performed for the
module execution, and may offer opportunities for concurrent system as a whole. However, if any of these black boxes in
executions of some modules. If a complete elimination of a hierarchic system contains a cluster (see discussion of Fig.
the feedbacks is not possible, they are reduced in number 16) of black boxes forming a non-hierarchic system, the non-
and clustered. An example of a fairly large N-square Matrix hierachic system SOP (Fig. 7) may be used to optimize it lo-
in the initial, arbitrary order is shown in Fig. 15a while its cally. Hence, both methods for system optimization described
clustered state is shown in Fig. 15b. In the clustered state above, the one based on the linear decomposition (ref. 10) as
the system is hybrid-partially hierarchic and partially non- well as the SOP based on Fig. 7 flowchart have their place in
hierarchic. A software tool that is available to make the above optimization of a general case of a hybrid engineering system
transformation is described in ref. 9. All the modules in one of that exhibits both the hierarchic and non-hierarchic structures
the clusters in Fig. 15b may be regarded as a new supermodule, depicted in Fig. 16.
and the system diagram may be drawn in terms of these As reported in ref. 13, the linear decomposition method wassupermodules as shown in Fig. 16. This diagram defines a
hierarchic decomposition of a system because the data flow used to optimize the variables of configuration geometry and

from the top of the pyramidal hierarchy to the bottom, without cross-sectional structural dimensions of a transport aircraft il-
lustrated in Fig. 17a for minimum fuel burned in a prescribed

reversing the flow and without lateral flow, while inside of u nde cn sta ran f r e in o p ero-

each cluster there is a system whose modules define a non- mission, under constraints drawn from the disciplines of aero-
hierarchic decomposition. dynamics, performance and structures. The analysis was rel-

atively deep, e.g., a CFD code in aerodynamics, and a finite
The N-square Matrix structure has a reflection in the struc- element model of the built-up structure of the airframe struc-
ture of the matrix of coefficients in eq. 5: each fecdforward tures. The number of design variables was over 1300, and
instance in the former gives rise to a Jacobian matrix located the number of constraints was also in thousands. Optimization
below the diagonal in the latter and each feedback is reflected was conducted decomposing the problem into a three-level hi-
in a Jacabian above the diagonal Hence, a sequential system erarchic system shown in Fig. 17b. A sample of results is
without feedbacks has a matrix of coefficients populated only depicted in Fig. 18 showing a smooth convergence of the fuel
below the diagonal so that eq. 5 may be solved by backsubsti- mass and the structural weight in only 4 to 6 cycles (one cycle
tation of the right hand sides without factoring of the matrix comprised the top-down analysis and the bottom-up optimiza-
of coefficients, tions), for both feasible and infeasible initial design.

4.2 SOP Adapted to Hi-xarchic System 5. GENERALIZATION TO ENTIRE VEHICLE DESIGN
When a decomposed system has a hierarchic structure, its SOP PROCESS
may be reorgaaized to include separate optimizations in each The approach to the system sensitivity and optimization dis-
black bo. This SOP version was introduced in ref. 10 and cussed in the foregoing may be generalized to serve the entire
called an optimization by liear decomposition. It has found design process as shown in ref. 15 using as an example a def-
a number of applications, for example, it was the basis for an inition of that process given in ref. 16. The process defined in
algorithm for multilevel structural optimization by substructur- ref. 16 is a conventional, sequential process illustrated in Fig.
ing in ref. 11, and its use in multidisciplinary applications was 19. As suggested in the upper right corner of the flowchart, any
reported in ref. 12 for control-structure interaction and in ref. change in a major design variable such as the wing or engine
13 for optimization of a transport aircraft size requires reentry into the sequence and repetition of all the

Multilevel optimization of a hierarchic system by a linear de- operations in the chain. However, the black boxes foning the

composition exploits the top-down flow of the analysis infor- sequence are also fonning a coupled-system whose diagram is
mation. At the bottom level, the inputs obtained from analysis depicted in Fig. 20. The arrows in the diagram represent the

at the next higher level and the appropriate design variables data flow among the black boxes, examples of the data being

are regarded as constants in optimization of each, bottom-level defined in Table 2- Application of the SSA based on eq. 5 to
black bx. Derivatives of each such optimization are computed the system in Mg. 20 leads to GSE in the format shown in Fig.bwi Desperati f e ac snu h opantibymaio are c p 21. In the abbreviated notation used in that figure,_Yij stands
with respect to these input constanets by means of an alg- f a a m . de.. Solution of the
rithm described in ref 14 and are used in linear extrapolations- equations shown in MFg. 21 yields the SDD -valuts-that answer
(hence the name of the technique) to approximate the effect i Sh--+ il i- - g. 2 yields the - valu..th..answe
of the input constants on the optmzio results Opiia h wa f uetosipida h pper rgtcrnro h

flowchart in Ag. 1, and does it for all the variables of interesttions in the black boxes at -the- next higheq level appr+ o e_ + .. .. ..
their influence on the lower simultaneously and without repeating the entire chain for everylevel-opt aon by--means of qetno u+++ l~ erra~o_+_l +<m + + +- := +=+-- - - _ st ; l +VD: - m-thanWeused to'sx~ rt jud§;
these extrapoltos Thus, the top black bo 01oral1-inisdo

metldesign decisions: and/or toguide a om ohaaopefonmed taking an approximate account of the effect of its

_ _-E
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according to the SOP in Hg. 7. 6. Thareja, R.; and Haftka, R. T.: Numerical Difficulties
Associated with Using Equality Constraints to Achieve

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS Multi-level Decomposition in Structural Optimization,
Design of an engineering system, such as an aircraft, is a AIAA Paper No. 86-0854, AIAA/ASMIEASCE/AHS 27th
formidable task involving a myriad of cross-influences among Structures, Structural Dynamic., and Materials Confer-
the engineering disciplines and parts of the system. The ence, San Antonio, Texas, May 1986.
time-honored approach to that task is to decompose it into 7. Sobiez kSobies, J.: Optimization by Decomposi-
smaller, more manageable tasks. The paper outlines some
recently developed techniques that support such an approach tion: A Step from Hierarchic to Non-Hierarchic Systems,

Second NASA/Air Force Symposium on Recent Advances
by building an engineering system optimization on a modular Sn NAtAiAip orc ysiu on ances
basis, that comprises engineering specialty groups and their i Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization; Hampton,

black box tools and allows engineers to retain responsibility for Virginia, September 28-30 1988; Proceedings pblished
their domains while working concurrently on manageable tasks as NASA CP - No. 3031; editor. Barthelemy, 3.F.
and comminicating with each other by means of sensitivity 8. Bloebaum, C. L: Non-Hierachic System Decomposition
data. The modularity and concurrence of operations map in Structual Optimization Formal and Heuristic System
onto the familiar structure of the engineering organizations Decomposition Methods in Multidisciplinary Synthesis;
and are compatible with the emerging computer technology Ph.D. Dissertation, School of Engineering, Department of
of multiprocessor computers and distributed computing. The Aerospace Engineering, University of Florida, Gainsville,
only major new requirement is the generation of derivatives of FL., 1991.
output with respect to input in each specialty domain. 9. Rogers, J. L.: A Knowedge-Based Tool for Multilevel

The use of sensitivity data as the communication medium is the Decomposition of a Complex Design Problem; NASA
distinguishing feature of the proposed approach and represent TP 2903, 1989.
a major improvement over the present practice because it addsthetred iforatin t th fmeton alu inormtio. Bth 10. Sobieszczanski-Sobieski. 3.: A Linear Decomposition
the trend information to the function value information. Both Method for Large Optimization Problems--Blueprint for
types of information enhance the human judgment and intuition
while being readily usable in guiding the formal optimization Development NASA TM 83248, Febrary 1982.
procedures. 11. Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, I., James, B. B.; and Riley, M.
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Table 1Tal2
Hypersonic aircraft optimization results Coupling data in aircraft system

BaeieI Optimization vector Y Content examplesI Optimization parameter value results 1 See the- box labeled INUT
1. Forebody length j .0 .29____airfoil geometry data. Engine thrust.

2. Cne ngl 110000.993!3 Fuel tank locations and assumed volumes.
3. Uper urfce hight 1.00 1.0294 Wing structura weight and internal Volue4. Geomietric transition length 1000 1.0760 5 Tk-f rs egt

5. evon deflection I1.000 J0.8620 6 See box 6.
.boyctipv e fl ci n1 0 0 1 0 7 Landing ge ar w eight and location, inJ Obj ctiv tri med Ip f .000wed and extended position.

1.000 ITake-off field length.

Qualitative effort strainu osaIptdigvrabe

Question j uestion 1 sk usio o eil
l~ao Anaw Anwe IT Answr designpefrac

I Oualitativ, effort stream Wa

Time.tutr oto

1. Qualitative and quantitative sides of a de-sign process. Wlha ytm

2. Interactions in a system analysis and "What if' questions.

Ang~neine

atoplsio
3.ng Srcual deig han wig i a vmpecano effiets.
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Hypersonic Interceptor
Cruise Mach=5.5

a)

Takeoff Landing
Mission Range

I- Outbound --- Inbound -
2000 NM 2000 NM

9. a) Hypersonic interceptor, b) Mission profile.
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Change In design variables Change In objective function and
from baselinle to optimum ~ constraits from baseline to optimum

1.4- 1 2010-25

1.2- 0.8- 16- 80-20

1
0.8- 0.6- 12- 60-10

0.6. 0.4 8 40-00

0.4.
0.2. 4 2 0

0.2-
0. 0 0 0f 0

Wing Turbojet Ramjet Fuselage Takeoff IFuel Intercept Takeoff
area size size length gross balancel time<55 vel<195

weight -C0.1 min knots

IBaseline
OAt optimum

11. Sample results from hyerson1ic interceptor optimiization.

Y2 fl =0 Y2
f2=0 f2=O0 f, =0

f2=0

/r =o
a) Y1b) Y1

12. System solution: a) Intersection point; b) Tangency point.

INPUT comIN from upstream

OUTPUT,'M 2UE OUTPUT

Info. fed upstream i
feedback II

INPUT
from downstream

-Info. fed dowstram
feed-torward

13. Schematic definition of a module.
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b)

14. Example of a system: a) Graph fonna4 b) N-sluart Matrix
format.

b) Execution order rearranged to reduce and cluster the
feedbacks.

15. system N-square Matrix: a) Random execution Order

16. Hlierazchic ibucture of clusters in a system
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Aircraft
performance

ing bo

17. Optimnizafion of a transport aircraft- a) Cogafigztia b) ffierarcluc rystern of modules.

220 x103  go0x10 3

21 a-Casel 80 oCasel2
Block fuel 200 o Case2 Win 70 m ae

lbs 190 weightIbs 60
180 50So
170 40i -

0 2 4 6 8 101214 0 2 4 6 8 101214
Cycles Cycles

18. Sample of remits from trAnsport 4ixcrnft qwtimhizio
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Input Initial estimate of Change weight, wing & engine size

Mission & performance criteria empty & take-off weight; • Payload fField performanceN I "
* Payload
* Range * Wing sizing Undercarriage design Implies a
* Cruise atitudo * No. of engines * Take-off field length "Perturb-and-reanalyze"
* Cruise speed * Engine configuration * Landing field length to answer "What if"
- Take-off field length or & size Community noise

approach speed 
q t

9 Climb requirements

Configuration geometry & data Layout design Prormance* General arrangement criteria /.-No-
Technology data * Geometry parameters met?

* Aerodynamics except empennage
* Propulsion
* Stability and control Yes
9 Airframe and systems Weight & balance

weight data * Group weights
* Wing location Evaluation & output
* Loading C.G. limits * Three-view drawings
* Horizontal tall size 9 Weight-balance diagram
9 Aerodynamic C.G. limits * Drag polars, lift curves
* Vertical tail size * Off-design performance

_ _ _ _* Weight statement
Mission performance * Operating cost

* Cruise speed

C g Payload range

No Yes-J

19. A conventional, sequential design process for aircraft.

Input
Mission & performance criteria

* Payload
* Range
* Cruise altitude

Cruise speed
* Take-off field length orX----)i approach speed
* Climb requirements

Configuration geometry & data
Tehnoloy data

'=L Air ynamics• PropuIlon
•Stability and control

Airame and systems
_ Wing sizing weight data_ \VLayoutdesign

X No. of engines eea ragmn
Engine configuration Goer aaees-

&size except empennage

Y4 2 Y Initial estimate of
( Grup)lh k baaY2egt - empty & take-ff weghtJ

X--*, Loading C.G. limits a , Cruise spewl

Hrznatalsize * Payload range
Aerodynamic C.G. limits
vertical tall size 7 Federomney

-~ Undercarriage design
" Take-off field length
• Landing field length
" Community noise

20. Black boxes fronm Fig. 19 forrinrg a system.
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*System sensitivity equations of design represented as coupled system

00 dyl Y Y

-Y1 -Y23 -Y24 -Y25  0 -V 27  dY2k ~k l

-Y1I 0 0 0 0 dXk
-Y'41 -Y42 -Y(43 1 -Y45  0 '-Y47 dY3

-Y10 0 0 1 0 0 k
0 -Y62  0 0 -Y510 dYk 0y 0y

-Y71 -Y72 -V73 -V74  0 0 1 dXk = ~ -I

dV5
dXk
dV6
dXk0
dV7
dXk0

r hese system derivatives answer "~What if" questions regarding these
variables without reanalyzing the system

21. GSE matxix for the system of Fig. 20.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC AEROELASTIC RESPONSES

Rakesh K. Kapania*
Virginia Polytechnic Institute And State University

Blacksburg, VA 24061,U.S.A.

1. SUMMARY Flutter, an aeroelastic instability, is a self-
sustaining oscillation that involves a coupling between

This paper summarizes ongoing research on the inertial, elastic, and aerodynamic forces. The flutter
sensitivity analysis of dynamic aeroelastic response analysis capabilities have been available for well over
of wings. Two approaches are being used to express four decades. Yates1 developed a modified strip anal-
the unsteady aerodynamic loads, namely: (1) the ysis to analyze flutter characteristics for finite-span
frequency-domain approach and the (2) the state-frequency-domain approacqaedctheo(2)nthepstate- swept and unswept wings at subsonic and supersonic
space approach. The frequency domain approach speeds. The method is still used today to calculate
is demonstrated on a 3-D box wing and the state- the lift and moment forces. For example, Landsberger
space domain approach is demonstrated on a simple and Dugundji2 used these expressions, with a modifi-
2-D sectional (i.e. a rigid airfoil supported by tor- cation for camber effects given by Spielberg3 , to study
sional and rotational springs, respectively) model. For the flutter and divergence of a composite plate. The
the 3-D box wing structure, equivalent plate analy- present day computers allow complex aerodynamic
sis is used to model the structure of the wing and a programs to be developed and used. 4- 6 But these
modified strip theory is used to obtain the unsteady codes can not be used at early design stage where a
aerodynamic loads. For the 2-D sectional model a re- large number of aeroelastic analyses are needed. Ap-
cently proposed state-space model of the unsteady proximate unsteady aerodynamic models are still be-
aerodynamics loads acting on an airfoil is used. For ing used at the design stage.
the 3-D wings, results are obtained for the sensi-
tivity of the dynamic aeroelastic responses (flutter It would be advantageous for the designer to
speed, flutter frequency and the reduced frequency) have a mathematical tool which can be used to pre-
to various shape parameters namely, aspect ratio, ta- dict the changes in flutter with the changes in basic
per ratio, surface area, and sweep angle. Three dif- shape parameters. Sensitivity analysis was first rec-
ferent methods are used to find these sensitivities, ognized as a useful tool for assessing the effects of
namely: (i) a purely finite difference approach; (ii) a changing parameters in mathematical models of con-
semi-analytical approach in which an analytical ex- trol systems. The gradient based mathematical pro-
pression is used for calculating the sensitivity of an gramming method used in optimal control and struc-
eigenvalue of the complex-valued aeroelastic matrix, tural optimization furthered the development of sen-
but the derivatives of various components of this ma- sitivity derivatives, because sensitivity derivatives are
trix (i.e. the mass, stiffness, and aerodynamic matri- used in search directions to find optimum solution.7

ces) are obtained using the finite difference; and (iii) Sensitivity analysis has also become a versatile design
a semi-analytical approach that differs from the ap- tool, rather than just an instrument of optimization
proach number (ii) in the sense that the sensitivity of programs. 8

the aerodynamic matrix is now obtained analytically.
A good agreement is seen between the three sets of Shape sensitivity analysis of any physical system
results. For the 2-D sectional model, the results for under aeroelastic loads can be important for differ-
the sensitivities of the flutter speed with respect to ent reasons: (i) to understand and predict the sys-
various parameters (the two natural frequencies, mass tem's response and (ii) to optimize the response of
ratio, static unbalance, the radius of gyration and the the system for a set of physical constraints. The sen-
distance between mid chord and the elastic axis) are sitivity derivatives can be found by a finite difference
obtained, or analytical methods. Analytical sensitivity analy-

sis has found increased interest in engineering design
2. INTRODUCTION as it eliminates uncertainty in the choice of step size

needed in the finite difference method. The step size
Associate Professor, Aerospace and Ocean Engi- if too large leads to truncation errors and if too small

neering, Senior Member AIAA. leads to ill-conditioning.
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Adelman and Haftka8 have shown that struc- sensitivity of a wing flutter response to changes in its
tural sensitivity analysis has been available for over geometry. Specifically, the object is to determine the
two decades. Structural sensitivity analysis has been deivatives of flutter speed and frequency with respect
sufficient in the past because sizing variables such as to wing area, aspect ratio, taper ratio, and sweep an-
plate thickness and cross-sectional areas affect the gle. The present study uses a structural formulation
mass and stiffness properties of the airframe but, not which was originally formulated at the NASA Lang-
its basic geometry. Therefore, aerodynamic sensitivity ley Research Center by Giles.13 The program is based
analysis capability has been limited in development upon a Raleigh-Ritz formulation in which the dis-
until recently. For example, Rudisill and Bhatiag de- placement functions are made up of polynomial ex-
veloped expressions for the analytical derivatives of pressions. The aerodynamic formulation used in this
the eigenvalues, reduced frequency and flutter speed study was developed by Yates,1' ,  The expression for
with respect to structural parameters for use in mini- lift and moment are derived from potential flow the-
mizing the total mass. ory and have been modified to account for finite span.

Pedersen and Seyranian' ° , examined the change The structural and aerodynamic formulation
in flutter load as a function of change in stiffness, were validated using examples found in other works.
mass, boundary conditions or load distribution. They Once there was sufficient confidence in the flutter
showed how sensitivity analysis can be performed speed prediction capabilities, sensitivity analyses to
without any new eigenvalue analysis. The solution to predict the flutter speed for changes in the geomet-
the main and an adjoint problem provide all the nec- ric shape parameters was performed. Three differ-
essary information for evaluating sensitivities. Their ent approaches were used to obtain the sensitivities
paper mainly focused on column and beam critical of the flutter speed; the frequency; and the reduced
load distributions. frequency to various shape parameters. The three

approaches are: (i) a purely numerical approach us-
Hawk and Bristow6 developed aerodynamic sen- ing the finite difference method; (ii) a semi-analytical

sitivity analysis capabilities in subcritical compress- method that uses an analytic expression given in Ref.
ible flow. They first analyzed a baseline configura- 14 for calculating the sensitivity of the eigenvalues of
tion, and then calculated a matrix containing partial a generalized eigenvalue problem and a finite differ-
derivatives of the potential at each control point with eence approximation of the derivatives of the aerody-
respect to each known geometric parameter by ap- namic, mass and stiffness matrices with respect to the
plying a first-order expansion to the baseline config- geometric parameters; and (iii) an analytic approach
uration. The matrix of partial derivatives is used in that uses the analytic expression for calculating the
each iteration cycle to analyze the perturbed geom- sensitivity of the eigenvalues and an analytically de-
etry. However, this analysis only handles chordwise rived expression for the sensitivity of the aerodynamic
perturbation distributions, such as changes in camber, matrix with respect to geometric parameters. The
thickness and twist. A new approach, which is still results obtained using the three approaches were com-
under development, has been proposed by Yates'1  pared and were found to be in good agreement with
that considers general geometric variations, includ- each other and also with those obtained from com-
ing planform, and subsonic, sonic and supersonic un- plete reanalysis.
steady, nonplanar lifting-surface theory.

Anticipating the future need for obtaining the
Barthelemy and Bergen12 explored the analytical sensitivity of the flutter characteristics and the sta-

shape sensitivity derivatives of the wing's aeroelas- bility margins for the aeroservoelastic design, it is de-
tic characteristics, such as section lift, angle of at- sirable to express the unsteady aerodynamic loads in
tack, rolling moment, induced drag, and divergence the state-space form.' - 16 In this form, the unsteady
dynamic pressure, for subsonic subcritical flow, with aerodynamics is represented by a set of first-order or-
respect to geometric parameters. Results showed the dinary differential equations. These equations can be
characteristics nonlinearity to be small enough to be easily integrated with the first order differential equa-
well approximated by sensitivity based linear approx- tions that govern the structural (and control) behav-
imations. These approximations are valid within a ior. The stability of the aeroelastic system can then
range that is useful to designers in the initial design be obtained either by performing an eigenvalue analy-
phase. sis or by time integration of the combined aeroelastic

The present work details the theoretical and equations. 17 The state-space aerodynamic model as
computational derivation of a method to obtain the given in Leishman and Nguyen 14 is used to study the

aeroelastic behavior of a 2-D sectional model (a rigid

4-4I
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wing supported elastically and allowed to plunge and are:
pitch about the elastic axis). For this model, the sen-
sitivity derivatives of the flutter speed are obtained H(x, y) = Hoo+Hlox+H2ox 2+Holy+. .. +Hmnxmiy

for a number of pertinent variables. These are: (i) the (2)

two natural frequencies of the system; (ii) the mass t(X,y) = too+tlox+t2oX-2 +toly+. .. +tmn xmy (3)

ratio, (iii) distance between the elastic axis and the In the present formulation, the depth of the wing box
mid chord point; (iv) the static unbalance, and (v) and thickness of the skins is assumed to be constant
the radius of gyration. Two approaches are used; throughout. The wing box used for this presentation
namely: (1) a purely finite difference approach, and is shown in Fig. 3.
(ii) an analytical approach in which the derivatives of
the aeroelastic matrix are obtained analytically. Ex- Displacement Function: The Rayleigh-Ritz formula-
cellent agreement was observed between the two sets tion assumes a deflection shape for the wing struc-
of results. ture. This deflection shape is a linear combination

of n assumed displacement functions. The assumed
3. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN ANALYSIS displacement functions are specified as products of

Structural Modeling: This section briefly describes polynomial in the x-direction and y-direction global

the structural formulation which was originally devel- coordinates.

oped by Giles.13 The program is based upon a Ritz The deflection equation can also be written as:
solution technique using the energy functionals for
a laminated plate which includes the bending and N M _ n y_ \m

stretching of the reference surface. This program is W(x,y) = E Z C""
capable of analyzing unsymmetric wing box sections n=Om=2 (4)
arising from airfoil camber, laminate sequences, or NP

different thicknesses in upper and lower covers skins. = _ y'(x, y)C'

The aerodynamic formulation restricts the chord-
wise length to remain straight during oscillations, where -ti(x, y) is the nondimensional displacement

therefore only high aspect ratio wings will be ana- function and NP is the number of trial functions

lyzed in this representation. Only bending and tor- used. All the assumed displacement functions satisfy

sional deformations are considered in this analysis the geometric boundary conditions for a cantilever

procedure. In the theory of plates, the Kirchhoff as- plate. The displacement functions are nondimensional

sumption is made that lines normal to the reference quantities in order to prevent numerical difficulties in

plane remain straight and normal after deformations. manipulation of the matrices. For the complete de-
scription of the structural formulation, the reader is

The planform geometry of the wing is rep- referred to Ref. 13.
resented by a trapezoidal segment. To represent
cranked wing boxes, multiple trapezoidal segments
can be defined. Each segment has a separate local Aerodynamic Model: An incompressible, 2-dimensional,

coordinate system. The local coordinates are nondi- unsteady strip theory, first developed by Barmby, et

mensional such that C refers to a fraction of the chord al.' 8 and modified by Yates 1 to include the effects

and 77 a fraction of the span as shown in Fig. 1. Fig- of finite span, was used to calculate the aerodynamic

ure 2 illustrates a possible geometry of the wing box coefficients. Lift and moment forces are defined along

and coordinate system. The mid-camber surface is the midchord and acting upon sections perpendic-

measured from a reference plane. The distance, Z,, ular to this midchord line (called the reference line

is represented as a polynominal in the global coordi- hereafter). The flow field is represented by a uniform

nates x and y. stream (non-circulatory component) superposed by a
disturbance-velocity distribution (circulatory compo-
nent) which models the effect of the position and mo-

y =tion of the wing such that the condition of tangential
y) = Zoo--ZmxZ 2 ox 2 +Zoiy+.. . +Z~ m  y flow at the wing surface is met. The lift and moment

(1) forces can be reduced to simple expressions assuming
The depth of the wing box, H(x, y) is measured from the wing is undergoing infinitesimal harmonic oscilla-
the midchord surface and the thickness t(x, y) of each tions about its steady-state position.18

laminate is also defined by polynomial expressions in
x and y. The expressions for the depth and thickness L = -rpb 3 W2 (Bchh + Bo0O) (5)
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M = -lrpb4w 2(Bahh + BaoO) (6) The term Aj3 in aerodynamic matrix [A] are given in

The coefficients Bh, Bae, Bah, and Ba9 are given Ref. 19. It is noted that the various integrations in
in Reference 18. The bending deflection, h, and the the expression for the aerodynamic matrix are per-
torsional deflection, 0, are defined along the reference formed numerically by a 15 point Gaussian quadra-
line. ture numerical integration scheme.Y

Flutter Analysis: The U-g method was used in com-Special attention must be paid when express-

ing the quantities which relate the aerodynamic and puting the flutter speeds. This method introduces a
structural models. The aerodynamic forces and mo- structural damping coefficient g into the equations

ments are derived in terms of sections perpendicular of motion. Neutral stability (flutter) is attained for
to the reference line. The displacement functions (see a given velocity, when the damping of the structure
Eq. 4) and their derivatives define rotations parallel goes to zero. Assuming harmonic motion the equa-

to the free stream flow. In order to be consistent in tions of motion become:
the formulation -yi, -yi,y, and 7i,,y must be trans- [[K](1 +ig) _ W2[M]] {C} W2[A]{C (
formed to define 0, r, and a in the plane perpendicu-
lar to the reference line. These transformations are as In the absence of non-aerodynamic external
follows: forces, the resulting generalized eigenvalue problem

np can be written as:
i= o[[IIA - [B]] {C} = {0} (12)

P(7) B is a generalized complex matrix, A is the eigenvalue
i, ) = Z (i(1, g) sin A + yi,,(i, 9) cos A) and {C} is the eigenvector. The eigenvalue A is de-

fined as A = (1 + ig)/w 2 , and the generalized complex
(8) matrix [B] is defined as:

Similar expression for a is given in Ref. 19. In Eqs.
8 and 9, A is the midchord sweep angle. The super- [B] = [K - 1 [M + A] (13)
scripts - represents the fact that x, y are not any The flutter speed perpendicular to the midchord is
arbitrary values of x and y, but i, g are the coordi- wb
nates along the reference line in x and y. Further- given as V = [-- cosA.
more, i = tan A. Therefore, h, 0,r, and or are func-

tions of 9only, where 9(= ) is the distance ofAosA Evaluative Ai.alysis: The present aeroelastic formu-
the point i, § from the origin along the reference line. lation was first evaluated by studying various exam-
The functions h, 0, r, and which are functions ples for which alternative results are available in lit-
of 9 only are given in Ref. 19. The lift and moment erature. The evaluative process was broken down
forces can then be written in terms of the displace- into four sections. To validate the stiffness matrix,
ment functions ji(9) and the unknown coefficients, the static deflections were checked. The mass ma-
Ci. The expressions for lift and moment are given in trix was verified by comparing the natural frequencies
Ref. 19. of vibration with isotropic as well as composite ma-

Virtual Work: The lift and moment forces are non- terials. Once sufficient verification of the structural
conservative forces, therefore, the principle of virtual model was complete, the static aerodynamic loads
work was employed. The definition of virtual work were checked for divergence of swept and unswept
gives: wings. The dynamic aerodynamic matrix was veri-

fied by comparing the flutter frequencies and speeds
,with results found by Castel and Kapania.2" These5WNC - L6Ahd + M60dV , Qj6Cj (9) authors developed a simple element for the aeroelastic

0 .7 analysis of laminated wings. Their formulation allows

where 6h, and 60 are the virtual displacements and for unsymmetric laminations, arbitrary geometry in-
Qj are the generalized forces and the 6Cj are the gen- cluding chord and thickness taper, and multiple sweep
eralized displacements. The generalized forces Qj are angles.
defined as: nP The comparisons made in this presentation are

Qj= w2 AjC, (10) for a wing consisting of top and bottom flatlami-
nated skins rigidly connected as shown in Figure 3.
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For all isotropic comparisons, the material proper- the uncertainty in the choice of step size which if too
ties of the rectangular box bear, were taken to be large can lead to truncation errors and if too small
those of Aluminum: E = 6.8948 x 10I°N/m 2 , and can lead to ill-conditioning.
v = 0.30. The material properties of the mate-
rial used in the laminated wing are: Ell = 6.9 x To validate the expressions for the eigenvalue

101°N/m?; E2 2 = 5.0 x 101°N/m 2 ; v12 = 0.28; G12 - derivatives, these derivatives are calculated using

1.5 x I0°'N/m2; Pmat - 2.71 x 103kg/m 3 . It should be three different methods. The first method is a purely

noted that these material properties were arbitrarily a numerical approach that uses a finite difference ap-

chosen. proximation to find the eigenvalue derivatives. The
second method is a semi-analyti. approach, because

The result for aeroelastic response of swept and the derivatives of the aerodynamic matrix are found
unswept wings were compared with the results from using finite difference approximations, and then using
two different codes: (i) a code written by Barthelemy the expression for the derivative of the eigenvalue as
and Bergen12 and (ii) a code written by Castel and given in Murthy and Haftka. 14 The third (analytic)
Kapania.18 Barthelemy and Bergen used Weissinger's method uses an analytically derived derivative of the
L-Method to obtain the static aerodynamic loading aerodynamic matrix, along with the eigenvalue deriva-
matrix. The wing dimensions used for comparison tive expression given in Murthy and Haftka. 14

with the present method are: S - 20.0 m 2; AR -
10.0; tp = 1.0 where tp is the taper ratio of the half
wing. An excellent agreement was observed between Eigenvalue Derivatives and Solution Procedures
the two sets of results.19  In the first method of calculating the derivatives,

Castel and Kapania 2 ' used Yates' modified strip the flutter problem is solved twice and the derivatives

method' to obtain both the static and dynamic aero- of the eigenvalues are approximated using a forward

dynamic loadings for swept and unswept composite finite difference scheme.
wings. For different values of sweep the fiber orienta- The second and third methods use the expression
tion was varied and the results for the divergence and for the eigenvalue derivative, that is derived using the
flutter speed were obtained and compared with those main and the adjoint problem. For the i h eigenvalue,
given by Kapania and Castel.2' A very good agree- ma, the eigenvalue derivative with respect to the shape

ment between the two sets of results were observed arate is eresse as:

for unswept wings and wings with a forward sweep

of 300. The agreement for the case of 30' sweepback A' {e }tIBI le'}
was not as good. The disagreement between the two - (14)
sets of results increased as the sweep angle was in- 4., {e }fe }
creased. It is felt that this disagreement is due to two where {e-} and {e.} are the ith left and right eigen-
different models and in the two studies, namely: (i) vector respectively; and {Be is the complex matrix

a skewed model used in this study and, (ii) rotated (see Eq. 13). The eigenvalue derivative in terms of
model used by Castel and Kapania.2  flutter frequency, damping, and their derivatives can

be easily written. To obtain the derivative of the gen-

Sensitivity. Analysis Results (Frequency-Domain Anal- eralized complex matrix [B], the derivatives of the

ysis) aerodynamic matrix [A]; of the inverse of the stiffness
matrix [K]- 1, and of the mass matrix [M] are needed.

This section presents the calculation for the sen- The derivatives of the mass matrix, and the inverse
sitivity of the flutter speed, flutter frequency, and of the stiffness matrix are obtained using the forward
reduced frequency to geometric shape parameters finite difference method. A study was first conducted
namely: (i) aspect ratio, (ii) surface areas, (iii) ta- to obtain an appropriate step size for the finite dif-
per ratio, and (iv) sweep angle. The sensitivity cal- ference calculations. This study indicated that the
culations require the sensitivity of the aerodynamic, calculated derivatives are stable.
mass and stiffness matrices with respect to various
shape parameters. A key objective of this ftudy is to
check the viability of calculating the desired deriva- Sensitivity of Aerodynamic Stiffness Matrix. The
tives using an analytical approach. It was decided derivatives of the aerodynamic matrix [A] with re-
to analytically obtain the sensitivities of the aerody- spect to a geometric shape parameter are obtained
namic matrix.- The analytical derivatives eliminate using two different methods- (i) finite difference

method; and (ii) analytic method. The calculation
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of the sensitivity of the aerodynamic matrix [A] is reduced frequency while also keeping the same per-
made difficult by the fact that this matrix depends turbation in the shape parameter. One dPs is known,
upon shape parameters p, and also on the reduced dp5

frequency k,. The reduced frequency is not really an an approximation to the value of kn, corresponding

independent variable, as its value for a new value of to flutter speed for a new value of p, is obtained as:

ps(= po d + Ap3 ) should be such that the imaginary kn"' - ktd + (dkn/dp3 )Ap.. This process is repeated

part of the eigenvalue corresponding to the perturbed until the tolerance is met.

configuration should be zero. In the "analytical" method, the sensitivity of the

In the finite difference method, the sensitivity of generalized complex matrix [B] is obtained in a sim-

the aerodynamic matrix [A] is obtained as follows: ilar fashion except that the sensitivity of the aerody-
namic matrix [A] is computed analytically. This is

d[A] [A(ps + Ap., k. + Ak)] - [A(ps, k,)j (15) expressed as follows:
dp. AP,

d[Al Of[A] OA] dk(-= - (19)
To obtain the value of Ak, an iterative proce- dps Op3  Ok. dps

dure was used. As a first step, Akn was put equal to
zero, and the sensitivity of the eigenvalue is obtained. Both (9p] O[ A]

Obviously, the imaginary part of the new eigenvalue dk aei
thus obtained will not be zero. This fact is used to value of k is computed from the eigenvalue deriva-
obtain the value of Akin as explained in the following. dpig dkri.

The change in the damping coefficient 9, a func- tive, as explained above. In the first iteration, dPs IS

tion of both the shape parameters and reduced fre- assumed to be zero. The aerodynamic matrix deriva-

quency, can be written as: tive is computed and combined with the derivatives of
the mass [M], inverse stiffness matrices [K]- 1 to form

dg = 2 2--dp + A dk, (16) 9[B]. The eigenvalue derivative is then computed.
p 8k, 9P,

At flutter speed: g = 0; dg = 0. Therefore, The derivatives of the displacement function with
respect to a general shape parameter p, are given as

dk, follows:
dp = -(OglPs) / (aOglOk,) (17) 8 a 0 9 XO OY (20)

1p Ox 1 -,Oy 01ps

Note that was already obtained during the cal-
a s a The global coordinates x and y are given in

culations of the flutter speed. The values of reduced terms of the local coordinates and the geometric
frequency are varied in the initial problem to com- shape parameters.19 The derivatives of x and y with
pute the value at the point the damping coefficient respect to various geometric shape parameters areOg
goes to zero. Therefore, 2 is easily computed by given in Ref. 19 along with the derivatives of the

ak, halfchord with respect to the same parameters.

a forward finite difference scheme. The value of he
Op. The aerodynamic coefficients are functions of the

is obtained from the imaginary part of the sensitiv- reduced frequency. The reduced frequency changes
ity of the eigenvalue obtained in the first step. This as the shape parameters change therefore these terms
is computed directly from the eigenvalue derivative, are functions of the shape parameters and must be
The term ag/0ap can be obtained -as included in the formulation. The derivatives of aero-

dynamic coefficients with respect to the reduced fre-

Og 0A" (18) quency are given in Ref. 19.
The "analytic" derivative of the eigenvalue

where w is obtained from the original flutter prob- with respect to various parameters, namely the sur-
lem and 0wo/p,3 can be obtained from w and OA/0p3 . face area S, the aspect ratio AR, the taper ratio tp

Cg and sweep were compared with-those obtained us-
If A is not within a tolerance of 10-6, the aeroy- adweperco aeditthsotixdu-
fp idy- ing the two previously described-methods, namely:

namic matrix [A] is recalculated at a new value of the (i) the purely finite differency method and (ii) a
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semi-analytic approach in which the desired deriva- I0, 1; and K 0 , K1 are modified Bessel functions of
tives were obtained using a forward finite difference the first and second kind, respectively. The circula-
scheme. The results are shown in Table 1. An ex- tory lift Lc, on an airfoil strip of unit span, having a
cellent agreement exists between the various ses of vertical translation h called plunging, (positive down-
results. The "analytically obtained" derivative (case wards) and rotation a, called pitching, (positive nose
(iii)) is about 6.95 percent more than that obtained up) about an axis located at a distance ah b from the
using a purely finite difference approach (case (i)). mid-chord point (ah being positive towards the trail-
Similarly, the value of the same derivative obtained ing edge) can be written as
using a semi-analytic approach (case (ii)), is about
9.36 percent less than that obtained using the ana- 2 F, b
lytic approach. Lc(-r) = 27rbU 2  4(r - TO) [(70+ -h(0ro)

4. STATE SPACE APPROACH + -ai) a"(rO)]drO

(24)
In recent years, considerable efforts are being

made to integrate the aerodynamic, structural and Since the expression for 0(r) as given in Eq. 23
control aspects of the design of an aircraft. Since the is quite complicated, a two-pole simplified form of

control and the structural dynamic behaviors can given by Jones:

easily be expressed in terms of the state-space form
(i.e. in terms of a set of first-order ordinary differen- O(r) = 1.0 - 0.165exp(-0.0455r)
tial equations in time), it is desireable that the un- - 0.335exp(-0.300-) r > 0
steady aerodynamic loads be also expressed in the
same form. In recent years, considerable efforts have is often used.
been made in that direction. Note that the Wagner's function and the Theodorsen's

In the state-space form, any linear continuous function are related to each other;, the latter being the

dynamical system is expressed as2 2 : Fourier Transform of the former.

{} = [A]{x} + [B]{u} (21) The unsteady aerodynamic loads can be repre-

i} = [0j{} + [D]{u} (22) sented still in another form, the state-space approach.
Using this approach Jones' 2-pole approximation

where {z} is an ordered set of n variables required to give rise to a single dynamical system that can be
completely describe the state of the system at a given expressed as15

time; {u} is a real-valued vector of m input or control
variables; and {y} is a real-valued vector of r system f+ __ [x0 i I f +f+ 1 a 3/ 4 (t) (26)
outputs; and [A], [B], [0], and [D] are matrices of z2 x2
dime-ion n x n, n x m, r x n, and r x m respectively.

with the normal force coefficient of the circulatory lift
State-Space Representation of Aerodynamic Loads: OJN(t) given as:

=In the previous section on Frequency-Domain

airfoil were represented in terms of the Theodorsen's L { 0 a3/4(t)]

function. An alternative approach is the Wagner's
function approach; in that the aerodynamic loads on where i = -0.01375LU/b] 2; b = -0.3455(U/b); a =
an airfoil given an impulsive motion at speed U are .006825 (U/b)2 ; and d = 0.10805(U/b). Note that 27r
obtained as a function of time. This approach is also is the lift curve slope for incompressible flow. This
called the Indicial Function Approach. The Indicial can be replaced by the actual slope of the lift curve.

or the Wagner's function q5 is given aIt is noted that the Jones' approximation rep-

) -K resents the exact frequency response (Theodorsen's
1 [(K (23) function) within a very few percents. Accuracy of

+ 7 2(i ° + 1)2 ]- 1 e :e-_dX such approximations of the indicial function can be
improved by increasing the number of poles in the

where -r = Ut/b is a nondimensional quantity pro- representation. Venkatesan and Ffiedmanni e have
portional to time t, b is the semichord of the airfoil, given a three-pole indicial response function that can
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express the Theodorsen's function over the entire re- Let E, and i2 be the two states describing the dynam-
duced frequency range. ics of the unsteady loads, such that

Aeroelastic Equations: The governing equations of a b=(U)2xi (34)

2-D rigid model, elastically supported and allowed to
plunge and pitch can be written as:23  (U) (35)

/h + s& ± k,, h = Qh(t) (28) where x, and x2 are defined in Eqs. 26, and 27. The

-4 + 4& + k4, a = Q (t) (29) dynamics of unsteady loads can now be written as

Let wh and w. are the natural frequencies (in j'0 1 + Xi ±.a 3 (-) (36)
Rad/sec) of the system in bending and torsion respec- x) - A 12 A B 2

tively; w, = , w. = (ka/Ia) , s = wing static and

moment about the elastic axis, and a dot represents CNc(-r) = 27r [C DI + 0.5a 3 /4 (i-) (37)
derivative with respect to time. X2 J 0

In Eqs. (28) and (29), Qh (t) and Qa(t) are the where A = -0.01375, B = -0.3455, C = .006825
externally applied force and moment. In general, Qh and D = .10805.
and Qa will include the both aerodynamic and me- Combining the structural (Eqs. 32 and 33) and the
chanical forces and moments. If we restrict our atten- Combini c (Eqs. 3 2 and 3 ) an d thenondi- aerodynamic (Eqs. 36 and 37) equations, we obtain
tion to aerodynamic forces only, and use-the nondi- the governing equations, which can be written as
mensional time " = Ut/b, we obtain

SU2  [M{X"} + [CI{X'} + [KJ{X} {0} (38)

T2  +--j-a"+m, h--L(") (30) where

2  U2 "M] += 0 1s~"+ 4-- + h , = M(T) (31)itx. n- 0

where a prime represents derivative with respect to [ 1 ( - ah) 2D ]
the nondimensional time r. Let = h/b, the non- C] = -( + 2ah) -(1 - 2 ah)ah -2D(1 + 2ah)]
dimensional displacement; Eq. 30 can be written as: -1 -(1 - ah) B

C c + C-V + ' [iiKh 1 22 2C
("+x a"+Kh + -+--0 (32) [K] 0 -(1+2ah)+ gr.K. -2C(1+ 2ah)

-1 A

where ,i = m/rpb2 is the mass ratio, xi0, =s/mb
is the non-dimensional distance representing the dy- and {X} a
namic coupling between the plunging and pitching {A1
motions, Kh2 = whb2 /U 2, and CN, is the lift coeffi-

cient of the circulatory lift. The prime indicates the derivative with respect to
nondimensional time r. Note that Eq. 36 is included

Similarly, the governing equation for the equilibrium in Eq. 38 as a second order ordinary differential equa-
in pitching can be written as: tion.

2 + 2 C.(T) These equations can be easily written in the state-

X.C" + r2 , + r., ",a_ - = 0 (33) space form as {4} = [A] {q} (39)
where r = (I,/mb2 )1 /2 is the radius of gyration in where {q} consists of , a, il and their derivatives
semichords; and Cm(r) is the moment coefficient, and with respect to -non-dimensional-time 7, and
K24 = W'b2 /U 2. It is noted that the contribution of
the terms relatedto-the apparentmass of the air-to [ 0 I 1 (40)
the lift and-moment-is neglected in this study. L-[M]-IKJ -[M]- [C]
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The flutter characteristics of Eq. 39 are found by cal- value derivative but the derivative of the aerodynamic
culating the complex eigenvalues of [A] at various val- matrix is computed analytically.
ues of dynamic pressure. The flutter occurs at the
lowest value of the dynamic pressure for which the It was shown that the e mgenvalue derivatives for
real part Re(Af) of any eigenvalue becomes positive, all three cases are in good agreement with each other.
The sensitivity of the flutter speed with respect to Also the results for flutter speed and reduced fre-

any parameter can then be found using the method quency obtained using sensitivity based analysis, for
described earlier, a significant range of parameter, are found to be ingood agreement with those obtained using a complete

In this study the flutter calculations were per- reanalysis.
formed for the example given in Ref. 23. The base
data is u = 76, ah = -0.15, xa = 0.25, r. 2 Results for the sensitivity of the flutter speed are

0.388, b = 5in., w, = 64.1 rad/sec., and Wh = 55.9 also obtained using the state space approach. This

radians per see. Good agreement was achieved be- is done for a two-D rigid sectional model elastically

tween the present results and those given in Ref. 23. supported and restricted to plunging and pitching.

For example, the present analyses yielded a flutter The unsteady aerodynamics is represented in state-

speed of 89.63 ft/sec. as opposed to a flutter speed space form i.e. by representing the aerodynamics as

of 90.8 ft/sec given in Ref. 23. The derivatives of the a set of first order ordinary differential equations. An

flutter speed with respect to various governing pa- advantage of this approach is that the aerodynamic

rameters, namely: wh, Wa, m., r., 1., and ah were equations can be easily appended to structural equa-

obtained. The results for the sensitivity of the flutter tion of motion. Also the matrix whose eigenvalues

speed with respect to these parameters are given in yield the flutter speed is a real-valued matrix. The

Table 2. Two different techniques are used; namely: results obtained using the state space approach for

(1) using Eq. 14 and analytical derivatives of the ma- an example are found to be in good agreement with

trices jM], [C], and [K]; and (2) using a purely finite those available in the literature. The sensitivities of

difference approach. In the latter approach, the flut- the flutter speed are obtained with respect to various

ter derivatives are obtained by slightly perturbing parameters. Two different approaches are used; (i)

the system and recalulating the flutter speed. For- a purely finite difference approach, and (ii) an ana-

ward finite difference approach was used to calculate lyric approach. The sensitivities obtained using the
the sensitivity of the flutter speed. For each variable, two approaches are in excellent agreement with each

the sensitivity of the flutter speed was obtained u- other. It is felt that the state space approach is very

ing three different step sizes; 1%, .1% and 0.01%. It well suited for obtaining the sensitivity of the flutter

is seen that the derivative due to radius of gyration speed with respect to a given parameter.

is very sensitive to the step size. But in all cases, re-
sults obtained using a step size of 0.01% are in very 6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Table 1: Comparison of Eigenvalue Derivatives w.r.t Four Parameters
(Frequency Domain Approach)

Case (i) case (ii) case (iii)
Finite Difference Semi-analytic Analytic

SWEEP 2.8831 E-5 2.4199 E-5 2.6761 E-5
S 2.4151 E-5 2.4593 E-5 2.4571 E-5
AR 7.8769 E-6 8.1694 2,-6 8.1562 E-6
TP 2.6719 E-4 2.6571 E-4 2.6330 E-4

Table 2. Sensitivity of the Flutter Velocity of a 2D Section Mcdel with respect to various
Parameters using State-Space Approaches. (Base Configuration: x,, = 0.25, r,, =
0.388, i = 76, ah = -0.15 Semi chord = 5in., w. = 64.1 rad/sec., and w, = 55.9
rad./sec.)

Parameter Analytic Finite Difference
Derivative la% 0.1% 0.01%

Static xa 162.5674 161.9858 162.5076 162.5600
Unbalance

Radius of ra -0.05458942 .253188 -.02343 -.051373
Gyration

Mass Ratio .518695 .516909 .518512 .518671

Dis. between ah 6.24302 6.04073 6.22267 6.2400
elastic axis and
mid chord.

Bending Wh 1.60620 1.679999 1.613431 1.606905
frequency

Torsional Wa A small - - 0
frequency number

a Indicates step size used in finite difference.
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APPLICATION OF MULT;DISCIPLINARY OPTIMI7ATION METHODS
TO THE DESIGN OF A SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
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G.A. Wrenn, M.F. Riley and A.R. Dovi, Lockheed E.&S. Co.
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ABSTRACT

A new optimization-based design method Is discussed. range, block fuel

This method is based on Integrating existing disci-
plinary analysis and sensitivity analysis techniques by flexible polax PERFORMANCE wing structural weight
means of generalized sensitivity equations. A generic gross weight
design system implemeiting this method is described.
The system Is being used to design the cor.flguration
and internal structure of a supersonic transport wing
for optimum performance. This problem combines the
disciplines of linear aerodynamics, structures and per- fuel weight, gross weight fuel weight, gross weight
formance. Initial results which Include the disciplines AERODYNAMICS Wdeflectio, w INU STRUCTURE
of aerodynamics and structures in a conventional mini- do thickness
mum weight design under static aeroelaiin constraints

are presented.
strains, st resses

INTRODUCTION

An effort is underway at the NASA Langley Research Con- Figure 1 Multidisciplinaty problem description
ter (LaRC) to improve multidisciplinary interactions in the
processes of analysis and optimization of complex engi- a controlled space structure, by Unger et al. 16] to the de-
neering systems. As presented by Dollyhigh and Sobieski sign o! a subsonic transport, and by Levine et al. [7], to
[1], this effort named HiSAIR (High-Speed Airframe Integra- the design of a hypersonic aircraft. Third, the design itself
tion Research) is focused on the HSCT (High-Speed Civil is carned out with an optimization-based computer system
Transport) design activity. This paper describes the corn- which interacts with a relational database.
ponent of the HiSAIR effort which researches methodology The product of this research will be firstly an improved
for optimization and design of complex multidisciplinary en- methodology for design integration. Second, the resulting
gineering systems. experimental design system will be used to produce trade
The objective of the research is to develop and demon- studies in support ot the HiSAIR effort.
strate new mathematical methods for the integrated design In the following sections, the paper presents the formulation
of aircraft. The -pplication selected is the optimization of a of the complete design problem and a brief description of
supersonic transport configuration developed at the NASA the design model. The generic optimization system used for
LaRC. Ultimately, the aircraft wing shape and structural lay- design is described. Finally, initial design results are pre-
out are to be optimized for best overall vehicle performance. sented for an early implementation of the procedure where
To reach that objective, existing structural, aerodynamic and design constraints are calculated accounting for aeroelastic
performance analysis and sensitivity analysis capabilities effects, but derivatives include only structural effects.
are first combined to predict the behavior of the aircraft.
Since this project is one of demonstration, the level of anal- DESIGN PROBLEM FORMULATION
ysis is deliberately kept low initially; the intent is to include
progressively higher level capabilities as the methodology The design problem considered is that of a supersonic
matures. Integration of analysis capabilities is discussed transport aircraft. The wing internal structure, planform and
at length by Wrenn and Coen [2]. Second, sensitivity in- thickness are varied for optimum performance. Figure 1
formation is integrated using Sobieski's [3] recently intro- presents a schematic representation of the analysis prob-
duced generalized sensitivity equations. This methodology lem. it combines the three disciplines of.structures, aero-
has been validated with several different disciplinary and dynamics and performance. Performance estimates for the
rnultidsciplinary design problems. It has being applied by airplane require knowledge of the flexible lift curves and
Bloebaum etal. [4] in simultaneous shape optimization and drag polars and of the wing structural weight. Likewise,
structural sizing, by Woodward et a!. [5] to the design of aerodynamic calculations depend on aircraft gross weight
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and wing flexible deflections. Finally, structural analysis is
performed for given gross weight and aerodynamic loads. Equation (4) gives the sensitivity derivatives of the coupled
The problem's independent design variables are manipu- disciplines (d(.)/d(.)) as a function of the sensitivity deriva-
lated in each discipline to produce a design; they are de- tives of the uncoupled disciplines (D(.)/8(.)).
noted Xj with i indicating in which discipline they are manip- It is critical to maintain the size of the individual Y11 vectors
ulateu (a= aerodynamics, p= performance and s= structure)- small. Indeed, they not only affect the size of the S ma-
They include the structural (sizing) variables X,, the aero- trix but, more importantly, drive the number of derivatives
dynamic configuration variables X. and the performance required from each discipline. Since those derivatives are
gross weight Xp. The dependent variables are calculated found by finite difference, they make up a substantial part
in each discipline and may be needed in other disciplines; of the total optimization cost. Wrenn and Coen [2] discuss
they are denoted Y',, with i indicating the originating disci- that point in detail and show that size ccntrol is achieved
pline and j, the discipline in which it is used. For example, by the use of a reduced basis approach to model elastic
the aerodynamic discipline obtains the aerodynamic loads displacements and pressure distributions and a polynomial
(Y.,) in th3 different load cases, and the aircraft polar data- approach to model the elastic polar curves.
points (Y0p). Likewise, the performance discipline computes
performance measures which include gross weight and fuel
weights (Ypa = Y.) as well as range and block fuel (Y,). OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Finally, the variables calculated by the discipline of struc-ture include the wing static deformations under loads (Y,0) Figure 2 presents a graphic description of the generic op-
itre incldietein static efomatios tu ra lo (Y,,the timization capability developed for this study. It is a VAXs-in the different load cases, the structural weight (Yp), tation I-based system currently implemented to handle 5structural stresses and strains (Y.). disciplines with up to 100 independent variables and 500
In formal notation, the following analysis equations result dependent variables. The system is designed to provide
which express the coupled relationships among the different for user intervention at any point in the design process. It
variables proceeds in design cycles, each raquiring full analysis and

sensitivity analysis of the problem. Within each cycle, differ-
Y, ={ Y,1p(X,, Xp, Yo, Y 0), Y (Xo, Xp, Ya, Ypa)} ent design alternatives can be produced by changing such
Y" ={ Y. (XoXp), , (X.,XP, YP, Yp), Ypt,(X.,X)} things as the type of problem approximation, the type of
Y., ={ Yo(X, XX,, Y., Yp), (, X.), algorithm used, the combination of dependent and inde-

pendent variables optimized, the move limits for approxi-
, XP, X., Y, Yp)} (1) mations.

The equation for Y,, for example, expresses the fact that the
dependent design variables calculated by the performance ANALYSIS I ANALYSIS N
discipline include i) the gross weight and fuel weights which
depend on gross weight and wing shape and ii) the aircraft
range and block fuel which depend on wing shape, gross SENSITIVITY SENSiTIViTY
weight, flexible polar curves and wing structural weight. AANALYSIS N

Sensitivity of the dependent design variables with respect to
the independent ones yields a linear system of equations in
the form of Sobieski's [3] generalized sensitivity equations. PREPROCESSING
If OTMZTO

't E!E_ DATA-

'= {Y Y ),Y} and X' =X,, Xp, X,) (2)

then: POSTPROCESSING

sX ax (3)

where

S0= Figure 2 Integrated design system
1 0 _ oy,, o 0 _ Y_. 1 0 0.

a I -y. The heart of the system is the commercial package OPT-
0yI o 0 OY, 01o DES [81 which offers several optimization algorithms. Those0 0 1 0 0 0 0 used in this study are linear programming, sequentia! linear

y.0 0 , "  0 programming, method of centers, generalized reduced gra-
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 o dients and sequential quadratic prog;amming. Since araly-

0 - - 1 0 0 ses and sensitivity analyses are quite expensive, OPTDES
0 0 0 0 0 1 o optimizes a sequence of approximations to the actual de-0e y 0 Z. 0 0 I.

-aB ay,.0 1- sign problem. These approximations are all based on ze-
(4) roth and first order information on the dependent variables

5.1
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and include linear, reciprocal and the two-points approxi-
mation of Fadel et al. [9].
To provide an audit trail ,or the design process and allow for
restart from any design cycle, critical optimization informa-
tion is stored primarily in RIM [10], a commercial relational
database management system. Cycle information retained
includes initial values and upper and lower bounds on the in- Ten shaded wing panels are redesigned
dependent and dependent variables. Because of its poten- (16 varables
tial size, cycle gradient information is kept in conventional
file format. Design alternative information retained includes
final independent and dependent variables for each alter-
native design within each cycle.
Each design cycle begins with system analysis and sensi-
tivity analysis. This step can be conducted with any existing Four main spar raps are redesigned
analysis package and on any computer or distributed sys- (16 variables)
tem of computers. Each discipline produces one file con-
taining its own analysis and sensitivity analysis information.
This information is then input to program GSE which sets- Figure 3 Layout of plates and caps
up and solves Eq. 3 and stores the relevant data in the
RIM database and the gradient files. Once optimization i3
completed, the user may interactively query the database
and track graphically or in tabular output any combination Five load -..ases are considered as shown in Table 1. The
of independent or dependent variables. The user may also first three cases are chosen to calculate the aircraft's elastic
gauge the accuracy of the approximations selected by corn- polars, the last 'two are true structural loading cases and
paring analysis results predicted with those obtained after correspond approximately to the two corners of the upper
reanalysis. The user may then decide to produce more de- horizontal limit on the V-n diagram.
bign alternatives within the current cycle or to initiate a new For each load case, there are constraints limiting the strainscycle using as starting design any of the design alterna- and stresses (Tsai- Hill failure criterion) in the skins, panel
tives generated previously, buckling of the skins, and the normal strains and stresses

in the caps. Each constraint is formulated as an envelope
function (see Barthelemy and Riley [14]). In addition, there
are minimum gauge constraints on wing skin thicknesses

MODEL DESCRIP T ION and cap areas.
All the partial derivatives of disciplinary response with re-

For the sake o, completeness, this section gives a very brief spect to independent variables or to dependent variables
description of the aircraft design model; Wienn and Coen from other disciplines are obtained by forward differences.
give an extensive description in [2]. The initial configuration
for the aircraft was proposed by Robins et al. [11].
The wing structure is analyzed with Giles' [12] equivalent
plate analysis capability. As shown on Fig. 3, the wing Load Mach Attitude
structure is modellod by 10 independent plates. The two Load case Load Mh tfactor (g) Number (ft)
plates making up the wing box have skin thickness distribu-
tions varying linearly both chordwise and spanwise. The
remaining plates on the wing glove, leading and trailing Mid-cruise 1.0 3.0 72700
edges and tip have constant thickness. In addition, wing
spar and rib caps are modelled with the four main spars
having linearly varying cap ;,-;aas. The upper and lower Transonic 1.0 1.2 21300
wing surfaces are identical. The wing structure is of metal- climb
matrix composite made of silicon-carbide fibers embedded
in a tianium matrix. Its layout is quasi-isotropic. There are Reserve cruise 1.0 0.9 43000
16 design variables for the skins and 16 for the caps. Max load, low 2.5 0.6 10000
Aerodynamic loads are obtained with the linear code speed
WINGDES developed by Carlson [13]. The static aeroe-
lastic oroblem is solved by iterating between structural and Max load, high 2.5 3.0 59000
aerodynamic disciplines until convergence of the wing do- speed
formations and the resulting loads. The aircraft is trimmed
by adjusting the angle-of-attack and redistributing the fuel
in the fuel tanks. Table 1 Load cases descdption
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INITIAL NUMERICAL RESULTS
THICKNESS (IN)

The results discussed in this paper were generated while o.1o
integrating the disciplines of aerodynamics and structures 0.08
(Fig. 1). The analysis Is the traditional iterative static aeroe 0.06

lastic analysis while the coupling between the ty-r disci- 0.04

plines is temporarily ignored ior sensitivity analysL ..nd the 0.02

gradients generated for optimization assume no ;siribu- - 00

tion of loads. Later implementations of this pro" '  fully
account for all the couplings.

Figure 5 Wing skin thickness distrbution

the structural weight dipped as the buckling constraints were
reformulated to be more realistic.Bending maltirai weigt Weight ratio

(1 wing, 1b) bending materlallpayload Figure 5 shows the wing skin thickness distribution. In gen-
40000 ......... 1.50 era:, the spanwise caps loaded up during the redesign while

the skin thickness was reduced to minimum gauge or close
to it. This is attributed to using the same material for the
spar caps and the skins. In the caps, the material is unidi-

1.25 rectional and laid-up spanwise, while in the skins, the mate-
rial is quasi-isotropic, resulting in lower stiffness and lower

30000 allowables achievable in the skins and, therefore, lower
loads and lower load levels. The active design constraints
were either geometrical (minimum gauge on the skins) or

1.00 corresponded to the two 2.5g load cases. The Tsai-Hill fail-
ure criterion, panel buckling constraint, skin shear strain
constraint, and cap normal stress constraints were active

200001 .... for the low-speed pull-up. Both panel buckling and skin
5 10 15 20 25CIGs30 shear strains were active for the high-speed pull-up. Figure

6 shows the evolution of the Tsai-Hill constraint in the up-

per wing panel in the low-speed pull-up. The constraint is
violated, if its value is positive. While it is initially violated

Figure 4 Wing weight convergence history in the center of the outboard panel and at the wing tip, op-
timization reduces violation so that the constraint becomes
critical at the end of the design exercise.

Figure 4 shows convergence of the wing structural weight
from a constant skin thickness, constant spar cap area de-
sign scaled to match the weight estimates from Robins et al. INITIAL DESIGN
[11]. These weight estimates were based on statistical ex-
pressions and, since there is very little data on supersonic
transport design, they are likely to be used in an extrapo-
lation mode, rather than in the more reliable interpolation
mode. During the design process, the wing bending mate-
rial weight increases by approximately 20%.

Each design cycle takes a full 4 hours on VAXstation II
computers. About 3.5 hours are required for the analysis
and sensitivity analysis processes. The remaining .5 hour TSAI-HILL
is spent in optimizing the problem in an interactive mode. CRITERION
In view of this high computing time, the design follows a 7 0.50 FINAL DESIGN
somewhat pragmatic approach so that if changes must be 6 0.25
made in the design problem formulation or, even, if minor 5 0.00
programming errors must be fixed, the process is restarted 0
from the latest design generated. This particular design 2 .0.75
took 30 cycles. During the first few cycles, the optimizer -1.00

worked at overcoming the initial constraint violation. In
general, progress was somewhat limited at each iteration

since tight move limits (mostly 10%, sometimes 5%) must
be set to preserve approximation accuracy. After cycle 18, Figure 6 TsaPHilI criterion, upper wing skin, M=0.6, n=2.5g
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Aeroelastic Tailoring
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Summary Aircraft (Reference 6, mid-1970's), and the
Validation of Aeroelastic Tailoring by Static

General Dynamics, Fort Worth Division, has been Aeroelastic and Flutter Tests (Reference 7, late
participating in the AGARD "Integrated Design. 1970's and early 1980's). Together these efforts
Analysis, and Optimization for Aircraft developed an efficient tailoring optimization
Structures" study to test and evaluate modern code known as TSO, applied TSO to a realistic
analysis and optimization tools. Specifically, preliminary design of a tailored fighter wing
wing analysis and design studies have been skin, and demonstrated the aeroelastic tailoring
performed for the Validation of Aeroelastic concept with static aeroelastic and flutter wind
Tailoring (VAT) configuration. The VAT tunnel testing. The experimental study was
represents a series of static and dynamic wind conducted under the Validation of Aeroelastic
tunnel testv, performed under United States Air Tailoring (VAT) contract, and generated useful
Force contract in the 1970's, to verify the aeroelastic data for analytical prediction
beneficial use of aeroelastic tailoring for fighter comparisons. The study reported in this paper
aircraft wing design. The VAT provides a useful uses the VAT data to evaluate several modern
database for evaluation of various aeroelastic analytical and design optimization capabilities.
methodologies. Static analysis predictions for
ELAPS, a Ritz structural analysis code, are The VAT program generated wind tunnel test
compared to the VAT results, with excellent data with static aeroelastic and flutter models to
agreement. ASTROS, a new multidisciplinary, demonstrate aeroelastic tailoring performance
finite element optimization code, is also used for benefits, evaluate aeroelastic analytical
static and dynamic analyses of the VAT. The procedures, and develop aeroelastic and flutter
results demonstrate several analysis capabilities model scaling and fabrication techniques. The
of ASTROS. The composite wing skin of the VAT VAT full-scale wing planform is shown in Figure
is also optimized by ASTROS for strength and 1. The full-scale configuration was used for
displacement constraints simulating aeroelastic analysis and composite skin design, while
loads. ASTROS was able to design the composite
skin to achieve desired twist and camber FS FS

deformation behavior. ASTROS is thus a viable 367D7 39.20

tool for aeroelastic tailoring design. 4FS

199363
Introduction .REAR

$ PAR

The role of aeroelastic tailoring in preliminary 51.I 15-

and conceptual design has grown in importance
since its conception in the 1970's (see, for
example, References 1-4). A key impetus for FRG0IT WAR E.R

this growth was a series of three contractual
efforts sponsored by the United States Air Force
and performed by General Dynamics Corporation
in the 1970's and early 1980's. These research
programs were the Dynamic Characteristics of
Advanced Filamentary Composite Structures It27.7

(Reference 5. early 1970's). Aeroelastic Tailoring
of Advanced Composite Structures for Military

1IA6- 24.437 XA7 1.41 t
Copyright i 1991 by General Dynamics Corporation. All
righ:s reserved. Published by the Advisory Group for
Aerospace Research and Development, with permission. Figure 1: VAT Full-Scale Wing Planform
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several composite aeroelastically scaled models various strength and flexibility constraints.

were built for wind tunnel testing. Washin and ASTROS is used for this task to study its
washout 1/4-scale models were built, but capabilities as a preliminary design tool for
experimental flutter results exist only for the composite lifting surfaces. ASTROS' finite-
washin model because of a test failure of the element based structural optimization can add a

washout model. Three 1/9-scale static new dimension to the aeroelastic tailoring design

aeroelastic wind tunnel models were also built - process, which is typically restricted to using

washin tailored, washout tailored, and non- Ritz-based codes such as TSO. The sections that

tailored. The five volume final report fully follow describe in detail the three separate tasks

documents the analytical and experimental and present results for each. Concluding
results. 7  The VAT program was very successful remarks and further issues are outlined in the

in validating the benefits of aeroelastic tailoring last section.
for fighter wing design, and showed TSO to be a
valid tailoring design tool.

1/4-Scale VAT Analytical Results
General Dynamics' approach to this AGARD study
utilizes the VAT configuration and consists of The VAT study used 1/4-scale models for flutter
three tasks: wind tunnel testing. Washout and washin

tailored models were fabricated and tested.
I. 1/4-Scale Modal and Flutter Analyses Analytical and ground vibration test (GVT) data

II. 1/9-Scale Static Aeroelastic Analyses exist for both 1/4-scale models. Unfortunately,
III. Full-Scale Aeroelastic Tailoring Design the washout model failed prematurely during

wind tunnel testing, so experimental flutter data
The first task is to demonstrate the usefulness of exists only for the washin model. Volume III of
the Automated Structural Optimization System Reference 7 gives full details of the flutter model
(ASTROS) for dynamic analysis. ASTROS is a new and tests.
multidisciplinary structural optimization code,
developed under United States Air Force Figure 2 shows the finite element model (FEM) of
contract, with finite element structural and the 1/4-scale VAT wing. The model wing: were
aerodynamic modeling. 8  The washin 1/4-scale constructed of graphite/epoxy tape and glass
model is emphasized in this task since wind fabric cloth with a honeycomb core. The built-

tunnel flutter results exist for this wing. The up sandwich structure was modeled with plate

ASTROS results are also compared to analytical bending elements. Quadrilateral, triangular, and

predictions generated during the VAT contract, bar elements are used to represent the
as disclosed in the final report.7  composite structure. The washout and washin

wing finite element models used during the VAT
The second task uses the 1/9-scale VAT model contract were retrieved and converted to
data to conduct static loads analyses and static modem MSC/NASTRAN and ASTROS formats. To
aeroelastic analyses. Several sets of static loads verify the integrity of the models, a simple static
were applied to MSC/NASTRAN, ASTROS, and analysis documented in the VAT contract report
ELAPS structural models. MSC/NASTRAN is a was conducted. The input loads were:
commercial finite element code developed by the
MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation, based on the 1) 100 pound point shear at the wing tip

original NASTRAN rl " created by NASA, the 2) Tip pitching moment via 100 pound shear at
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 9  the rear spar tip and -100 pound shear at
ELAPS, the Equivalent Laminated Plate Solution, the front spar tip
is a Rayleigh Ritz structural code developed at
NASA's Langley Research Center. 1 0  The static
analyses give a comparison of the structural
modeling of the different codes. This task also
includes static aeroelastic analyses using
ASTROS, which uses USSAERO for aerodynamic
predictions. The washout 1/9-scale model is
used for these analyses. The data generated is
compared to the wind tunnel data and analytical
predictions documented in the VAT report. 7

ASTROS and ELAPS are the codes of main
interest, with MSC/NASTRAN giving further
analytical data for comparison.

The first two tasks give a clear indication of
some of the analysis capabilities of ASIROS 2nd
ELAPS. The third task concentrates tin the

S- optimization of a full-scale VAT wing subject to

NASTRAN is a registered trademark of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Figure 2: 1/4-Scale VAT Finite Element Model
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For both the washout and washin models, the
MSC/NASTRAN and ASTROS analytical results
compared quite favorably to the finite element
results documented in the VAT report. 7

Modal analyses for the washout and washin
models were then rut. in both MSC/NASTRAN
and ASTROS. Table 1 compares those results to
the documented analytical and experimental
GVT results. The table shows excellent
agreement between the MSC/NASTRAN and
ASTROS results. The mode shapes also compared
well. Differences between analytical and GVT
results are due to inaccuracies in modelling the
actual wind tunnel model mass distribution. No Figure 3: 1/4-Scale VAT Doublet Lattice Model
explanation has been found as to why the
documented analysis results differ from the presents an analytical flutter prediction of 174
ASTROS and MSC/NASTRAN results. psf when measured mode shapes are used

instead of analytical mode shapes. The good
correlation of ASTROS results to the documented

Table 1: Frequency Comparison for 1/4-Scale VAT analysis results with calculated mode
shapes verifies ASTROS' flutter analysis

WASHIN capability, at least subso.ically. This 1/4-scale
VAT model study has demonstrated the modal

Documented MSc and flutter analysis capabilities of ASTROS,
GVr Analysis NASTPAN ASTFCS complementing previous such work. 12

Mode (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

1 11.3 11.69 13.55 13.50 1/9-Scale VAT Analytical Results
2 37.1 31.92 33.62 33.61
3 47.3 44.33 47.17 46.82 The VAT study utilized 1/9-scale models for
4 75.4 63.27 67.58 67.39
5 96.1 84.54 85.35 84.77 static aeroelastic demonstration of aeroelastic

tailoring design. A synopsis of the static
WASHOUT aeroelastic results is given in Reference 13, while

the VAT contract report gives more detailed
Documented MSC information. 7  Wind tunnel models with washin

GvIf Analysis NASTRAN ASTrC and washout composite tailoring were
Mode (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) constructed, as well as a nontailored flexible

1 8.5 7.61 7.43 7.43 wing. Graphite/epoxy and glass tape were used
2 32.5 27.33 25.88 25.84 for the models' skin structure. A "rigid" 1/9-
3 49.1 46.50 44.65 44.68 scale wing made of steel was also tested to
4 72.1 57.87 54.33 54.33 provide a baseline performance of the wing.
5 93.2 87.14 85.04 84.87

As for the 1/4-scale wing, finite element models
An ASTROS flutter analysis of the 1/4-scale of the 1/9-scale wings used during the VAT
washin model was then conducted for a Mach 0.9 contract were retrieved and converted to
condition. ASTROS uses a doublet lattice method MSC/NASTRAN and ASTROS input formats.
for unsteady aerodynamic calculations at MSC/NASTRAN nonlinear structural analyses
subsonic Mach numbers, 1 1 and the p-k method were performed to answer a question lingering
for flutter analysis. The doublet lattice model since the VAT contract in the late 1970's about
used for the ASTROS analysis is a wing-only how severe were the structural nonlinearities in
model, shown in Figure 3. At Mach 0.9, for the the 1/9-scale wind tunnel models. Suspicions
1/4-scale model, ASTROS predicted a flutter arose due to the high percentage of ±45's in the
dynamic pressure of 120 pounds per square foot composite skins, and some discrepancies
and a flutter frequency of 21.6 Hertz. The between analytical and experimental deflection
documented analytical results from the VAT results. A Ritz structural model was also made
contract report was a flutter dynamic pressure for ELAPS static analyses. In addition to static
of 118 psf. These are matched point results. loads analyses with MSC/NASTRAN, ASTROS, and
The wind tunnel results at Mach 0.9 measured ELAPS, an ASTROS static aeroelastic analysis was
flutter at 160 psf. The discrepancy between the conducted. Only the washout tailored wing was
analytical and experimental results is due used for the 1/9-scale model analyses.
mainly to structural modeling inaccuracies, as
indicated by the analytical-to-experimental The finite element model for the 1/9-scale wing
comparison in Table 1. The VAT contract report is shown in Figure 4. The built-up structure was
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modeled with membrane elements for the upper deformed wing shape input to Bailey Ballhaus asand lower composite skins, and with shear a rigid wing jig shape.
elements and rods through the box thickness for
the honeycomb core. The ELAPS Ritz model 3) Experimental loads as measure d in the wind
consisted of the graphite/epoxy, glass. and bond tunnel with pressure taps in the 1/9-scale
layers as the only structural material. The bond aeroelastic models.
layer represents the adhesive between the skins
and the honeycomb core of the wing, and is a Hence, a total of nine load cases were applied tonon-negligible contributor to the stiffness of the the washout. 1/9-scale VAT model for
wind tunnel model. Volume V of the VAT MSC/NASTRAN. ASTROS. and ELAPS analyses.
contract report contains details of the 1/9-scale For each load case, the resulting analyticalwing model structure. displacements were compared to experimentally

measured wind tunnel displacements and
documented finite element analysis results
found in the VAT contract report.

The ELAPS static analysis results are shown in
Figures 5 through 10. The rear spar deflections
and spanwise twist distributions are shown for
Carmichael, Bailey Ballhaus, and experimental
load sets for Load Case 117/4. Front spar
deflections were also compared, but are not
shown for brevity. Each figure compares the
ELAPS deflection predictions with wind tunnel
model deflections and finite element analytical
results documented in the VAT contract report.
The figures show a good agreement of ELAPS
results to documented results. Similar
comparisons were seen for Load Cases 126/12
and 107/6 analytical results. When the ELAPS
results were compared to deflection predictions
based on experimentally measured influence
coefficient data, the agreement was also very
good.

Fgure 4: 19-Scale VAT Finite Element Model

The close agreement between the ELAPS and
finite element analysis results indicates thatFor the static analyses, three load conditions, ELAPS possesses good structural accuracy in acorresponding to VAT contract load conditions, computationally efficient Ritz algorithm. Aswere used: such, ELAPS could provide a sound basis for a
preliminary structural sizing code that considers1) Load Case 117/4 global criteria such %, strength, clean-wing

Mach = 0.9 altitude = 10000 feet CL =0.70 flutter, and aeroelastic response, much as TSO
accomplishes. 7 Thus, the effective use of finite2) Load Case 126/12 element analyses is indicated where more

Mach = 1.2 altitude = 10000 feet CL =0.39 detailed concerns of the wing such as stress
concentrations, wing-store flutter, wing-to-3) Load Case 107/6 fuselage attach structure, and rib and sparMach = 0.6 altitude = 10000 feet CL = 0.70 arrangements are being considered. The relative
complexity and computational power of finiteThe load conditions are fully documented in element procedures leave a large space for RitzVolumes II, IV, and V of the VAT report. 7 For procedures to fill for conceptual and early

each load condition, three different sets of loads preliminary structural design.
were available:

Static analysis results of MSC/NASTRAN andI) Analytical loads predicted by Carmichael, a ASTROS match extremely well. Figures 11 andlinear aerodynamic panel method. 1 4  The 12 show results of rear spar displacement andCarmichael loads include aeroelastic effects as spanwise twist distribution for experimentalpredicted by TSO. the Ritz optimization code used loads for Load Case 117/4. MSC/NASTRAN,
for aeroelastic tailoring designs for the VAT ASTROS, and documented finite element analysis
contract. results are shown. This superb agreement was

exhibited for all the load sets. The strains in the2) Analytical loads predicted by Bailey Ballhaus, composite skin predicted by MSCINASTRAN anda nonlinear aerodynamic analysis code. 15 These ASTROS also compared well. The agreementloads were calculated for the aeroelastically confirms the static analysis capability of ASTROS.
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Figure 14: Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis
Unexplained from the VAT contract were the Results for 1/9-Scale Washout Model, Rear
differences between predicted displacements Spar Deflection, Load Case 117/4,
from static analysis with experimental loads and Experimental Loads
measured displacements in the wind tunnel tests
for the washout 1/9-scale model. The design of
the washout skin resulted from negative twist
and minimum weight objectives and a roll 0 ASTROS Res l
moment effectiveness constraint. This led to a -n e
design that exhibited significant twist and -a" Epenme.nal Results
camber due to the opposing criteria of washout * _
twist and increased roll moment- effectiveness. j I_-_

S-2-
A geometric nonlinear analysis was performedwith MSClNASTRAN to see if nonlinearities -3- I

would account for the overpredicted analytical j
displacements of the washout model. In the F
analysis the applied experimental forces were 4
required to re-main vertical instead of
perpendicular to the model surface. Figures 13 -s , - -

0 4 a 12 16 20 24through 15 show that nonlinearities account for SPAN STATION (Inches)
a minor difference in displacements. Front and
rear spar vertical displacements and spanwise
twist distribution results are -shown for the Figure 15: Nonlinear Fnite Element AnalysisResults for 19-Scale Washout Model,nonlinear analysis and ASTROS linear static Spanwise Twist Distribution, Load Case 117/4,
analysis with experimental applied loads, and Experimental Loads
the experimentally measured displacements.
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The question remains as to why static analysis The ASTROS static aeroelastic analysis results are
deflection results using experimentally shown in Figures 17 through 22. Rear spar
measured loads do not compare better to the deflections and spanwise twist distributions are
experimentally measured deflections of the shown, comparing ASTROS aeroelastic results,
washout wind tunnel model. One possible ASTROS static analysis results with Carmichael,
contributor to this discrepancy is that upper Bailey Ballhaus, and experimental applied loads,
surface and lower surface pressure taps were and experimental deflection results. The
located on different wings (left-hand and right- agreement is very good. It is not surprising that
hand) of the full-span wind tunnel model. the ASTROS aeroelastic results compare best to
Asymmetries would cause errors in the loads, the static analysis with Carmichael predicted
Also, the nonlinear analysis should perhaps have loads, since USSAERO and Carmichael are both
used follower loads that remained perpendicular similar aerodynamic panel methods, and the
to the model surface, instead of vertical loads. Carmichael loads included flexibility effects.

It is interesting that in the VAT contract 4
- -- 0 ASTROS Carmidiao Loadsanalyses for the washin and nontailored wing A --. smoS Aerlastic Analys--,--,3 - aSTO Expe rootlasutAyss

designs, correlation with test data was good. The zs i
larger twist and camber deformation of the o
washout wing seems to be the significant,,
difference between the tests of the three models. 2 -.

The last analysis conducted for the 1/9-scale -

VAT model was a static aeroelastic analysis .
using ASTROS. This aeroelastic analysis
simulated Load Case 117/4. Note that this -
condition has a specified lift coefficient, achieved 0 4 S 1 2 1 6 2 0 2 4

in wind tunnel testing with an angle of attack of SPAN STATION (IN)

8.90 for the washout wing model. Hence, this
aeroelastic simulation in ASTROS is not a lift- Figure 17: ASTROS Results, 1/9-ScaleWashout Model, Rear Spar Deflection, Load
pitch trim solution, but an aeroelastic prediction Case 11714, Carmichael Loads

for a specified angle of attack.
4

ASTROS uses USSAERO for linear steady aero- ---- ASRaOS aqi-Ulaus Loads
dynamic computations. 8  The USSAERO model -"ASTROS AIic Anaaysis
used for this analysis is shown from two Z 3- Exp8nmental Results
perspectives in Figure 16. The model is 2
symmetric about the fuselage centerline. The - - -

fuselage is a body of revolution that matches the .
geometry of the wind tunnel model. The
USSAERO model includes no thickness effects for - -.

the wing.
.,j

0 4 a 12 16 20 24

SPAN STATION (IN)

Figure 18: ASTROS Results, 119-Scale
Washout Model, Rear Spar Deflection, Load

Case 117/4, Bailey Balihaus Loads

-- a- ASTROS E~peraiontal Loads

.- ASTROS Aweoeistic Anapyas
3 Epedmental Results

P
0

a 2

.j~- 0- 4-- O

0 4 1 12 1f 20 24

SPAN STATION (IN)

Figure- 19: ASTROS -Results, 1/9-Scal
Figure 16: USSAERO Model of I9.Scale VAT, Fgr 9 SRSRsls I.clF igure or ViSE ande PerScive VT Washout Model, Rear Spar Deflection, Load

Case 11714, Experimental Loads
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The l/9-scah, washout model analyses have Full-Scale VAT Aeroelastic Design Results
demonstrated the static analysis capabilities of
ELAPS and ASTROS. The static aeroelastic The 1/4-scale and 1/9-scale VAT analyses have
analysis capability of ASTROS was also shown the fundamental aeroelastic analysis
presented, verifying its use for composite wing capabilities of ASTROS. The next issue of interest
analysis. is the use of ASTROS for aeroelastic tailoring

optimization. The full-scale VAT wing planform
a ASTOS Carmichael Loads is used for this purpose.

0 -- ASTROS Aerolastci Analysis

U Experimental Results Volume I of the VAT contract report details the
-1 - - - ,full-scale aeroelastic tailoring designs found with

TSO optimization. 7  As with the 1/9-scale VAT
,,c model, washout and washin tailored wing skin
"' designs, plus a nontailored composite skin. were

optimiztd subject to strength, flutter, and roll
moment effectiveness constraints. The full-scale

__ designs were scaled for the 1/9-scale model
- 4 -4 skins of the VAT contract.

0 4 a 1 2 1 20 24 Because of the computational intensity of
SPAN STATION (IN) ASTROS multidisciplinary optimization, the goal

of this full-scale VAT design study is not to
Figure 20: ASTROS Results, 119-Scale optimize a wing skin subject to the full range of

Washout Model, Spanwise Twist Distribution, disciplines available in ASTROS. Rather. the
Load Case 11714, Carmichael Loads purpose is to obtain a fundamental look at how

ASTROS would optimize a composite wing skin
from an aeroelastic tailoring perspective. Since

---- ASTROS 8ai~ey4Lilhaus Lo aeroelastic loads and deformations are already
0. -Savailable from the VAT contract, this ASTROS- e- ASROSAeroeasc Analss exercise applies those loads to a full-scale VAT

-1 * i model, and optimizes the skin for minimum
weight subject to strength and deformation
(twist and camber) constraints. The constraints

wu are consistent with the documented VAT
3" ,aeroelastic deformations for the full-scale

i, washout design. The loads and constraints
4- simulate the aeroelastic design behavior of the

washout composite skin. This gives a
-s1 I Lfundamental understanding of how ASTROS

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 attempts to achieve twist and camber of a
SPAN STATION (IN) composite wing skin. Since achieving aeroelastic

twist and camber is the means through which
Figure 21: ASTROS Results, 1/9-Scale benefits are achieved in static aeroelastic

Washout Model, Spanwise Twist Distribution, tailoring, these ASTROS optimizations with
Load Case 117/4, Bailey Ballhaus Loads deflection constraints will provide basic insights

to ASTROS' use in composite wing aeroelastic
design. The washout design of the VAT contract
provides the design loads and constraints for this

-.--- AMOS Expe wwu Lows study.0 ASTL~ROS Aeoltb Analysts

S ExperintaJ R*suu Figure 23 shows the finite element model of the
full-scale VAT. Membrane elements model the
upper and lower composite skins, with shear
elements and rods representing understructure.
Stiffnesses for flap actuators and wing-to-
fuselage attach structure are represented as

-- springs. The upper and lower composite skins
are modeled with three layers of elements, one
layer each for the 0° , 

±450. and -900 orientations
of a [001±450/9001 composite laminate. The 00

0 4 9 1 2 1 20 24 layer is oriented at a 750 angle counterclockwise
SPAN STATION ~from :he x-axis, which points aft along the

aircraft centerline. Hence. the 0" layer points out
Figure 22: ASTROS Results, 119-Scale the wing span approximately along the center of

Washout Model, Spanwism Twist DistrMbution, the wing box. This orientation Wmas derived from
Load Case 11714, Etperimental Loads the VAT contract washout wing skin design.
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t 3) Strength and twist constraints as above, with

specified wing camber constraints.

The twist and camber constraints wcre based on
increasing the twist and camber deformations of
the strength optimized skin (see Figures 25 and
26 below). Table 2 gives the values used for the
twist and camber constraints, noting which
buttline the constraints are applied. In ASTROS,
twist and camber constraints are imposed as
displacement constraints - twist being the
difference between front and rear spar
deflections, and camber being the displacements
of the mid-box relative to front and rear spar
deflections, for a given span station.

Table 2: Twist and Camber Constraints for
ASTROS Optimization

Ca-nber

Figure 23: Full-Scale VAT Wing Finite Element Tw;st Constraint
Model Buttline Constraint (% chord)

78 -1.0c 0.4

For the ASTROS optimization, the upper and 98 -1.80 0.5
lower wing box skins, and each of their three 128 -3,30 0.5
composite layers. were designed individually. 151 -4.6 --

Also. the portion of the box inboard of Buttline 174 -5.40 0.5
50 (BL 50) represented one design region, and 199 -5.60 --

the box skin outboard of BL 50 represented
another design region. This was done so that
stress concentrations near the wing-to-fuselage Figure 24 shows the iteration history for the
attach structure could be better treated in the three ASTROS optimization runs. The figure
design. The ASTROS design variables were the shows box skin weight for a single wing versus
thickness of each layer for each design region. ASTROS iteration number. Iteration 0 is the
Shape function linking was used, forcing the starting design point. Strength optimization
layer thicknesses to be smooth according to the refers to the design subject to only strength
function constraints, twist optimization refers to the

design with strength and twist constraints, and

thickness = an + atE. + a242 + a3rj + a~gn + ayn2 camber optimization refers to the ASTROS design
resulting from strength, twist, and camber

where f and i, are non-dimensional chordwise constraints. From the figure. the strength

and spanwise box coordinates, respectively, and optimization and twist optimization designs

ai are constant coefficients. The coefficients a- arrive at nearly the same skin weight, while

are the actual design variables for shape considerable weight is added in an attempt to

function linking. Only the box skins are
optimized. The flap skins, including the fixed
trailing edge of the outboard portion of the wing. o
were held at a fixed thickness consistent with s -Op~nzam
the VAT contract design. Co

Three ASTROS optimizations were performed. :30
each with the objective to minimize wing box -S __-___

skin weight. The three runs represent three sets 2
of constraints:

1) Strength constraint, 3800 microstrain
compression and 4200 microstrain tension, in 2K.

terms of principal strains. 0 =
Iteration

2) Strength constraints and specified washout Figure 24: ASTOS Iteration HLstofY for Full-
twist constraints Scale VAT Wing Skin Design
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meet (ie camber constraints. Each design was o, Strenglh.
effective in that it had strains that were near the Twist Opt,
maximum strains allowed, primarily around the .1 ........................ *,,;Z CansbrOpt.

inboard portion of the wing box. Also, the region
of the skin inboard of BL 50 varied relatively -2 .............. .. .. ..............................

little among the three designs because no twist . 3 ......

or canmber constraints were placed on the Wing .

in this area.

Figure 25 shows th resulting twist of each '- .,
ASTROS design, while Figure 26 shows the __.___,_ ,,,__,,
catiber results. Each figure shows the constraint
values used during the ASTROS optimization. .7
The twist constraints were formulated so that so 100 s 200
the twist had to be as negative or more negative Buttlne (Inches)

than the constraint value, while the camber
constraint was a minimum camber allowed for Figure 25: Full-Scale VAT Wing Box Twist
the design. It is interesting to note that the twist Results for ASTROS Optimization
optimized skin shows more negative twist than
is required by the twist constraint towaids the .S
wing tip. This is likely due to a combination of - Strength Op!.,-' Twist Opt. :
using a shape function for the skin thicknesses .... '-*. Tt Opt.
and the way in which the twist constraints are . 6 Constraint
formulated. As noted, the twist is represented
as the difference between the front and rear
spar displacements. The box chord decreases as
progressing outboard, so that although the .%
desired negative twist increases outboard, the .
twist constraint displacement value actually 0.0 .............
decreases outboard of Buttline 151. For
example, the twist constraint displacement value
at BL 151 is -3.2" (corresponding to -4.60 twist), s0 100 " " 2 o
while the constraint value is -1.6" at BL 199 (for Buttllne (Inches)
-5.60 twist). Coupling this with strength being
critical towards the box root and forcing the skin Figure 26: Full-Scale VAT Wing Box Camber
to follow a polynomial thickness function could Results for ASTROS Optimization
mean the design is not very sensitive to twist
constraints in the outboard box regions.

performance benefits as observed in the VAT
The camber optimization design sacrificed program. The inherent confict in achieving
washout twist to increase camber, but note that multiple aeroelastic objectives is one that often
the twist constraints were violated, as was the makes quick achievement of an optimum design
minimum camber value at BL 128. Hence, the difficult.
camber optimization skin is not a converged
design. The "hill and valley" pattern that Further investigation of the camber optimization
appears in the camber plot is likely due to the revealed that some of the camber constraints
use of a polynomial for the skin thickness design occur close to where the three ribs of the wing
variablus. The shape function does not allow structure appear. Box ribs are located at BL 71,
ASTROS to design local areas of the wing skin to BL 120, and BL 157, and the camber constraints
meet local constraints (such as increasing camber are at Buttlines 78, 95, 128, and 174. A rib will
near a rib). Hence, in attempting to meet the hinder the ability of the box to camber under
camber constraint at BL 128, other areas of the load. Imposing camber constraints near rib
wing are "overdesigned" because of the shape placements may mean that the camber
function smoothing. The camber optimization constraints are unrealistic.
does indicate, however, the difficulty of tailoring
in general to achieve washout (negative) To test this hypothesis, another camber
aeroelastic twist and positive camber at the optimization was performed. This second
same time. Aeroelastic washout twist is camber optimization was identical to the first
beneficial to reduce roll damping and alleviate except that no camber constraint was imposed at
drag due to lift-induced flow separation. BL 128. This spar station is where the design
Positive camber can benefit roll moment had the most difficulty achieving the desired
effectiveness for roll power, and in conjunction camber, due poszibly to the nearby rib. The
with washout twist, provide lift-induced drag other three camber constraints and the twist

7
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constraints were still applied. Figure 27 shows 1.0 c- CamberOt.,i T ]
the iteration history of the two camber design's - - - Camber op.X2

S-""-- Constraint

cam ber optim ization #1 is the original cam ber .C. osn..t......... ................................................
design, and camber optimization #2 is the design
without the BL :28 camber constiz:t, Note that 0

when the BL 128 camber constraint is remo'-,ed, os 0 6.

the skin weight decreases by '7%. \
, 0.4 i

Figures 28 and 29 show the resulting twist and E 0.4

camber deformations for the two camiber o
designs. The new camber design is much better
able to meet the desired twist and camber than
the original camber desigt. The second camber 00-

design stilt has rot met all the deformation so too Iso 200

constraints, but the exercise has shown that nuttlIne (Int.hes)

unrealistic camber constraints were being Figure 29: Full-Scale VAT Wing Box Camber
imposed due to the proximity of the camber Results for ASTR S Camber Optimizations
constraints to the wing ribs. The design is only
as valid as the design criteria applied.

The evaluation of ASTROS' performance for these
50- -designs is accomplished by noting how AS'TROS

4.5 attempted to achieve the twist and/or camber
,1 constraints. Figures 30 through 32 show the skina ---0-- Camber Opt. #

... .............".. ' Camberopt#............... thickness differences (in inches) between the

- i twist optimization skin and the strength

optim'zation skin. Only the wing box outboard of
BL 50 is shown. A positive thickness difference
means that the twist optimizatioa skin is thicker

0 -o than the s:rength skin. Since the lower skin

0 1 thickness was close to (but not identical to) the
250- :"i'-. . - T upper skin thickness, the figures show only the

upper surface skin thicknesses. Figure 30 shows

200 , the 00 layer thickness, Figure 31 shows the ±450
0 1 3 4 5 layer thickness, and Figure 32 shows the 900

Iteration layer thickness. In general, one would expect
from previous tailoring experience that greater

Figure 27: ASTROS Iteration History for Full- aeroelastic washout twist woutd be accomplished
Scale VAT Wing Skin Camber Designs by stiffening the front spar area of the wing box.

This is what ASTROS indeed did for the twist
optimization skin, putting nire thickness for the

Camber Opt. #1 00 layer near the front spar, and slightly less
• ,4--Camber Opt. #2

.1 -1 Constraint thickness at the rear spar. Hence, the ASTROS
i twist optimizatiotn is making expected design

_decisions in attempting to achieve washcut twist.

.3-,, Figures 33 through 35 show the skin thickness
differenc-es between the second camber

.- optimization skin (no BL 128 camber constraint)
and the twist optimization skin. As before,

.. - upper wing surface thicknesses are shown. A
positive difference means that the camber

• 6 optimization skin is thicker. To achieve
so o0 150 200 aeroelastic camber, we expect a tailoring

Buttline (inches) algorithm to increase the thickness of the ±450

28: Full-Scale VAT Wing Box Twist layer relative to the 00 and 900 layers. Noting
Figure ul -S Ca e A iBxTist Figure 34 specifically, we see that ASTROS
Results for ASTROS Camber Optimizationa significantly increased the ±450 thickness to

achieve more camber than the twist skin. Again,
ASTROS is 'ailoring the composite skin to
effectively meet the desired aeroelastic
deformation.

7-2
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Figure 30: Skin Thickness Difference (inches) Figure 32: Skin Thickness Difference (inc;.
Between Strength Optimization and Twist Between Strength Optimization and Twist

Optimization Skins, Upper Surface, 00 Layer Optimization Skins, Upper Surface, 900 Layer
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Figure 31: Skin Thickness Difference (inches) Figure 33: Skin Thickness Difference (inches)
Between Strength Optimization and Twist Between Twist Optimization and Camber

Optimization Skins, Upper Surface, ±450 Layer Optimization Skins, Upper Surface, 00 Layer
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CONTOUR These three ASTROS optimization runs, although
A ".03 not strictly multidisciplinary, have shown that
S..02 ASTROS can achieve aeroelastically tailoredC -.0f

D .0 F designs that are minimum weight and achieve
E .01 G desired washout twist and aeroelastic camber.
F .02 These runs showed that ASTROS also recognized
G .03
H .04 the conflict in d'esigning both camber and

.05 washout twist, and demonstrated its ability to
.0K W Kreach an optimum design despite opposing

L .08 constraints.
M .09L

'oN .101

P .12 "Conclusions and Future Directionsa .13 0

R .14 -The static analysis results for the 1/9-scale VAT
S .1s model have shown ELAPS to be an efficient and
T .16 P accurate tool for structural analysis. Its ease of

use and flexibility in modeling various types of
0 configurations make ELAPS a tool that could

readily ne integrated into a modern aeroelastic
R analysis and optimization tool that would be

Y beneficial for conceptual and early preliminary
s._ aeroelastic design. The use of such Ritz tools,
z x including TSO, is valuable to achieve initial lifting

F-8 surface skin designs that may be placed on finite
element models for more detailed analysis and

Figure 34: Skin Thickness Difference (inches) optimization.
Between Twist Optimization and Camber

Optimization Skins, Upper Surface, ±450 Layer The ASTROS analysis of the 1/9-scale and 1/4-

scale VAT models also demonstrated the static,
modal, flutter, and static aeroelastic analysis
capabilities that ASTROS possesses. The ASTROS
results matched extremely well with
documented VAT finite element and

CONTOUR experimental results from the VAT contract.
A -1.E,02 ASTROS is therefore a multidisciplinary analysis
8 -1.E-02 tool that can conduct many analyses in a singleC -1.E-02H

D -1.E-02 C run.
E -1.E-02
F -9.E-03 EG
G -8.E-03 The ASTROS optimization with strength and
H -7.E-03 G displacement (twist and camber) constraints
I -6.E-03 D showed that ASTROS can be effective at
J -4.E-03 designing composite wing skins for desired
K -4.E-03

L -3.E-03 H aeroelastic behavior. The design conflict
M -2.E-03 between washout twist and positive camber, as
N -1.E-03 is frequently encountered in aeroelastic tailoring,

Cis recognized by ASTROS as it strives for a

minimum weight design. Also, while the
imposition of smooth camber constraints may be

Cdesired, it may also be unrealistic given
Istructural arrangements such as rib placement

The optimization will only perform as well as the
F _design information given. The design results

K point to the ability of ASTROS to optimize
E Gcomposite skins for desired aeroelastic

performance. Certainly, further characterization
v of ASTROS' multidisciplinary capabilities is

L z warranted, and is even presented in other
z x7 discussions at this AGARD workshop.

Figure 35: Skin Thickness Difference (inches) Much work remains, particularly in integrating
Between Twist Optimization and Camier controls and performance into the aeroelastic

Optimization Skins, Upper Surface, 900 Layer configuration design process. Full moc, ling of

7-4
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THE STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM OPTSYS - CURRENT STATUS AND APPLICATIONS

Torsten BrAm
SAAB-SCANIA AB, Saab Aircraft Division

S - 58188 LINKOPING, SWEDEN

SMMARY optimization.

OPTSYS is a modular structural optimization system with The OPTSYS system will first be briefly described. Next the
well defined interfaces to FE-programs and codes for possibilities ini problem formulation and the methods for the
aeroelasticity. A mathematical programming approach is solution of the optimization problem are prese, ted. The
adopted were a sequence of convex approximations of the methods used in sensitivity analysis regarding .ynamic
initial problem is solved, using the MMA method. This response and flutter are presented in more detail, since this
approach makes it possible to take all design criteria into has not been published previously.
account simultaneously. Gradients are calculated
semi-analytically. OPTSYS can treat design variables OPTSYS has been ipplied to both aerospace and automotive
associated to the shape of the structure, the element cross structures, e.g. an investigation of the potential weight
section properties or the material direction in the case of savings in a composite wing of a fighter aircraft involving
composite materials. Constraints can be defined on more than 700 design variables, simultaneous shape and
displacement, stress, eigenfrequency, local buckling, flutter thicLoess optimization of a Saab 9000 car suspension arm.
and aileron efficiency. Recent developments has concerned These applications have been presented elsewhere (Ref 4) but
constraints on dynamic response and acoustics.Other included here for the sake of completeness, followed by an
important ingredients are; the integration of a preprocessor to application concerning reduction of cabin noise in a civil
define shape variables, the treatment of discrete variables and aircraft.
the possibility to deal with substructured FE models. The
current status of the system capabilities and methods will be 2 THE OPTSYS SYSTEM
discussed and illustrated with applications on aircraft and
automotive structures. Figure 1 shows a simplified picture of the system in terms of

included software and files. The Pre-processor can be used
LIST OF SYMBOLS interactively to create both input to FE-programs and at least

parts of the OPTSYS-input (primarily the linking between the
K stiffness matrix, formulation of the optimization problem and quantities in the
D damping matrix, FE model). In the case of shape optimization the
M mass matrix, pre-processor is also executed in batch mode in order to

o0 eigenfrequency collect updated node coordinates corresponding to current
shape variable values. The analysis programs involved are

eigenmode two alternative FE-programs (ASKA or ABAQUS) and
Wr excitation frequency codes for aeroelastic analysis (AEREL and WINGBODY).
u response vector The sensitivity analysis is performed inside OPTSYS
F load vector collecting the required data from the analysis programs.
k, element stiffness matrix.
d,, element damping matrix,
M, element mass matrix, MONITOR OPTSYS PRE-PROCESSOR
v0 u ° element parts of the response vectors
X design variable vector INP (I-DEAS,PREFEM)
x design variable

element variable
w(X) objective function
g(X) constraint function OPTSYS ANALYS IS

DATABASE INPUT
I INTRODUCTION OPTSYS

OPTSYS originates from an early version of the OASIS ANALYS IS
system developed by Esping (Ref 1) and has since 1984 been
developed further at Saab Aircraft Division together with the (ASKA)
Aeronautical Research Institute in Stockholm. A major (ABAQUS)
contribution has also been made by Svanberg (Ref 2) at the
Royal institute of Technology.

Reznt OPTSYS developments has concerned constraints on
dynamic response and in particular acoustic response. The
ASKA FE-system has been developed, in a joint project by OPTSYS ANALYSIS
Saab Aircraft Division and the Aeronautical Research
Institute of Sweden, to include also acoustic analysis (Ref 3).
New finite elements have been developed to model the free
fluid, porous damping materials and the interaction between
the fluid and structural degrees of freedom. The FE approach
to the acoustic analysis is best suited for lower frequencies up Figure 1
to a few hundred Hz. For accurate analysis of interior cabin
noise, large 3-D FE--models are built but also 2-D mndels
are considered to be useful for parametric studies and
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OPTSYS consists of a number of modules communicating structural weight or moment of inertia.
only through the OPTSYS database. The sequence of
modules to be executed depends of the application. The A constraint function g(X) can represent displacement, stress
Monitor is a collection of pre- and post- processing functions or local buckling in the case of staic response, structural or
for problem formulation, diagnosis of the optimization acoustic response in the dynamic case, structural
process and documentation. eigenfrequency flutter or aileron efficiency criteria.

The iteration process, illustrated in figure 2, can briefly be In each global iteration an explicit convex suboroblem is
descrbed as follows. First the current design is analyzed with formulated using the MMA method kRef 2), where first order
respect to all required design criteria. The different analysis gradients of the included functions are needed. If discrete
are often independent but for instance the aeroelastic variables are included in the problem, MMA makes a search
programs require structural stiffness data from a preceding for the best discrete point in the neighbourhood of the
FE analysis. Next the status of the optimization process is continuous solution.
evaluated and an active set strategy is used to select which
gradients to calculate. The gradients are then calculated with An active set strategy is applied to select a subset of the
the same dependencies as in the analysis step. Finally in the constraints to be included in the subproblem. The activ, set
redesign step an explicit subproblem is formulated and solved can be modified from iteration to iteration.
producing a new set of design variables

3.2 Sensitivity analysis

A semi-analytical approach is adopted where the derivatives
of element properties are derived numerically.

ANALYSIS D k e k, (t+A)-_ k(_)

Element properties considered so far are weight, moment of
inertia, stiffness matrix, mass matrix, strain-displacement

EVALUATION matrix, load vector and transformation matrix to material
directions.

The increments are derived differently depending on the type
of design variable. For example, if it is thickness variable the

increment is simply a constant factor times the current
Ghickness. If it is a shape variable, disturbed node coordinates
are first produced by the preprocessor corresponding to
increments in the shape variable values. The disturbed node
coordinates are then used when calculating the element
properties.

database and used later in different types of sensitivitycalculations.

Static resonse constraints

Figure 2 The static response problem in matrix form;

3 HKu =F

The displacement constraint is generally formulated as a
linear combination of the components in the response vector.3.1 Formulation and solution of the optimization nrobleml

A mathematical programming approach is adopted with the q U
following general problem formulation. The derivative of f with respect to a design variable x is

Min w(X) derived as follows, assuming that q not is dependent of X;

gi(X,< 1 af qt -u t -F t K

X,- <aX < X ax - ax v -ax v a u

The design variables X are linked to element properties 4 in where v is the solution to the following problem;
the FE model ; cross section are, in rod elements, thickness
in shell or membrane elements, material direction in K v = q
shell/membrane elements in the case of anisotropic material,
individual node coord,mates or general shape of the structure An element strain compo.:ent is also a linear combination of
defined through a geometry model in a preprocessor. For the components in the response vector and can be calculated
instance can the thickness of several elements be linked to the similarly.
same design variable by the linear relation

(x) = konstant + coefficient, x E,= WU

The objective function w(X) can be associated to the
-=
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The vector q corresponds in this case to the element variable x is then calculated according to;
strain-displacement relation which depends on the element 2 1
formulation. In this case q can be dependent of X; 0)K 2aM

SF .- v 4u +

a X D X a X a X assuming that the eigenmode is normalized with respect to M,
the derivative can be calculated with contributions from

In the case of anisotropic material, it is desired to calculate affected elements as;
strains in the material direction. If the material direction is 2m. 
connected to a design variable we get the derivative as 0 t ak .2 D

aEm aTm aE [x e a x aX)

Xm i X The constraint is so far simply formulated as a lower limit for
the eigenfrequency.

Tm is here the transformation matrix to material directions. Dynarnic Responise Constraint

Derivatives of corresponding stresses can now be calculatedat The treatment of dynamic response constraint is similar to the
as ; static case but the character of the dynamic response

a f a E constraint is however not as attractive to deal with.

x E ax The dynamic response is not a monotonous function of
structural size variables, as a maximum will occur when an

assuming here that Hooks matrix E is constant. eigenfrequency gets close to the excitation frequency, This
will lead to unconnected feasible regions in the design space

The local buckling criteria in truss elements is formulated as which is a major difficultly for the optimization algorithm.

y L 1 The dynamic response problem in matrix form;

Ec a 2M)u = F
where (K+ iFo D- F

The vectors u and F are complex and represent the amplitude
a the stress in the bar (compression positive) and phase in the harmonic vibration. The response vector
L the length of the bar consists in the structural parts of the usual displacements
a the area of the bar depending on the type of finite element used and in the
E the module of elasticity acoustic cavity parts of the model we find the acoustic
C the buckling constant which depends on the pressure as one degree of freedom.

cross section shape (not the size !) and the
boundary conditions. The dynamic response constraint is now defined as the

absolute value of a linear combination of components in the
Applying the chain rule again we get response vector defined as

a___ _ L2  aUT f = q t u
a\ L2 Ec a a

q is a vector containing combination coefficients and

G L2  aa a 2 L aL

Ec a 2  ax Ec a ax IfI = f Re + fIm

The local panel buckling criteria has the following form; where Re indicates the real part and Im the imaginary part.

RG = FUNC( R1, R2, R1 2) In the acoustic case the constraint can ,lternatively be applied
to the sound pressure level, SPL, defined as;

where R1, R2 and R1 2 are buckling margins for individual

stress components. For example R1 -ol ( C t2 ) f I
where SPL = 20 log - I

al suess in the 1 direction 0
CI input parameter where p. is the acoustic reference pressure.

t total panel thickness
Using the symbol Q for the system matrix

This means that for a compression greater than

al/ (Cl t2 ) we will have local buckling in the panel. RG Q u = F
takes the total stress state into account by applying the
function FUNC to the individual components. FUNC is Differentiating with respect to one variable x and
evaluated from experimental data and explicitly stored into pre-multiplying with qt gives:
the software.

tau t aF taQ
Eienfreouency constraints q - V - V - Uax ax ax
The structural cigenvalue problem in matrix form;

( K- 2  M ) O= 0 where v is the solution of

Tv =qIle derivative of one eigenfrequenry with respect to a design
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Here V is complex if Q is complex. The complex eigenvalues indicate if the modes are stable or
not. If the damping factor defimed by

Assuming here that the derivative of F is zero, we can now
write; g Re

at f tR fm i ta Im
= fa -Ro a fIm =iq t a u s negative, the associated mode is unstable. The imaginary

a X a x a X part is the circular frequency of the flutter mode.

+(.. .Faa F a m)] 7 For desired combinations of Mach numbers and altitudes, mt Ra e + ao---. d 2---.--) U  eigenvalues are calculated.

The flutter constraint is formulated to assure a certain amount
of damping for all modes and for all flight cases specified.

Finally the derivative of the absolute value can be expressed
as Derivatives of the damping factor:

a If I_ fRo af Re + f Im af Im Using the symbol 0 for the system matrix, the eigenvalue

a x If! a x If I a X problen is written

and the derivative of the sound pressure level as Q ' = 0

a(SPL) 20 log e a fax = f a f and we defie the associated vector T'a by
t

Q t Ya = 0

Flutter Constraints
The vectors T and '. are not identical since Q is not

Flutter is a serious vibration phenomenon which, if it occurs, symmetric.
might be disastrous. It is therefore vital to be able to avoid
flutter in the structural design process. At Saab Aircraft By differentiating with respect to a design variable x and
Division the AEREL system is used for flutter analysis (Ref multiplying by 'P t , we get
5). The analysis of this aerodynamic instability yieids a
nonlinear and complex eigenvalue problem. The location of t aQ
the eigenvalues in the complex plane indicate if the vibrations 'Pa ax T = 0
are stable or not. and then

AEREL first calculatcs genera:-- Iere ynamic forces a o = 1 t( a + a D 2 aM T
(transfer functions) using separate AEREL modules for 'P x - " a X + (X)

subsonic and transsonic speed. Then the nonlinear ( and
complex ) eigenvalue problem is solved, where

K-0+Ot) DO+ a) --- A(-- - Y A =0 c = t 2coM + D D+ a P)
cC o ~v a 'a 0 trCag

where Differentiating the damping factor with respect te one
variable x, we immediately get

K. = K / ( mr ()r") dimensionless stiffness matrix a g 2 ( o - a X
D. = 0/ (Mr or) dimensionless damping matrix a X - C2a X a
M, = M/ mr dimensionless mass matrix The contribution from aDo/ ax is neglected in the program,
A (p ) = A (to / v) aerodynamic transfer function while aA / dp is calculated in AEREL.Accurate calculation
03 flutter eigenvalue of the aerodynamic transfer functions is time consuming and
' flutter eigenmode such a calculation is therefore done in AEREL only for a

mr reference mass limited number of discrete values of p. A linear combination
of simple analytic functions is then fitted to the discrete

0 reference frequency values and employed in the final routine. The additional
S, L reference area and length statements required in ABREL for calculation of aA / ap
U, P free-stream speed and density (via differentiation of the combination) is therefore very
V = U / ( O)r L) dimensionless free stream speed simple.

i = 2mr/(lrpSL) mass ratio K, M, aK / x and aM / ax are calculated by OPTSYS using
information obtained from the FE analys;is.

K, D, M and A are expressed in a base of m selected

structural eigenmodes, O.The eigenmodes and the matricies For instance, the derivative of the stiffness matrix is
K and M are obtained from the FE model calculations or calculated as a sum over finite elements affected by x;
from ground vibration tests. D. can likewise be obtained from
tests but can usually be neglected. A, which is calculated by a K _ 0 t a k
AEREL, depends on the Mach number and the Laplace a--X = e - x )
transform parameter p= 0)/ V. p depends on the air density e
(altitude).
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4 APPLICATIONS -- C

4.1 Shape optimization of a Saab 9000 suspension arm

In order to investigate the performance of a proposed new

wishbone design (figure 3) for the Saab 9000 car, an
optimization project was initiated. The new design is of
forged aluminium, the one in production is built from pressed
steel parts. Optimization is important here.since a low
unsprung weight of the suspension is crucial for a
performance car. A

A simple problem formulation for a first re-design attempt

was sought.

A FE-model consisting of 230 shell elements was applied A-A
with three loading cases; maximum straight line breaking,
maximum lateral acceleration (cornering) and maximum
combined braking/lateral acceleration.

Figure 3 Wishbone layout
The cross sectional properties along the wishbone was varied

by having the thickness of the elements as variables in the
optimization problem. The inner boundary was described by
B-splines in the geometry description of the preprocessor
PREFEM (Ref 6). The control-points of these splines were
connected to design variables. Upper and lower limits on the ,-
values of the design variables accounted for various 'A -
geometrical limitations (figure 4). .. _

Stress constraints were defined to keep the maximum von I DESIGN
Mises stress below the yield stress. The basic stiffness NIALEI/ FINAL DESGN

requiremeni was hm. the stiffners of of the new wishbone
should equal the stiffness of the original (steel). "j ! ,

The resulting optimization problem contained a totai
thickness variables, 6 shape variables, 1300 stress and o
deflection constraints.

Figure 4. Geometry of initial and final design
The problem was solved in 9 iterations. For a weight increase

of 40 percent OPTSYS found an optimal solution with
sufficient stiffness (63 percent increase). The firal design was
determined, for this problem statement, completely by the
stiffness requirements, two of which were at the critical limit.
The stress constraints had no impact on the final design as
they all were non-critical (albeit very close). Results are 1.7 DEFLECMION WEIGHTshown in figures 4, 5 and 6. W4

The thickness distribution of the final design was dominated 1.4
by the defined lower limit. The exception being the far "left"
part which thickness probably was increased to create enough
stiffness for the lateral load.

The average CPU time per iteration, on a VAX 8800, was
roughly 550 seconds including the FE analysis part taking
about 100 seconds.

STRESS

0
I a

o 9

Figure 5. Iteration histories
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Figure 6. Thickness of initial and final design.
Dark - thin. Light - thick.

4.2 Composite wine of the Grien aircraft imposed on fibre strain and local buckling in the composite.
Constraints on the aircraft performance such as aeroelastic

The . in purpose of this very large application was to efficiency should ideally also have been included. However,
investigate the possible weight savings for redesign of the as the criteria was to maintain current performance, it was
wing skins with two choices of new composite materials, here considered sufficient to formulate the aeroelastic

requirements as a number of constraints on the wing torsion.
A substructured FE-model of the complete aircraft was used. A total of about 20000 potential constraints were defined of
By including the optimizationwise active parts of the wing which a few hundred were active in the final design.
structure in a separate substructure, the amount of
calculations needed in each iteration was reduced to a Six global iterations were enough to solve this problem for
reasonable size. The active substructure contained about 5000 each of the two alternative materials. Each iteration needed
degrees of freedom compared to the 125000 in the complete approximately 2000 CPU seconds in the CRAY 1-A ; 130
aircraft model. Eight loading cases were selected for this seconds for the reanalysis. 1000 seconds for the gradient
study- calculation and 800 seconds for the solution of the

approximate subproblem. The portion of the iteration time
The design variables were associated to layers in 254 consumed by the subproblem solution was much larger here
different composite stacks. The layup in each stack was than in smaller problems. One way to reduce this portion is to
defined by three independent variables controlling the number lower the accuracy in the solution of the subproblem.
of 0 degree layers, 90 degree layers and +/- 45 degree layers,
making a total of 762 design variables. One or several finite The layups produced by OPTSYS have to be adjusted to
elements in the wing panels were then linked to each stack. production requirements impossible to account for in the
Explicit linear constraints were defined on the sum of all original problem formulation. This manual work leads of
thickness variables connected to the same stack to limit the course to increased weight and can be very tedious. Good
total thickness of the wing panel. Constraints were also post processing aids are absolutely vital when dealing with

_ _1
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The desired sound level is reach after five iterations by
4.3 Reducing cabin noise in the Saab 340 aircraft adding material mainly at design variables 24, 25 and 26. The

iteration history is given in figure 11. Figure 12 shows the
Passenger comfort is of great importance in most transport real part of the final structure response including both the
vehicles. For instance, in the new generation of regional structural displacements and the air pressure distribution.
turboprop aircraft, a low noise level is vital to be competitive
on the market. The possibilities to predict noise levels This application was a test problem in connection with the
analytically has improved rapidly in recent years. This will development of acoustic constraints. In a more realistic
make it possible to take acoustic design criteria into account application of course other design criteria have to be
in early project stages. considered as well. Current development includes the

possibility to link the properties of the tuned -iaz.per.to a
The 2-D FE-model (figure 9), representing a cross section design variable.
of the Saab 340 fuselage close to the plane of the propeller,
consists of one substructure for the structural part and another
substructure for the cavity. The cavity substructure contains
2-D acoustic elements and interface elements connecting the
cavity model to the outer flange. Four tuned dampers are
included in the model. The tuned damper is modeled as a
point mass connected to the structure with a spring parallel to 3
a dashpot. The introduction of the dashpot makes the system 18.
matrix complex.The excitation from the propellers was 0 0
measured on the outside of the fuselage (amplitude and 150 165

phase) and translated to complex nodal forces in the
FE-model.

The design variables are chosen to be the cross section area 26
of the inner flange to investigate how much stiffening of the
frame can reduce the cabin noise. The objective function is
the weight of the inner flange, i.e. the weight of the elements
associated to design variables. The acoustic design criteria is 30
an upper limit of the sound level in three points in the cabin
corresponding to measuzement points in flight tests.

The location of the four tuned dampers, the 37 design
variables and the three constraint points are indicated in Figure 10
figure 10.

Sab30Weight SPLA

.350 121

.300 120

.250 = Weight of inner flange (kg) 119
- =MaxSPL (dB)

Corresponding FE model Cross section of frame .0 1 ' 5 Iteration

Figure 9 Figure 11
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Figure 12. Sound level and real part of structural response
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ABSTRACT

Prior to the development of the ECLIPSE system at Warton, Structural Optimisation was per-
formed by a combination of software and manual methods. These methods proved their worth
by the reductions in cost and imprcvements in quality resulting from their use.

The programme us'd for Optimisation of structures subject to Stiffness criteria became the
focus for developma t of the Aeroelastic Constraints. This was later extended to incorporate
Strength constraints, .-abrication constraints and was coupled directly to the NASTRAN Analy-
sis sytem. This process of development continued with the result of the pr .sent general Re-
sizing, Optimisation and Post-Processing system.

This paper describes the application of tha system to the Optimisation of three structures:-
Tailplane, Fin/Rudder and Foreplane. The emphasis is on the use of the system to Optimise for
a Flutter Speed Constraint in all three cases. However In the case of the Foreplane the
adaption of the system to include a Detail Stressing Constraint is illustrated.

A brief description of some of the developments proposed for th'e future is also given.

1. INTRODUCTION

Structural Optimisation/Resizing has been performed at BAe MAL ever since the company
started designing and building aircraft. In the early days the sizing of structures was per-
formed as ai, iterative process between the Aerodynamics, Design and Stress departments.
Each area would perform their own "Optimisation" exercise then pass the resultant structure
to one-another for checking against the departments own constraints. Optimisation meth-
ods employed in the Stress Office were based upon the Fully Stressed Design approac" -.
which each each element is loaded to its maximum under at least one loading case.

For a statically determinate structure this is a simple procedure requiring only one step.
However for redundant structures an analysis- resize-analysis iteration process is required.
Although the analysis had been autrmated by the use of the Finite Element Method, the
resizing was a manual operation on the model input data which in those days was on com-
puter cards. Therefore the first attempts in automated resizing were directed towards re-
moving this manual intervention. Success In this area resulted in the rapid generation by
Stress Office of models which satisfied the given Strength constraints. Data in the form of

7-15 -
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Flexibility, Stiffness and Mass Matrices generated from these models was then passed to
Aerodynamics in order for them to perform their Aeroelastic Analysis.

Mr R. I. Kerr who had earlier investigated the use of classical methods (Calculus of Vari-
ations - See Ref 1) to Optimise structures for Stiffness constraints now directed his efforts
to adapting Finite Element Analysis methods to the process. This resulted in the develop-
ment of the so-called "Optimality Criteria" methods which formed the foundation for future
work. A system was developed using BAe Warton's "In-House" Finite Element system to
Optimise structures for Strength and Stiffness. The Stiffness constraint in this case being
simply a limitation on a Grid point deflection which was subsequently extended to a Gen-
eralised deflection.

The first attempt at using the system to optimise for Aeroelastic constraints was aimed at
Aeroelastic Efficiency. Aerodynamic loading was provided by simple Strip Theory with the
constraint transformed into a limitation on the Generalised deflection. As both Stress Office
and Aerodynamics became more aware of each others problems and analysis methods it
became possible to obtain Aerodynamics in the form of Aerodynamic Influence Coefficients
(AICs) at agreed Structural grid points. The Efficiency criteria could then be solved directly
using the Rigid and Flexible loading obtained from the AlCs and Structure Flexibility. The
system then developed rapidly being applied to the following Aeroelastic constraints of Di-
vergence, Hinge Moment and Roll Rate. A frequency constraint was incorporated and then
extended to apply to frequency seperation, this was used as an initial attempt to Optimise
for Flutter speed.

A major task was the integration of the system with the NASTRAN analysis system and at
the same tim - nrovide a "User Friendly" interface to the increasing number of people re-
quiring to use

Whilst all the above developments were proceeding, the development of optimisation
methods not directly related to F.E. Analysis were being carried out. A program which opti-
mised integrally stiffened panel sizes was produced. This used a Conjugate Gradient tech-
nique as the central optimiser. Other methods investigated were Geometric Programming,
Linear Programming, Quadratic Programming, Integer Programming and Feasible di-
rections. The Linear Programming methods were later incorporated into the ECLIPSE sys-
tem.

The optimisation of laminates for strength and local stability constraints was performed by
a simple stress ratioing approach which has since been replaced by a method employing
a Sequence of Linear Programmes (SLP). Stiffness optimisation of laminates was performed
by the "Optimality Criteria" approach, however it was and still is limited to membrane ele-
ments that is elements whose in-plane stiffness is independant of stacking sequence.

The ECLIPSE system is under continous change, new constraints are beinr, icorporated,
modifications to adapt to data base techniques are being investigated and t, . coupling of
the system to graphical pre and post- processors is on-going. The system has developed
from a simple Optimisation tool into a general resizing,optimisation and post processing
system coupled to Finite Element Analysis. It has been used in the design and modification
of the following aircraft:- Jaguar, Tornado, JAS, EAP and EFA.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE ECLIPSE SYSTEM

As mentioned in the introduction the ECLIPSE system has developed from a simple Opti-
misation programme into a complex Optimisation, Sizing and Post Processing system. Its
development is directly linked to the existing Stress Office requirements. At present the
priority is extending the Post-Processing capabilities to include additional detail stressing
requirements.

2.1. Scope of the program

It can be seen from Figure 2.1 that ECLIPSE uses NASTRAN as its F.E. Analysis system. A
block of ECLIPSE data entries are input describing the constraints,detail stressing and
sources of aeroelastic data. This block is followed by the NASTRAN bulk data block. No
NASTRAN executive or case control data is required as the ECLIPSE system will generate
the required data depending on which types of constraints are being processed. The fol-
lowing types of Analysis are available:

Static Analysis
Normal Modes Analysis
Aeroelastic Analysis
Stability Analysis (VICON)

At present the Super Element analysis is restricted to the Post- Processing facility.

All NASTRAN data entries can be used in the Bulk Data however the system will only re-size
the following elements:-

CONROD,CROD - Rod Area
CBAR - Bar Area
CSHEAR - Thickness
CQUAD4,CTRIA3 - Thickness
(CELASI,CELAS2) - Mass

The sizing of bars is based on the provision of the relationship between the cross-sectional
area and the second moments of Area. Similarly the sizing of springs is based on the pro-
vision of relationship between the spring mass and stiffness. Shear panels can have asso-
ciated rods, however these rod areas are related to the element thickness and will therefore
not undergo direct resizing. Isotropic CQUAD4 and CTRIA3 elements can have
membrane,membrane-bending coupling and bending properties. Elements of this type
which correspond to laminated material can only be represented as membrane elements
when being optimised for stiffness constraints.

The system is capable of handling the following constraints:-

Strength

Maximum Principal Stress
Maximum Shear Stress
Maximum Fibre Strain
Panel Stability
Local Pressure Effects
Transverse Differential Shear

Stiffness

Generalised Deflection
Frequency
Frequency seperation
Aeroelastic Efficiency
Aeroelastic Hinge Moment
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Aeroelastic Deflection
Roll Rate
Flutter and Divergence speed.

Gauge Constraints

Minimum sizes
Maximum sizes
Minimum % sizes
Maximum % sizes
Combined sizes.

2.2. System Operation

The main modules of the system can be seen in Figure 2.1, each of these modules can be
broken down further into modules performing a specific task e.g. mode tracking in Flutter
analysis. The Pre-Processor is the largest module in the system. From the data contained
on the ECLIPSE and NASTRAN data it automatically assigns files, sets up execution flow and
performs checks on the input data.

The NASTRAN Flexibilty and/or Normal modes Analysis generates data which is used by the
Aero Processor to formulate the derivatives of the Aeroelastic constraints. The Aero
Processor checks the AIC matrices, Determines the Flexible Aero loading and generates the
Flutter mode shapes.

The NASTRAN Strength,Frequency and Stiffness Analyses generate element forces and en-
ergies to be used by the resizing/optimisation module. Th'3 modulk reads the element
forces,transforms them according to the detail stressing requirements and auds in any ad-
ditional forces not present in the analysis. The elements are then resized to meet the re-
quired reserve factor assuming the element loading is constant. T;ie sizes resulting from the

strength constraints are then used as minimum sizes in the stiffness res~zing routines which
use the element energies to determine the constraint derivatives. More explanation of this
process is described in the theoretical section. The number of iterations of analysis - resiz-
ing is specified by the user, in most cases the results converge after four to six loops.

The remaining modules perform the requested NASTRAN analyses and post processing on
data produced by these analyses. Detailed output for each element and constraint consid-
ered is produced. Processing of elements and criteria not considered in the Optimisation
can also be performed. Component mass breakdowns are available ,,.ith various summary
tables which enable the user to get a rapid assessment of re-sizing performed. Finally the
sytem produces a comprehensive set of files containing data in PATRAN neutral fill . format
for subsequent Graphical post- processing.

2.3. Machines supported.

The system has been developed on a VAX for execution on an IBM. The majority of the
routines are written in VS FORTRAN. The few routines not written in FORTRAN are available
in Assembler language on IBM and Macro on the VAX. These routines have been produced
by our CAD department, they are used to dynamically allocate core and perform I/O on dy-
namically allocated files. It is intended to relace the I/O routines by a common set of Forran
routines which will in our case be linked to the NASTRAN data base but in other cases could
be linked to any proprietory software's data base. This will leave the dynamic core allo-
cation routine, therefore if this facility can be provided on other computers e.g. CRAY then
the conversion to these machines is a relatively simple process.

In the past the system has been run at Warton in a dual environment, data was prepared
on the VAX, the Job submitted from the VAX to run on the IBM and return its files for
graphical post processing on VAX. We have thus gained considerable expertise in both
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environments to such an extent that it can be run entirely in one environment (VAX or IBM)
or in the dual environment. W- are at present aiming at running all F.E. Analysis Applica-
tions on the IBM.

2.4. Documentation and QA

The system is fully documented with User Guide,System Documentation and Theoretical
Manual. Also there exists a comprehensive library of test cases compiled during the Beta
testing of the system. The QA and Change Control of the system is performed by an auto-
mated procedure (APAJAC) which has been developed by our Technical Computing Ser-
vices.

T-_
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Pre-Processor

Fig. 2 NASTRANFlexibility and
Modal Analysis

NASTRAN Strength and
Energies Analyses

- Resizing/Optimisation]

I
NASTRAN

Post Processing
Analyses

Post Processor

Fig. 2.1 - ECLIPSE MODULAR FLOW
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3. THEORY

3.1. Strength Resizing of Isotropic Elements

These constraints are satisfied by the "Constant Stress" solution in which each element has
a Reserve factor of unity in at least one loading case. The element stresses are assumed
to be independant of the change in the sizes of surrounding elements.

The new element weights are given by the equation:-

Wnew = Wold max(S)

The types of criterion considered are :-

(i) Normal membrane and/or bending stresses based on the
element local loads derived from F.E. analysis.

(ii) Element Structural Stability(Local Buckling) due to
the above loads.

iii) Bending of wing skin panels due to the various local
pressure distributions.

The expressions for the Scaling factor S range from a simple ratio in the case of Rod ele-
ments:-

S-
CYAL

a simple cubic for plate stability:-

S 3 %/ krequired)3

Obtaned

to a quartic for bending plates:-

GJALS - AL(Oxm + ym)S 3

2 2ICYAL(axb + ayb) - Uxm(ym + rxymIS

+ [OxmCyb + aymaxb - 2 rxymrxyb]S + axolYb - rxyb = 0

and a complex polynomial for bar elements:-

AL S NI + N2 + _ P SN i +N2 _ MY S Ny + N2 + 1 M2 ZOS Nz+N +I 0

A0  1Y0 120

where the bar inertias are related to the area by:-
NI N/I zA , IaAN2 and112 = 0

and stress recovery coefficients are related by:-

YA Ny , ZA Nz
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3.2. Strength Resizing - Laminated Plates

Each plate or membrane element is composed of a symmetric lay-up of overlapping plies.
It is the total thickness of each orientation which is to be resized to meet Zhe strength and
stability constraints.

Isotropic elements are resized using the scaling factor determined as the maximum value
computed from the stress and stability constraints. However in the case of Laminated Ele-
ments the ply sizes are dependent on one-another in these constraints, therefore although
the previous simple scaling method could be used it gives poor results and method based
on a Sequence of Linear Programmes (SLP) has been used.

3.2.1. Sequence of Linear Programs (SLP)

The SLP method uses a .nove limit reduction technique to prevent solution oscillations.
These move limits are simply a restriction on the amount of variation that each variable can
have during each iteration. This amount is reduced each time a new solution is seen to be
diverging from the previous one.

The SLP algorithm is shown schematically in figure 3.1 and is explained as follows:-

0) Let V0 be the vector of initial thicknesses which in the absence of any known quantities
will be the minimum gauge thicknesses.

1) Determine the maximum scaling factor So such that the solution SoVo just satisfies at least
one of the strength or buckling constraints. This solution will be called the Primary Feasible
Solution Vpps Non- critical strength and stability cases whose reserve factors are greater
than specified values will be rejected. These values will be successively reduced in order
to accelerate convergence.

2) Perform a first order linearisation of the strength and buckling corstraints about tthe
Vpfs point. This linearisation will be described in more detail later. Solve the resulting Lin-
ear Programmming Problem using the SIMPLEX method (see Ref. 2). If the linear sub
problem has no feasible solution then terminate the resizing. However the first time this
condition occurs assume it is due to the move limits being too restrictive. Adjust these
move limits and the linearisation point and try again.

3) The SIMPLEX method determines the optimum solution to the Linear Sub problem.
However the resulting solution may not be feasible, therefore a factor on the sizes is de-
termined such that a just feasible solution is formed.

4) If the solution is diverging, determine a new linearisation point using a step halving
process based upon the previous feasible solution and the solution to the linear sub prob- f
lem. Reduce the move limits on the next linear sub problem.

5) If the solution is converging then repeat the Scaling,Linearisation and SIMPLEX process
until the convergence criteria is met. The convergence is met when the difference between
successive orientation thicknesses for all orientations is less than the minimum gauge.

3.2.2. Linearisation of non-linear problem

From the previous section assume that we are required to perform a first order linearisation
of the non-linear problem about a Just Feasible Solution V.

Vector of thickness variables.

V' = [ t2 ........ tN

Vector of thickness changes.

AV'= [rt, 5t2 ......... tNJ

TI
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Vector of strain derivatives. F ds, ds, I d, 1i',= dt, dr2 ........ dt--N

Vector of buckling derivatives.

dX d). ,
dt1  dt2  dtN

Then

5F= Vs'i .AV and SX V,'. AV

The linearised optimisation problem can then be stated as

Find

AV' (St, 8t 2 ..... stN)

Which minimises the Total Weight WNEW = Wo0 + 1-piSt

Subject to:-

-to/d + V' 1 .AV < CT

-ioid + V'. AV ; SC

oId + VX .AV X Xreq

For each loading case and material orientation.

And

Vod + AV V+

Vod + AV V

The V+ and V- are the vectors containing the upper and lower bound constraints due to
move limits or initial fabrication constraints. Each term is determined from the relationship:-

Vi+ = minL(1 + P)Vio0 . Vir.ax]

V,- = mini[(1 - a)Viold, Vim,n]

Where j3 and a are the upper and lower move limits.

3.3. Strength-Stiffness Interface.

The interface between the Strength and Stiffness resizing routines is essentialy an adjust-
ment of the minimum size constraints prior to performing the resizing.

For Isotropic elements this ajustment is a relatively simple procedure. Each time the
strength resizing is performed the minimum sizes are set at minimum gauge (i.e. sizes set
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by manufacturing constraints). If the strength requirement and maximum element sizes
conflict the default option is to use the maximum sizes. However the User can select the
reverse.

The sizes generated by the strength Constraints are used as minimum sizes in the following
stiffness constrair~ts. Sizes which become greater or equal to the maximum gauge in the
strength constraints will remain fixed in the following stiffness resizing.

For laminated elements the adjustment of minimum sizes is more complex, it is shown
schematically in Fig. 3.2 and described as follows.

The first time through the strength and stiffness resizing the adjustment of minumum sizes
is the same as in the Isotropic case. However in addition an indication of critical constraint
type (Strength or Stiffness) is set.

Subsequent times prior to the strength resizing the minimum size will be set to minimum
gauge if that particular size was strength dependent. If the size was stiffness dependent
then the minimum size will be set to the size resulting from the stiffness constraints. How-
ever if ALL the orientation sizes in a given element are stiffness capendent then the mini-
mum size will be set to minimum gauge. The reasoning behind this is that if strength is
determining the size then you can set the minimum s;ze to minimum gauge as the strength
will determine the new size with the possibility of reducing it. If the stiffness is sizing a ply
then leave the minimum size at the stiffness size to prevent the strength reducing it and
hence cause size oscillations. If ALL the sizes have changed because of stiffness then os-
cillations are not likely to occur therefore you can start from minimum gauge.

Subsequent times prior to the stiffness resizing the minimum sizes will be set to the
strength sizes if strength dependent. If they are not strength dependent but were previously
stiffness dependent then set the minimum sizes to minimum gauge. However if they are not
strength dependent nor previously stiffness dependent then set the minimum sizes to those

sizes coming from the strength constraints. This may sound strange, but sizes could have
been determined from strength in a previous loop and are converging therefore we do not
want the stiffness to change them or they may be minimum gauge in which case there is
no problem.

These adjustments are rather "Unfriendly" and would not be needed if all the strength and
stiffness constraints were combined into one resizing procedure. However not all the Detail
Stressing and Engineering constraints are amenable to Mathematical programming meth-
ods therefore some form of interface will be required between them and the Strength/
Stiffness constraints.

3.4. Stiffness Constraints

3.4.1. Optimality Theorem

These constraints are treated by an "Optimality Criteria" method which although originally
derived by considering size perturbations of the Optimum structure can be easily obtained
from the first Kuhn-Tucker condition for a stationery Lagrangian function.

dx-
i~. xj_ ~j= Ii ,. . dwi - 1

In the following section it will be shown that whatever type of criterion is denoted by X,

dXj _ a E2
dwi iI

Where aj is a constant(independent of i) and E, an energy term associated with element
i and criterion j.
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Then defining C, = X.a, and U,, E,,/w the Kuhn-Tucker condition becomes:-

c u, =

Which is the condition for the optimum structure. The search for the n unknown values of
w, has been reduce to that for the m values of C, from which the n values of w; can be

found.

3.4.2. Criterion Derivatives - Generalised Deflection

In order to specify a generalised deflection two loading cases are required,namely

(i) LA The applied loads

(ii) LD The loads defining the generalised
deflection

The generalised deflection is then defined by the equation:-

X = L'DFL A = L'OK -LA

Differentiating the above equation w.r.t. w, noting that LA and Ld are constant we obtain:-

dX - ,o[ diK]FLA
dw, w

Now

K = D'Klk + K2k + K 3k)

Therefore
dK -
dw W- (K1 i + 2K21 + 3K3/)

Hence
dX _- 2d -, (Eli + 2E2, + 3E3 ,)dwi wi

Expressing the original constraint equation in terms of the element energies we obtain:-

X = 2Z_(Eli + E2i + E3 )

Where E,, etc., are the element strain energies due to loads Lo and LA

3.4.3. Criterion Derivatives-Hinge Moment

This constraint is a result of the limitation on the control surface jack load, which is ex-

pressed in terms of an Hinge Moment constraint.

If r is a vector of moment arms about the hinge line for the control surface nodes.

Then
r'LF = MH
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Were the flexible loading L, is equal to the rigid loading LR plus the adjustment due to the
structural deflection.

i.e
LF = LR + A 5

The deflections are also related to the flexible loading by the structural flexibility

i.e
8 = FLF

Thus 5 can be expressed as

(I - FA) -F LR

Then the flexible loading Lp is defined by the equation:-

LF = LR + A(I- FA)-IFLR

And the expression for the Hinge moment becomes:-

r"'(LR + A(I - FA) -1F L,) = M,

The above equation can be rearranged into a similar form as the generalised deflection
constraint,if we define the Target T as:-

T= r'LR - MH

and the constraint criteria as:-

X= -"A(I - FA) 1 FLR = L',FLR

Then proceeding as for the Generalised Deflection criteria we obtain:-
A A A

X = 27('E. '-2i E2 + EE3)

Where Eu, are the element energies due to the loads L, and LR

and

dX 2 (El, + 2E21 + 3E3)
dW1 Wi

Where Ev are the element energies due to the loads L, and L

Note.

The reason for the Jack Load limitation is to limit the Jack Load Mass. It is possible to in-
corporate this mass dependancy directly into the Optimality criteria formulation, thereby
removing it as a corstraint.

mB , ==unnmm A-- ----

" I = =.. _ - .. .. . .. L . -.- .- -
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3.4.4. Constraint Derivative - Flutter speed

If we neglect the Structural Damping Matrix and investigate the Flutter equation at the
Flutter point where the Eigen value X = io then we obtain the complex Eigen equation.

[-Ao + E + iBVF oF + CVF]X=O

i.e. AX = 0

Associated with this equation is the Left Hand Eigen Equation.

Y'A=0

Then differentiating the first equation w.r.t. the weight of element i, assuming the mode
shapes o constant and premultiplying by Y' we obtain the matrix equation

[r r21  r OOFW1 - rY'R:'an2PXR - Y',P'anOX 11
r2 I r22 I L k laV w, j - Y'R$P'3 X + Y'IP''a2DXR j

Where in terms of real and imaginary parts of X and Y

ri. = _ 2 0 F(Y'RAXR - Y'IAXI) - VF(Y'RBXI + Y'IBXR)

r2. = - 2 'F (Y'RAXI + Y'iAXR) + VF (Y'RBXR - Y'IBXI)

2 = 2VF (Y'RCXR - Y'ICXI) - (F (Y'RBXI + Y'IBXR)

r22 = 2VF (Y'RCXI + Y'ICXR) + OF (Y'RBXR - Y'IBXI)

and

aK 2 aM

Defining r =r. r22  r.,2 r21 and solving the equation for -V-- yields:-
-w,

aVF 1
a, - r {(r 21 Y'R - r,'1 Y'I).P'an(PXR - (r21 Y'l + r1IY'R)P'OnQXJ

Which by expanding an can be expressed in terms of element cross strain and kinetic en-
ergies.

aVF 2 { ( E + 2 Ea2 , 4 
3 Ea3i - 0F EaK,)

awi  rw, - (Ebl, + 2 Eb2 i + 3Eb3i - 0)2 EbKi)

Where E,,, e'... are the element cross energies due to mode vectors qi. q and Ez,, etc., are
the elemen t tz-vss energies due to mode vectors q3, q4

The original equatiop, _an also be manipulated to yield the following equation for the Flutter
speed VF

AA

L q LK q2 - q3Kq4 )

Which in terms of element eitergies becom:-z:-

- (E.),4+ E( + i4, )n
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3.5. Resizing Procedure

The iterative process used for resizing is shown schematically in figure 3.3 and explained
in the following sections.

3.5.1. Initial estimates of constants C

All that is required at this stage is to estimate the order of the terms in each C, thus gross
simplifications are permissible.

Therefore assuming all criteria are equally effective and considering the whole of the vari-
able structure as a single element, then the optimality criteria equation can be written as:-

m C Uj = 1

Consider the case when criterion , is a limitation imposed on the Generalised Deflection.

If the target value T to be achieved for a total weight of W

Then

T= 2Ev 2Ec

and
E, Tj 2E Z Tn

Ui W - 2W v  - 2W v

Now the starting value of the variable weight is W,, and this corresponds to a starting
variable criterion value of Xi,.. The variable criterion value on meeting the target is T,_
If membrane effects are assumed dominant increasing the weight WVo will produce an in-
crease in the criterion value X,.

Therefore

and the equation for C can be written as:-

Ci=2Xjoioiv~o

MT 2 '

3.5.2. New Element Sizes

The optimality condition quoted earlier stated:-

dX, E-
ai= = 1c, " c 'wdw Iu

E. represents the energy term in the expression for dX.dwi which from previously derived
expressions can be written as:-

Ej, = E, -f- 2E2j, . 3Ep- E

Where E1. etc., are the various element energies determined in the "Outer Analysis loop-.
If a, is the ratio of new sizes to analysis sizes, then the energy term corresponding to the
new sizes is
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FEj, = -p-; + 2 Ej_ 3L
Ej + 2 E2' + 3 3-i -a, EKI

And the new wi = a, WO,

Substituting these expressions into the optimality condition and rearrange terms we obtain
the following quartic equation in a,

(wo, + Y. Cj EKj,) a4 - (1C E1 1 )ca,- (2TCE 2 1) a - (3 2CE 3 ,) = 0 1 n

Thus knowing the value of C, the values of a, can be determined from the above set of
quartic equations. In fact if there are no elements present with Membrane-Bernding coupling
the above equation will be a c;uadratic in a,.

If the value of a, results in a new element size being imaginary or less than the minimum
value then the minimum value will be used.

3.5.3. Determine constraint values X.

The values of aj computed in the previous section can be used to determine the new val-
ues of X, using the following equations:-

For generalised deflection and aeroelastics the element loads are assumed - stant in the
"Inner stiffness loop", therefore the equation for X in terms of ai and the e6,ergies E1,
etc.., is:-

[ E1ji E21_ E3J_ 1
x, = 2E, + 21 -iji + , + E3 I

In order that the frequencis increase as the relevant element sizes are increased, it is nec-
essary to make the assumption tnat the displacements (rather '1an the element loads) are
fixed. Then:-

2Eo + 2Z (Eijia, + E2i a + E 3JI )

Xi = 5&MS

3.5.4. Determine new values of C.

From a first order expansion of X, in terms of Ck we obtain:-

dXj
AXJ=Z-1-:kACk 1i:jr m

AX, is the change in Xj required to meet the target T

i.e

A Xi = TJ-

Therefore the above equation defines the change in the value of C, which will produce the
required change in X,.

___ ___________________ _____ ____________________
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namely
dXj

ms - xi = _,-k (Ckold - Cknew )  I <j<M

Thus new values of C, are given by the matrix equation:-

Cnew = Cold + D (T - X)

Where
dXj

dC

If the previous values of C are very innaccurate,then the new values derived by the above
method tend to fluctuate wildly due to neglecting the second and subsequent derivativzos
of X, with respect to Ck In order to overcome this limits are placed on the new values

Ck so that:-

0.5 Ckoed < Cknew < 2.0 CRol d

3.5.5. Selection of Critical Criteria

If criteria j is non critical (i.e. it has no effect on the Optimum structure) then the corre-
sponding constant C, must obviously be zero. Thus after each analysis step, all criteria
are assumed to be critical. Then, on subsequent Virations round the inner design loop
criterion j whose constant C, becomes zero may be iegarded as non-critical.

However as stated in the previous section C, is only permitted to change by a factor of 2
on each loop. Thus criterion j may be regarded as non-critical when C, < 62 C were C0
is the original estimate of C, and e2 is some small number. For all practical purposes so
.ar considered E2 = 0.001 has proved sucessful.

The C, corresponding to non-critical criterion are dropped from the calculation of the new
element sizes and the re-estimation of the new C,. However, the corresponding X, con-
tinue to be calculated owing to the possibility that in subsequent iterations they may be-
come critical again. If this does occur then new estimates of the corresponding C, are
made using the equations defined previously with X, replacing Xo

j
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Perform Strength and
Stability analysis
on laminated Element

I
Scale Sizes to Form a
Just Feasible
Solution (JFS)

Linearise problem
about the JFS

Solve Linear
Programing Problem
(SIMPLEX)

Solution Diverging
Form a New Starting
point or stopI
Solution ConvergingRe-Iterate Until
Convergence

P rint Converged

Solution

Fig. 3.1 SLP Approach to Laminate Optimisation
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Stiffness
Resizing

Size not Size changed ALL sizes
changed by by Stiffness changed by
Stiffness Stiffness

Min. Gauge Stiffness Size Min. Gauge

Strength
Resizing

Size 3.AdSize not changed Size not changed
by Strength by Strength nor by Strength but

Stiffness by Stiffness

Strength Strength Min. Gauge
:Size Size

Stiffness

Resizing

Fig 3.2 Adjustment of Minimum Sizes between
Strength and Stiffness Constraints.
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I Element Energies
Strength Sizes

Form initial Estimate
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Multiplier, or Cs

Compute Element Sizes
Using Optimality
Criterion equation

I Adjust sizes to
satisfy Max and Min
constraints

I re the Criteria Yes

Satisfied Print Solution

Determine New Values
For Cs

Check for Diverging 1
-and Non-Critical Cs

I Terminate Solution I
Due to Divergence

Fig 3.3 Optimality Criteria loproach for Stiffness

j
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4. FIN/RUUDER

There were some slight problems in adaptinC, this model to run -. : the ECLIPSE system,
however I must emphasise that they were slight. They were easily overcome after consult-
ing MBB Munich. Optimisation constraints were easy to define in ECLIPSE to the extent that
after qualifying that we had the correct model the problem was set up and run inside a
couple of hours. This is a very useful benchmark case it contains a lot of the constraints and
element types which we normally deal with, namely :- Laminated plates, Steady and Un-
steady Aerodynamics.

One of the problems we came up against was that we could not get the NASTRAN model to
give the same deflections and fibre strains as specified in the MBB report Ref. 3. This was
due to the fact that although the model was formulated in NASTRAN format the MBB solution
had its own F.E. Analysis module within LAGRANGE. The CQUAD4 elements are stiffer in
NASTRAN than in LAGRANGE. The effect of this on the Optimisation is that LAGRANGE
solution will be heavier!

Figures 4.1 to 4.5 are plots of the complete model and its componant element
breakdown.they are produced in the normal course of analysis work in order to check that
we have the correct model. They also enabled us to determine the IDs of those elements
which are being resized. These plots were produced using PATRAN.

Figures 4.6 to 4.7 are displacement plots due to applying the Rigid Aero loading vector. In
this case they correspond to the optimum design but they could also be shown for the initial
design. These plots are produced to check that there are no anomolies in the rigid Aero
loading and the Interface Grid Flexibility terms. The Interface Grid is the subset of Grid
points which is used to transfer AICs and Flexibilities between Aerodynamics and Stress.

The Iteration histories for the Structura' Weight and Flutter velocities are shown in Figures
4.8 and 4.9. There are some interesting points to note in these two plots. The ECLIPSE sol-
ution could have been terminated after seven iterations as the subsequent iterations are
hardly changing the element sizes and constraint values. The LAGRANGE solution could
have been terminated after eight iterations based on comparing the results from the seventh
and t=ighth iteration and similarly after the fourteenth iteration. This is no basis to compare
the efficiency of either method as I have experienced results from ECLIPSE for other cases
which are similar to the LAGRANGE results. The point to be made is that it is extremely
difficult to set up convergence criteria based on successive results. In most cases it is best
left to the user to define the number of iterations and provide him with a "User Friendly'
restart procedure.

The final weights from both Optimisations cannot be compared due to the fact mentioned
earlier that the LAGRANGE elements are less stiff than the NASTRAN ones. This fact is also
shown in the Frequency results for the initial design (fig 4.16 to 4.18).

The two paths taken to the "Optimum" are very interesting! The mathematical programming
method of LAGRANGE is treating all the constraints simultaneously it first of all over
achieves the Flutter velocity then starts to take weight off whilst still maintaining the Flutter
velocity. This is very similar to the iteration histories from strength optimisation of individual
laminated elements using SLP. The ECLIPSE system treats the strength constraints
seperate from the Stiffness ones. Also the minimum size adjustment interface between
Strength and Stiffness is different the first time through the loop as explained earlier in the
theory and shown in fig 3.2. The reult of this is that the first iteration is mainly resizing the
structure to meet the strenght constraints, this then sets the minimum sizes for the stiffness
constraints. The stiffness optimisation is trying to reduce the sizes but it cannot due to the
minimum size constraints, however the thicknesses have now become stiffness dependant
therefore in subsequent loops the minimum sizes for stiffness will be set to minimum gauge
as the strength constraints will not be changing them. The ECLIPSE solution approaches the
constraint from an infeasible point which is in fact the DUAL Feasible solution.

Another point to note on these plots is the different Flutter velocities at the start and finish
points. All the ECLIPSE points except the final point have been computed using the element

I} strain and kinetic energies at flutter. Thus the energies from structural damping have been

____I
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omitted which results in a lower Flutter velocity. The final point has been produced from a
Flutter analysis in which we had to specify some structural damping for the mode tracking
algorithm to function. The system will be modified to include structural damping in the op-
timisation. I suspect the LAGRANGE solution has some structural damping in as our initial
and final flutter analysis damping plots (see fig 4.23 and 4.24) agree with the LAGRANGE
solutions.

Figures 4.11 to 4.15 show the optimised design skin thicknesses in the various layers and
their total. These should be compared with Figures 22 to 25 of Ref 3. Although some of the
sizes are equal in both designs I suspect this is purely fortuitous. In general the sizes are
all different even though the distribution of thicknesses are approximately the same with the
ECLIPSE values being less than LAGRANGE. This again is more than likely due to the dif-
ferent element stiffnesses. However there are some conflicting results in the MBB
model,the minimum size is stated as 0.25 yet there are some elements with optimised sizes
of 0.2. Also although the minimum thickness for a layer is quoted as 0.25 the minimum
thickness for the total thickness is 2.0. It is not possible to specify a total thickness con-
straint in ECLIPSE, if the minimum layer thickness is 0.25 and there are four of them, then
the minimum total thickness will be 1.0.

The first three mode shapes for the initial and final design are shown in figures 4.16 to 4.21.
Apart from their frequencies they are almost identical to the mode shapes shown in Ref 3.
The interesting point to note is the crossing over of modes two and three between the initial
and final design. This point is required when comparing the modal damping and stiffness
matrices between initial and final design given in figure 4.22. The Flutter for the initial design
is mainly due to the interaction between modes one and two (Figure 4.23). The flutter for the
final design is between mode 1 and 3 (Figure 4.24). Comparing the corresponding terms in
the stiffness and damping matrices we see that there is hardly any change in the damping
terms but a large change in the stiffness terms. Also there is a large change in the fre-
quency seperation.

This concludes the reporting of the present work on the MBB Fin/Rudder, however I feel that
more work needs to be done on this case after discussion within GARTEUR and AGARD
groups.
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FIN EFFICIENCY

FIG 4.6 OPTIMISEO DESIGN - DEFLECTIONS DUE 70 RIGID LOADS

RUDDER EFFICtINCT

FIG 4.7 1 OPTIMISM0 DESIGN - DEFLECTIONS DUE To RIGID LORDS
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ACARO Ma88 FIN AND O u0E1 1002018801 K10.2

ST11ENGTI1 - AEROEFFICIENCT . FLUTTER 20 LOOPS

MODE.I. EIGENYALUE. 3.163139E-03. CYCLES- S.951159E.0O 7

FIG 4.20

AGARO 1M88 FIN AND RUDDER 10029MOB881 11.0.2

STRENGTH * E.OEfFICIENCT - FLUTTER - 20 LOOPS

MODE.?. EICENVALUE. 3.7628?1E.04. CYCLES. 3.08730SE.01

I FIG 41.2t

AAD 1188 FIN AND AUOOEA 10024118811 110.2ISTAE.45YH - OEROEFFICIENCT * FLUTTER -?0 LOOPS
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FREQUENCY COMPARISON

Mode No. Initial Design Final Design

1 9.1 8.95
2 30.5 30.873 32.5 32.374 41.4 43.98
5 55.7 59.28

- 22 847.44 967.74

AERO .MATRICES COMPARISON

Stiffness - Initial Design (x10- 3 )

5.05 13.57 -1.43 -122.75 6.78
-8.75 -8.94 1.49 116.34 28.67-0.07 0.34 0.06 4.08 1.228.75 43.22 2.38 1.06 52.42
-3.16 -18.54 -0.22 21.58 -30.13

Stiffness - Final Design (xl0 - 3 )

3.50 -1.64 -17.02 -109.81 -3.11
0.25 -0.04 -0.73 -1.62 -0.53
6.76 -1.39 -13.77 -94.64 -37.197.66 -0.26 -44.45 85.81 64.46-1.19 0.53 13.27 24.42 -22.07

Damping - Initial Design

42.84 30.56 27.51 -25.97 30.11
-36.53 45.81 0.46 -45.32 39.48
-0.87 0.85 0.07 3.24 2.10
-0.61 -6.36 4.48 295.75 86.89

-18.56 -6.56 0.04 3.63 32.98

Damping - Final Design

41.90 -1.27 -32.79 -37.24 24.35
0.09 0.08 1.42 3.55 0.1935.82 1.52 43.45 33.08 -32.09
1.99 3.53 17.92 257.13 110.35-17.53 0.56 6.28 22.34 45.44

FIG 4.22 MBB FIN/RUDDER MODAL PROPERTIES
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5. TAILPLANE RESULTS

In order to develope the Flutter optimisation capability a small "Unit" test case was required
which woud run quickly on the VAX. This would enable us to use the interactive debugger
and hence speed up the program development. The case chosen was a small tailplane
which was optimised with only a flutter constraint present.

The results presented in Figures 5.1 to 5.23 are in a similar format to the previous section.
However this case is much simpler having no control surface and being composed of
Isotropic material. The model consists of NASTRAN CQUAD4,CROD AND CSHEAR elements,
all of them being allowed to change during the optimisation.

Figure 5.1 to 5.5 are plots of the structure and ;ts component element breakdown. The opti-
misation was restricted to nine design variable. The elements associated with a particular
design variable can be seen from the plots of initial and final sizes given in figures 5.7 to
5.14. One design variable is missing from these plots which combines the shear and rod
elements associated wiih the tailplane to fuselage attachment points.

Figure 5.6 defines the interface grid for the Unsteady Aerodynamic damping and stiffness
matrices.

The first five modes were used in the Flutter analysis, however the Flutter can be consid-
ered to be due to the interaction of the first bending and torsion modes. These modes for
the initial and final design are given in figures 5.15 to 5.18. Although the bending mode
shape changes very little during the optimisation the "Zero Deflection Axis" of the torsion
mode has moved forward. The frequency seperation of these two modes has also been in-
creased from 3558 to 5571.

A tabulation of the frequencies and aerodynamic matrices for the initial and final designs
is given in figure 5.19. Figure 5.20 and 5.21 show the Flutter analyses for the intial and final
design.

An iteration history for the flutter constraint and optimised weight is shown in figures 5.22
to 5.23. As mentioned earlier this case was a very simple case used for "Unit testing" how-
ever it has proved extremely useful. A copy of the NASTRAN model can be made available
for any of the workshop participants.
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FREQUENCY COMPARISON

Mode No. Initial Design Final Design

1 18.28 22.82
2 62.39 78.05
3 72.21 89.02
4 78.62 140.55
5 116.22 150.79

2 2
f - f2  3558 5571

AERO MATRICES COMPARISON

Stiffness - Initial Design (xlO- 4 )

5.1i -26.24 -2.12 =0.00 12.60
6.84 -23.68 -9.06 =0.00 -4.54

-2.05 12.57 7.83 =0.00 -7.46
=0.00 =0.00 =0.00 =0.00 =0.00
-1.91 -3.76 7.04 =0.00 -17.14

Stiffness - Final Design (xlO
- )

4.01 20.00 6.05 -11.87 -14.13
-5.28 -15.65 -13.44 -3.05 -8.12
-0.59 0.06 3.60 -4.36 5.58
-1.47 -1.31 -6.65 -10.91 4.85
-0.57 -0.72 -5.29 1.64 -5.14

Damping - Initial Design

136.95 -182.21 -24.59 =0.00 8.42
40.93 475.21 57.82 =0.00 -181.70

-65.37 133.99 189.98 =0.00 73.49
=0.00 =0.00 =0.00 =0.00 =0.00

-28.44 219.64 49.03 =0.00 -21.25

Damping - Final Design

106.32 142.52 51.91 -9.65 -1.92
-34.11 323.45 96.78 -169.87 -122.59
28.83 153.48 205.17 10.44 60.01
22.77 154.93 65.78 -24.37 41.58
60.49 60.97 -47.98 -61.47 44.92

FIG 5.19 TAILPLANE MODAL PROPERTIES
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6. SPFDB FOREPLANE

This structure was proposed as the BAe MAL workshop example in order to illustrate the
inclusion of a Detail Stressing Constraint and a Flutter speed constraint.

The structure used in this example is a Super-Plastic Formed Diffusion Bonded (SPFDB)
foreplane of which a finite element model is shown in fig 6.1. The finite element model
contained 1083 grids and 1578 elements, the elements were mainly bending plates having
various orientations in three dimensions, thus all six degrees of freedom were represented
at each grid point. The foreplane has spars in the spanwise direction of the form shown in
fig 6.2. However it has no internal chordwise ribs except at the tip and root, hence large
chordwise skin bending loads may be generated to transfer loads in the chordwise direction
in regions away from the tip and root rib.

Fairings are required to maintain the aerodynamic profile on the leading edge, root and tip.
The foreplane is attached to the fuselage by a statically determinate arrangement using a
C-lever and a spigot. Fairings, spigot and C-lever sizes have been determined from local
detail stress and stiffness calculations and are considered to be independent of the load
distribution within the foreplane. Thus these items are already sized and remain unaltered
by the optimisation. Individual spars are considered to be symmetric so the appropriate
panels are linked. Strength resizing is performed using the internal element loading cal-
culated by NASTRAN and adding the local pressures calculated by ECLIPSE. Local panel
resizing for pressure was originally based on using the maximum edge or centre moment
due to the applied local pressure. This was used in conjuction with membrane loads from
NASTRAN. Since NASTRAN also gives bending moments at element centre due to the
overall loading the local pressure effects were added to these.

However, the deflected shape of the foreplane under load indicates that the foreplane con-
struction without internal ribs gives rise to large transverse shears. Thus the centre moment
given by NASTRAN is not sufficient as the panel edge moments may be critical. The mo-
ments at the edge of the panels can be obtained from the centre moment and the transverse
shear (fig 6.3). Since these moments may be critical in the foreplane design a specification
to incorporate them was written. The new stress calculation was then incorporated into the
system..

The local buckling calculation uses the in-plane loading directly from NASTRAN and the di-
rections and widths specified in the ECLIPSE data. Buckling target Reserve Factors of 0.7
are set to simulate built in edges for narrow skin panels. All other panels have a Reserve
Factor target of 1.0.

During the resizing, the thicknesses of elements on the leading and trailing edge in the mid
chord region started to increase with no change in reserve factor and very little change in
total structure weight. This was found not to occur when the transverse shear effects were
omitted. Thus the procedure adopted to obtain a feasible design was to size the structure
without the effects of transverse shear, pass the resultant thicknesses to the Design Office
were the chemi-etch stages were determined and final drawings produced. Determine new
model sizes from these final drawings then re-analyse the structure with the transverse
shear included. Plots of the results (sizes and reserve factors) from this final analysis are
shown in figs 6.4 to 6.6.

The structure was initialy optimised tc satisfy local strength and aeroelastic effficiency
constraints. In the event the aeroelastic efficiency constraints proved to be non-critical.
However the structure was later suspected to have a potential Flutter problem and therefore
prove a suitable candidate for the recently developed optimisation facility.

The Flutter analysis would normally be performed by providing the Analysts with a set of
modal deformations at an agreed subset of structural grid points (interface grid). The def-
ormations at these points would be used to obtain the required deformations at the Aero-
dynamic points. Given this information the "Unsteady Aerodynamic" programmes will
determine the modal damping (B) and stiffness (C) matrices used in the Flutter solution. The
calculation of the B and Cs was directly coupled to the modal deformations with no inter-
mediate AICs produced. This is inefficient for size optimisation where the only parameter
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changing is the mode shape. Therefore the aerodynamic codes were modified to output the
unsteady AlCs defined at the interface grid. The calculation of new B and C matrices is then
a simple matrix multiplication of the original AICs r.atrices and the new mode shapes.

In order to check that the new Flutter analysis procedure was working satisfactory, the en-
gineered structure was analysed using ECLIPSE and the results (Fig 6.7) compared with
those from the existing method. Identical resuits were obtained therefore we proceeded
with the optimisation. Several problems arose when adapting the model for optimisation,
these are explained below, the en result being that tne initial Flutter speed increased from
786 to 805 knots. In the normal course of events these differences would have been inves-
tigated however in this case we were primarily interested in establishing a working proce-
dure therefore we proceeded to optimise the altered model.

The model used by aerodynamics had all of its structural and non- structural mass repres-
ented on NASTRAN CONM2 entries. This was modified such that the structural mass was
determined from element volumes and densities. However the resultant structure was 5Kg
less than the original!

The set of interface grid freedoms was smaller than the Analysis set (ASET) freedoms used
in the normal modes calculation. This wasn't a problem for the Flutter analysis where the
displacements corresponding to the interface grid are extracted from the Analysis set vec-
tors. However it is a problem in the derivative calculation were we require vectors of ASET
size to be derived from those of IGRID size! 1 he first solution was to reduce the size of the
ASET. This had an effect on the frequency and altnough the optimisation "worked" it lead to
bizarre results (fig 6.8). The second and successful solution was to modify the vectors in the
derivative calculation to be of ASET size by computing them using the original mode shape
vectors which were in ASET size (see Theory section 3.4).

6.1. Results

Two Optimisations were performed one starting from Minimum sizes the other from the
"Engineered sizes". In oder to obtain realistic derivatives when starting from minimum sizes
a one loop strength only case is run prior to the combined strength and Flutter. Post proc-
essing of the structures was performed to give the results shown in figures 6.9 to 6.14.

A similar set of results figures 6.15 to 6.20 were produced for the optimisation of the "Engi-
neered structure". On investigating these results the following points can be noted.

The final weights in both cases are almost the same (min sizes 34.116kg engineered sizes
34.113 kg). Similarly the distribution of sizes and reserve factors for the skins is almost
identical. The flutter velocity for the minimum sizes case is greater than-th'at for the engi-
neered sizes. This is due to a difference in the distribution of spar element sizes.

On comparing the distribution of skin thicknesses between initial and final structure we see
that the optimisation is essentially pulling in material around the spigot area from the rest
of the foreplane and in doing so stiffening the spigot attachment region.

Also the stability reserve factors (figs 6.5,6.12 and 6.18) have become more evenly spread
for the optimised structure and most of them have reached the critical value. The flutter
constraint appears to be helping the convergence of the stability constraint. However in the
case of the strength constraints (figs 6.6,6.13 and 6.19), the distribution for the starting val-
ues had no areas which were critical, whereas the optimised structure has some critical
areas in the leading edge region.

The iteration histories of flutter velocity and total weight for both optimisations are interest-
ing (Fig 6.9,6.10,6.15 and 6.16). The ones starting from minimum sizes are typical of the re-
sults obtained from ECLIPSE. That is an initial large increase in weight followed by
progressively smaller and smaller variations. The flutter velocity approaches the target
value then begins to oscillate about it. The final value is the post processed result which
has an Increase in velocity due to the inclusion of the structural damping.
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The frequency and damping plots Figures 6.7,6.14 and 6.20 indicate that although we have
achieved the required Flutter speed, we have introduced more modes with lower damping
values at the higher velocities. We therefore need to extend the Flutter constraint to include
a prescribed damping target.

The plots obtained from Engineered sizes show an initial increase in weight in order to
satisfy the flutter constraint. However on the second iteration the increase in weight resulted
in the flutter velocity being above the value at which solutions were regarded as non-critical.
Thus no optimisation for flutter was performed at this point which resulted in the strength
constraints reducing and stabilising the sizes. The optimisation then followed a similar
course to the previous case obtaining large variations in flutter velocity with small changes
in total weight.

This structure has been optimised using a Fully Stressed Design method for strength cou-
pled to an "Optimality Criteria" method for Stiffness. It would be very interesting to see theresult of applying a Maths Programming Approach to both constraints simultaneously.

-I_
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7. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The system is in a continous state of change, short and long term development plans are
frequently made only to be modified by the new and higher priority requirements of the
Stress Office. However having said that, development plans still have to be made and in this
case are divided into two lists:- Present work and Long term.

7.1. Present Work

We are at present installing the following new facilities into ECLIPSE:-

- Optimisation for Flutter Speed and associated post processing analysis.

- Shear web post processing facility - incorporates several detail stressing re-
quirements for the various types of shear webs and attachment flanges.

- Post processing of laminated plates incorporating variable strain allowables
and the suppression of anti-clastic bending.

- Updating the "User Guide" and "Theoretical Manual" to reflect the new facilities.

- Improved restart and output facility coupled to NASTRAN PCOMP input format.

- Integration with NASTRAN 66 New Executive system.

- Integration with NASTRAN Data Base software.

- Quality Assurance of the new release.

7.2. Long Term Plans.

The following long term plans are not in any order of priority.

- Incorporation of an interactive "What If?" facility.

- Extend Flutter capability to include non structural mass and damping gradient.

- Add a Gust Response constraint.

- Add optimisation of laminated bending plates for stiffness.

- Combine basic strength, stiffness and fabrication constraints into one algorithm.

- Use existing ECLIPSE structure to adapt system to a multi-level optimisation
facility (see fig 7.1).

- Improve the Pre-Processor to include Automated Idealisation using Data Gen-
eration Menus System coupled to Graphical i/O.
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The three example cases given in this paper illustralte the succesful incorporation into
ECLIPSE of a Detail Stressing and Flutter constraint The Flutter capability needs further
development to cater for Matched Aerodynamics, Non Structural Mass and Structural
Damping. The facility requires evaluating by Flutter Analysts in order to improve the User
Interface and generate additional Dynamic Aeroelastic constraints.
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Abstract

The influences of the structural and aerodynamic modeling on flutter analysis and

multidisciplinary optimization of fully built-up finite element wing models in an aeroelastic

environment are not yet well understood. Therefore, the dynamic aeroelastic and

optimization capabilities in the Automated STRuctural Optimization System (ASTROS)

were used to evaluate the flutter behavior and the behavior of structural optimization with

flutter constraints of various representative fully built-up finite element wing models in

subsonic and supersonic flow. ASTROS was here used as a tool to calculate flutter speeds

and frequencies and to minimize the weight of these wing models in subsonic and supersonic

flow under given flutter and frequency constraints to determine the effect that these

modeling factors have.

First, the performance of the flutter module was tested against results from other

codes (MSC/NASTRAN, FASTEX) on a straight and uniform wing used by Rudisill and

Bhatia and various other researchers for optimization and flutter analyses. Also. the

optimization module was evaluated performing optimization with a flutter constraint.

Results were compared against those repotted in the literature -for the same wing.

Then, fully built-up finite element models of various wings with different aspect

ratios were investigated for the influence on the free vibration modes, the natural

frequencies, the flutter characteristics, and the optimum weight of-such modeling factors

as finite element selection, structural grid refinement; number of selected modes, retention
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of inplane and breathing modes; aerodynamic panel size and placement; splining of the

aerodynamic grid to the structural grid, selection of extra points off the structural wing

box for splining; solution procedures such as eigenvalue extraction routines, reduction

schemes; selection of reduced frequency values; selection of the constraint retention

parameter, etc. Knowledge of these influences as well as of the program behavior is impor-

tant, since optimization can be made more efficient by the selection of reasonable initial

models. Also, it is shown that modeling has an impact on the results of modal and flutter

analyses. Since any optimization is only as good as the associated analyses, modeling errors

can negatively impact a minimum weight optimization and can result in optimal designs

that may be unreliable.

In the following, selected results are presented and the influences of modeling

parameters on modal analysis, flutter analysis, and optimization are pointed out.

1. Introduction

In recent years, structural optimization as required and applied by the aerospace

industry has expanded in scope to include such additional disciplines as static and dynamic

aeroelasticity, composite materials, aeroelastic tailoring, etc. One of the more promising

multidisciplinary codes presently under development is the Automated STRuctural

Optimization System (ASTROS) [1-31. In this computer code, static, dynamic, and frequency

response finite element structural modules, subsonic and supersonic steady and unsteady

aerodynamic modules, and an optimization module are combined and allow for either

analysis or optimized design of given aircraft configurations. Interfering surface

aerodynamics are incorporated to handle the aerodynamic modeling of combinations of

wings, tails, canards, fuselages, and stores. Structures are represented by finite element

models, constructed from rod, membrane, shear, plate, and other elements. Static and

dynamic aeroelastic capabilities include trim, lift effectiveness, aileron effectiveness, gust

response, and flutter analysis.

In the present paper, as part of an ongoing effort to gain a better understanding of

the optimization process with aeroelastic constraints, the flutter analysis portion of

ASTROS was used for various investigations of fully built-up finite element wing models

in subsonic and supersonic flow to determine the influences of structural-and aerodynamic

modeling on flutter analysis as well as splining and, thus, to investigate the behavior of the
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analyses modules of the code. Also, the optimization portion of ASTROS was used together

with the normal modes and flutter module for various investigations of the same fully built-

up finite element wing models to determine the influences of structural and aerodynamic

modeling on optimization with flutter constraints and, thus, to investigate the behavior of

the combined flutter and optimization modules of the code. This knowledge is incidental

to the understanding of the dynamic behavior of wings during the optimization process. It

will also result in better initial models and, thus, a more efficient optimization cycle.

First, the performance of the flutter analysis module was evaluated against results

by other methods and codes such as the large scale finite element code MSC/NASTRAN [41

and the flutter analysis code FASTEX [51. Similar comparisons for beam-type wing models

were performed by Garner and French [61 and by Pendleton, French, and Noll [71 with good

results. Also, the performance of the optimization module was evaluated against results

reported in the literature. For both comparisons, the straight untapered wing (Figure 1),

used by Rudisill and Bhatia [8,91, McIntosh and Ashley [10], Segenreich and McIntosh 111],

and others for structural optimization with flutter constraints, was chosen since it

represents one of the few models where all structural, material, and environmental data

are given for aeroelastic analysis and optimization with flutter constraint.

It is well known that the normal modes response depends on the structural modeling

and the non-structural mass distribution only, while flutter and optimization results depend

on and vary with the quality of the structural and aerodynamic modeling and the splining

connecting the structural and the aerodynamic representations. Thus, the main interest of

this investigation was to determine the influences of the structural models, the aero-

dynamic models, and the splining on the free vibration frequencies and mode shapes, the

flutter speeds, and the optimization behavior and minimum weights of fully-built-up wings.

For this investigation, the simple rectangular unswept wing shown in Figure I was

initially used. Then, a set of test cases was selected consisting of a high aspect ratio swept

and tapered wing, a medium aspect ratio straight wing with a tapered section toward the

wing tip, and a low aspect ratio swept and tapered fighter-type wing (Figure 2). The

straight wing and the high aspect ratio wing were evaluated at subsonic Mach numbers

while the fighter wing was investigated for flutter at subsonic and supersonic speeds. These

latter three wings were modified derivatives of the wings used in the investigation of the

influence-of modeling on normal modes and flutter analysis by Striz and Venkayya [121 and

identical to the wings investigated by the same authors in Reference 13.
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Figure 1. Wing Model of Reference 8

2. Background

The importance of this investigation can be seen from the following example: It is

generally understood that membrane elements when used for spars and ribs overpredict the

stiffness of a wing. Thus, when the wing used by Rudisill and Bhatia was modeled by the

present authors by replacing the front and rear spar membrane _elements with shear

elements, the natural frequencies of the first three bending modes dropped from 10.5, 55.9,

and 125.8 Hz to 6.3, 37.6, and 110.3 Hz, respectively. This kind of change in-wing bending
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frequencies can have a considerable impact on control surface performance and flutter.

However, this example represents only a structural modeling change. In flutter analysis and

optimization with aeroelastic constraints, the aerodynamic modeling also affects the

results: the number, size, and distribution of the aerodynamic panels and the splining

between the aerodynamic points and the structural grid. Since optimization is only as good

as the associated analyses, it can, in some cases, compound and exaggerate errors arising

from these. Thus, if modeling errors can have a considerable impact on the quality of the

results of the associated analyses [121, optimization can be seriously jeopardized to the

point where the resulting optimal design can be very unreliable. In the cited example, use

of the stiffer membrane elements resulted in a 10% lower minimum weight design (38 lbs)

as compared To the more realistic, less stiff shear elements (42 lbs). if flutter is the driving

constraint, this could lead to the design of a structure that is potentially too weak. It is,

therefore, essential that the initial designs used in optimization are feasible and modeled

correctly especially when built-up finite element structural models are used rather than

the previously more common beam models.

Thus, fully built-up finite element structural models for the four wings were

evaluated for their flutter behavior and their performance in optimization with flutter

constraint under the influence of such modeling factors as finite element selection,

structural grid refinement; number of selected modes, retention of inplane and breathing

modes, selection of upper frequency bounds; aerodynamic panel size and placement;

selection of reduced frequencies for aerodynamic computations; splining of the aero-

dynamic grid to the structural grid; selection of extra points off the structural wing box

(multi-point constraint or MPCs) for better mass distribution and aerodynamic splining;

solution procedures such as eigenvalue extraction routines and reduction schemes; selection

of optimization parameters; etc., and results are presented.

3. The Rudisill and Bhatia Wing Model

The finite element wing model used by Rudisill and Bhatia and later by other

researchers (shown in the exploded view portion of Figure 1) represents one of the very few

cases in the flutter optimization literature where all structural, material, and

environmental data were given to allow for a direct comparison of results. It was,

therefore, chosen in the present study for this same purpose.

However, three drawbacks of the model have to be pointed out: a) the aspect ratio



High Aspect Ratio Wing

Medium Aspect Ratio Wing

SLow Aspect Ratio Wing

Figure 2. Wing Planforms Used for Modeling in Flutter Analysis

of the spar web elements in the model is 15, thus, too high for a reliable performance of
the element, even in dynamic analysis; b) the spar webs are modeled by membrane elements
rather than shear elements, which results in an unrealistically stiff-structure; c) since no
non-structural distributed mass was added to the model, the mass center of the wing
coincides with the elastic axis, resulting in a close proximity of flutter speed and

divergence speed as first suggested by Eastep [141. Here, for the base model with skins,
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ribs, and webs all modeled by membrane elements, the flutter speed for an input Mach

number of M -- 0.5566 and an altitude of h = 10,000 ft was calculated by ASTROS and

MSC/NASTRAN as 10,881 in/sec and 10,500 in/sec, respectively, with divergence speeds

of 11,900 in/sec and 11,500 in/sec, respectively. It has to be pointed out that

MSC/NASTRAN no longer supports pure membrane elements, but uses QUAD4 elements

instead. The flutter analysis code FASTEX computed a flutter speed of 10,525 in/sec, based

on the ASTROS mode-shapes, but did not show a divergence branch in the root-locus plot.

The flutter speed shown in Figure 3 of Reference 8 for the initial configuration was about

10,800 in/sec. When the optimized versions of the model as obtained in References 10 and

I 1 were analyzed for flutter, they were found to all encounter a divergence speed much

lower than the speed used as a flutter constraint. It seems that none of these optimizations

included the possibility of divergence as a flutter root with zero frequency. Thus, the size

distributions of these optimized results seem to have been limited to flutter constraints

only and would have resulted in designed wing models that considerably exceeded their

divergence speeds.

First, in order to test the influence of the finite element selection on the natural

frequencies, the mode shapes, and the flutter speed, the spar webs as well as the ribs were

alternately modeled as shear elements and as membrane elements. The rest of the model

was kept as in Reference 8. All not out-of-plane displacements were eliminated by Guyan

reduction and aerodynamic MPCs were used. The results are presented in Table I.

It can be seen that changing the ribs from membrane elements to shear elements did

not seem to influence the natural frequencies at all, nor did it have any impact on the

flutter speed. However, when the spar webs were changed from membranes to the more

realistic shear elements, there was a significant drop in the first three bending frequencies

(40%, 33%, and 12%, respectively), while the first three torsion frequencies dropped by only

about 8% each. The flutter speed, at the same time, dropped by about 5%, indicating that

the all-membrane model was non-conservative.

Then, to examine the influence of the number of aerodynamic boxes on the wing,

various paneling schemes were chosen for the model with shear elements for spar webs:

6 spanwise x 4 chordwise, 6 x 9, 15 x 4, 15 x 9, 24 x 4, and 24 x 9. Results are presented

in Table 2.

- -Here, the results for the cases with coarse (6 x 4 and 6 x 9) spanwise mesh distribu-
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tion were almost identical (0.5%) as were those of the medium (15 x 4 and 15 x 9,

difference 0.5%) and fine (24 x 4 and 24 x 9, difference 0.5%) spanwise distributions.

Quadrupling the spanwise distribution increased the flutter speed somewhat (4%). These

results seem to indicate that a reasonably coarse mesh, used to save computer time for

quick preliminary amlyses, can at least result in a conservative approximation to the

flutter speed.

Table 1. Varying Element Types on Wing Model of Reference 8
Flutter Analysis

Ribs Membrane El. Shear El. Membrane El.
Spars: Membrane El. Membrane El. Shear El.

Natural 10.50 B 10.50 B 6.26 B
Freqs.[Hzl 26.60 T 26.60 T 24.75 T

55.86 B 55.85 B 37.57 B
(Bending) 79.12 T 79.12 T 71.77 T
(Torsion) 125.83 B 125.81 B 110.35 B

134.42 T 134.42 T 122.65 T

Flutter
Speed 10,881 10,881 10,400
[in/sec]

Table 2. Varying Aerodynamic Paneling Schemes on Modified Wing Model of Reference 8
Flutter Analysis

spanwise: 6 6 15 15 24 24
chordwise: 4 9 4 9 4 9

Flutter
Speed 9,945 9,992 10,267 10,314 10,348 10,400
[in/seci

8-22
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Varying the input Mach number from M = 0.5566 to 0.65 and, finally, to 0.717 for

the all-membrane wing model with a 24 x 9 aerodynamic mesh, increased the flutter speed

very slightly, fr-m 10,881 in/sec to 10,943 in/sec to 11,010 in/sec, respectively. Then, a

decrease in altitude from h = 10,000 f' sit M = 0.717 to h = 4,500 ft (initial conditions from

Reference 11) 19wered the flutter speed as expected, in this case to 10,320 in/sec.

Finally, the free vibration mode shapes computed for the base wing model showed

a considerable number of inplane, breathing, and stretching modes. It was considered

advantageous to eliminate these from the flutter calculations to improve convergence and

to omit false flutter points which occurred when the solution algorithm jumped between

modes for this case (inplane modes). From the obtained results, it became clear, however,

that only the inplane modes need to be eliminated, which is most easily done by Guyan

reduction to only out-of-plane displacements. Omitting those breathing and stretching

modes which had mostly out-of-plane displacements in addition to the inplane modes did

not seem to change the flutter results by a noticeable amount. Almost identical results

were obtained with MSC/NASTRAN.

Then, the same element variations were performed to test the influence of the finite

element selection on the optimization (Table 3). All in-plane displacements were again

removed from the analysis set by Guyan reduction and aerodynamic MPCS were used.

Here, too, changing the ribs from membrane elements to shear elements did not

have any effect on the optimization. Then, when the spar webs were again changed from

membranes to shear elements, there was a significant increase in the optimum weight due

to the fact that the natural frequencies, especially for the bending modes, as well as the

divergence and flutter speeds all dropped significantly, showing the all-membrane model

to be non-conservative. When non-structural masses were added to the all-shear model, the

minimum weight stayed essentially the same, but now the divergence and flutter speeds

almost coincided for the optimized structure.

Here, too, the number of aerodynamic boxes on the wing model with shear elements

for spar webs was varied similar to the flutter analysis: 6 spanwise boxes x 4 chordwise

boxes, 6 x 9, 15 x 4, 15 x 9, 24 x 4, and 24 x 9 were used, respectively.

The results suggest that a reasonably coarse mesh, especially in chordwise direction, can

be used to save computer time for preliminary optimization and design, since it seems to

TI VI
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Table 3. Varying Element Types on Wing of Reference 8
Optimization (9 Design Variables)

Rib Elements: Membrane Shear Membrane Shear Shear/Mass
Spar Elements: Membrane Membrane Shear Shear Shear/Mass

Init. Struc. Weight: 195.92 195.92 195.92 196.04 196.04
Opt. Struc. Weight: 37.69 37.69 41.76 41.79 41.68

Aeroelastic Mode: Divergence Divergence Divergence Divergence Divergence
No Flutter No Flutter Flut. Close Flut. Close Flutter

result in a conservative approximation to the minimum weight (Table 4). However, for this

case, results with box aspect ratios of less than 1 failed to converge.

Table 4. Varying Aerodynamic Paneling Schemes on Modified Wing Model of Reference 8
Optimization

spanwise: 6 6 15 15 24 24
chordwise: 4 9 4 9 4 9

Init. Struc. Weight: 43.3 43.5 no con- 42.5 no con- 42.3
Opt. Struc. Weight: vergence vergence

4. Three Wing Models with Different Aspect Ratios

The three wing models represent, in that order, a swept and tapered transport/

bomber type wing of high aspect ratio, a straight aid partially tapered light

transport/combat aircraft type wing of medium aspect ratio, and a swept and tapered

fighter type wing of low aspect ratio.

As pointed out earlier, a severe deficiency in many flutter analysis reports is the
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absence of adequate details with respect to the structural and aerodynamic modeling to

allow for a meaningful comparison with results obtained by other methods. Thus, for all

structural and aerodynamic models used in the present investigation, all necessary

dimensions and parameters are available in a report [151 to allow for such comparisons.

Some selected structural and environmental data for these wings are giv- .a in Table 5.

Table 5. Environmental, Initial Geometrical, and Material Prope' )del Data

HIGH ASPECT RATIO WING: (Transport Aircraft/Bomber, M - 0.d7, h = 30,000 ft;
M = 0.60, h= 5,000 ft)

Variation: Seven ribs, fourteen ribs, twenty-one ribs

Thick- Shear panels: 0.145" to 0.1" in ribs (for 14-rib);
nesses: 0.2" to 0.1" in spars

Membranes: 0.3" to 0.1" in skins

Areas: Spar stiffeners: 0.15 in 2 (for 14-rib)
Spar caps: 3.6 to 3.0 in 2

MEDIUM ASPECT RATIO WING: (Light Transport/Combat Aircraft, M = 0.58, h = 5,000 ft)

Variations: No MPCs, aerodynamic MPCs (14), mass MPCs (14), all MPCs (28);
aerodynamic mesh variations; splining

Thick- Shear panels: 0.08" in spars/ribs
nesses: Membranes: 0.06" in skins, 0.08"in ribs

Areas: Spar stiffeners: 0.2 in2

Spar Caps: 1.0 in 2

LOW ASPECT RATIO WING: (Fighter, M = 0.85, h = 5,000 ft)

Variation: Five spars, ten spars; input Mach number (subsonic - supersonic);

Thick- Shear panels: 0.08"(I1 / 0.12"{II} in ribs;
nesses: 0.15 to 0.06" in spars (5-spar)

0.135 to 0.05" le/te, 0.075 to 0.03" int., (10-spar)
Membranes: 0.25 to 0.04" in skins

Areas: Spar caps: 2.0 to 1.0 in 2 {I1 / 1.0 to 0.5 in 2 {II) (5-spar)
1.75 to 0.88 in2 le/te, 1.0 to 0.5 in 2 int. (10-spar)

Spar stiffeners: 0.05 in2

Material for all wings is Aluminum: E = 10,000,000 lb/in2, v = 33, Q = 0.1 lb/in3 .
All values decreasing from root to tip.
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The structural models for the three wings were built from rod, membrane, and shear

elements to represent the wing boxes with spars, spar caps, spar stiffeners, ribs, and skins.

Here, the rods corresponded to spar caps and spar stiffeners, the membranes were used for

the skins, and the shear elements for the spar webs and the ribs of the wings.

a) High Aspect Ratio Wing

For the high aspect ratio wing, the structural weight was assumed to be 30% of the

overall weight of the wing, with the other 70% distributed as non-structural masses at all

nodal points. No MPCs were used. For the flutter analyses and optimizations, Guyan

reduction was applied to retain out-of-plane displacements only.

For this wing, the influence of structural complexity in spanwise direction was eva-

luated. The original wing model consisted of a reasonable box with fourteen bays, showing

good aspect ratios in most of the elements. Then, the wing was modeled in a simpler form

with only seven bays and also subdivided into a larger number of bays (twenty-one) while

keeping the total weight constant. The distribution of mass and stiffness on the wing was,

thus, varied without significantly changing their values. The reasonable width to length

ratio of the elements was herein exceeded, especially in the seven-bay model to determine

how forgiving the structural modeling process is (Figure 3). In the optimization study, a

flutter constraint of 14,000 in/sec was chosen together with a lower bound of 1 Hz on the

lowest natural frequency. Also, the number of design variables was varied (13 and 26).

168.0'

85.7'

1021.2' 1045,2'

138

deg

I. 57.6"
384.0

Figure 3. High Aspect Ratio Wing Model
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From the results (Table 6), it seems that a spanwise increase in the complexity of

the structural modeling has very little, if any, influence on the natural vibration and flutter

behavior since it only accounts for a more uniform distribution of the mass and stiffness

without changing their overall values. The flutter results show the expected increase as

input Mach number and altitude are changed from M = 0.60 at 5,000 ft to M = 0.87 at

30,000 ft, but show very little differences between the three models for the same

respective flight condition. These small existing differences can possibly be attributed to

a slight deterioration in the quality of the aspect ratios of the panels for the seven and the

twenty-one bay wings from those of the fourteen bay wing as well as to the way the wing

root section is modeled between the three wings.

Table 6. Spanwise Structural Variation, High Aspect Ratio Wing
Flutter Analysis, Aero Mesh 7 x 5

# of Ribs: Seven Fourteen Twenty-One

Natural 1.09 B 1.08 B 1.09 B
Freqs.[Hzj 4.04 B/T 3.99 B/T 4.05 B/T

8.67 T 8.74 T 8.76 T
(Bending) 9.48 T/B 9.29 T/B 9.37 T/B
(Torsion) 15.24 T/B 15.43 T/B 15.51 T/B

16.73 T/B 16.45 T/B 16.47 T/B

Flutter [M = 0.601 14,607 14,721 14.972
Speed
[in/seci [M = 0.871 20,756 20,719 20,938

For the optimization, the most reasonable fourteen bay wing seemed to show the

most conservative results (Table 7) while the other two wings yielded lower minimum

weights. This could be due to the stiffness distributions in the respective models, especially

in the root area, or due to the somewhat excessive aspect ratios in some of the elements.

Comparing the V-g plots (Figures 4a,b,c) for the three models before and after the design

process, it can be seen that the optimization caused the first flutter mode to approach the

constraint flutter speed. Here, all three cases show almost identical results. Finally, in all

cases, an increase in the number of design variables resulted in a lower weight as expected

since a finer discrete distribution of masses is possible.
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Table 7. Spanwise Structural Variation, High Aspect Ratio Wing
Optimization, Aero Mesh 7 x 5

# of Ribs: Seven Fourteen Twenty-One
# of Design Variables: 13 26 13 26 13 26

Init. Struct. Weight: 10206 10206 10205 10205 10205 10205
Opt. Struct. Weight: 6409 6341 6498 6448 6372 6352

b) Medium Aspect Ratio Wing

For all models of the medium aspect ratio wing (Figure 5), the structural weight was

assumed to constitute about 30% of the overall weight of the wing, with the other 70%

distributed as non-structural masses at all structural nodal points and MPCs. For the

optimization, the flutter constraint chosen was 14,000 in/sec.

Here, the influence of the aerodynamic wing model complexity was evaluated as

follows: The number of aerodynamic boxes on the wing was increased from an initially very

coarse grid (5 spanwise by 5 chordwise) by increasing the number of spanwise subdivisions

to 11 and 22. Then, the number of aerodynamic boxes on the wing was increased from the

same coarse initial 5 x 5 grid by doubling the number of chordwise subdivisions. For most

of the cases, the reasonable width to length rati0 of the aerodynamic boxes was exceeded

to determine how forgiving the aerodynamic modeling process is.

The results are presented here in comparison to a more reasonable spanwise and

chordwise subdivision of 22 x 10 (Table 8). Similar to the results for the Rudisill and Bhatia

wing model, the flutter speed changed little for all the different types of meshes. Here,

as for the Rudisill and Bhatia wing, the models with a lower number of chordwise boxes

showed slightly lower flutter speeds, while increasing the number of spanwise boxes raised

the flutter speeds.

In the optimization, the models with less spanwise boxes showed slightly higher mini-

mum weights with virtually no variation due to a change in the number of chordwise boxes.
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Table 8. Aerodynamic Mesh Variation, Medium Aspect Ratio Wing
Flutter Analysis

Panel Mesh: 5 x 5 5 x 10 11 x 5 11 x 10 22x 5 22 x 10

Flutter
Speed 19,512 19,581 19,912 19,969 20,167 20,240
[in/sec]

This seems to indicate that a coarse aerodynamic mesh can be used for preliminary design

and will result in a conservative design (Table 9).

Table 9. Aerodynamic Mesh Variation, Medium Aspect Ratio Wing
Optimization (31 Design Variables)

Panel Mesh: 5x5 5x1O 11x5 lxl0 22x5 22x10

Init. Struc. Weight: 576.8
Opt. Struc. Weight: 177.7 177.3 170.6 168.6 167.5 166.5

Then, the use of multi-point constraints (MPCs) was evaluated. These MPCs add

non-structural points rigidly splined to existing structural points for two purposes: to attach

masses for better overall mass distribution and to add points to which the aerodynamic

loads can be splined for better aerodynamic load distribution (Figure 5). They had been used

in all above mentioned computations for the medium aspect ratio wing. Here, the splining

and the mass points were omitted on a model with an aerodynamic mesh of 22 x 10. Only

out-of-plane displacements were included in the analyses.

For all cases, the main flutter mode occurred with an average flutter frequency of

7.35 Hz and with flutter speeds varying between 22,800 to 20,200 in/sec. For the cases of

no and all MPCs, additional crossovers of the flutter curve were found at lower speeds

S(15,500 and 12,200 in/sec, respectively) and at flutter frequencies of about 16.45 Hz. These

represented a slowly crossing mode and a hump mode, respectively. Finally, for the no-MPC

"nw
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Figure 5. Medium Aspect Ratio Wing Model

case only, divergence was found at 24,200 in/sec. It seems from the results in Table 10 that

the use of MPCs for better distribution of the non-structural mass away from just the

structural wing box has the effect of lowering the natural frequencies slightly. Also, larger

rotational moments are produced due to this offset. This effect, together with that of the

MPCs used for splining the aerodynamic forces to a larger area than just the structural

wing box, dropped the flutter speed for the lowest frequency flutter mode by about 12%.

From the additional modes encountered with the no-MPC wing model, the use of MPCs

seems indicated for a realistic flutter analysis, at least for wings which have the structural

wing box located such that elastic axis and center of mass are in close proximity.

For the optimization, Guyan reduction to only out-of-plane displacements was used,

while three different values of the constraint retention parameter EPS were applied: -0.02,

-0.03, and -0.05, as well as two values for the upper frequency bound on the modal flutter

ITd I il .. . .. . .. ml ~ l I



analyses: 50 Hz and 100 Hz. For this study only, the vertical spar stiffeners were

eliminated and the ribs converted from shear to membrane elements to eliminate breathing

modes.

In the optimization (Table 1 1), for a given combination of upper frequency limit and

Table 10. Use of MPCs, Medium Aspect Ratio Wing
Flutter Analysis

Without MPCs Aero MPCs Mass MPCs All MPCs

Natural 3.22 B 3.22 B 3.22 B 3.22 B
Freqs.[Hzl 16.40 B/T 16.40 B/T 16.31 B 16.31 B

20.14 T 20.14 T 18.72 T 18.72 T
(Bending) 41.16 T 41.16 T 40.43 B/T 40.43 B/T
(Torsion) 48.35 T 48.35 T 45.01 T 45.01 T
(Breathing) 73.13 Br 73.13 Br 68.91 T 68.91 T

Flutter 15,563 (16.6 Hz) low 12,239 (16.5 Hz) hump
Speed 22,779 (7.3 Hz) 21,395 (7.4 Hz) 21,156 (7.3 Hz) 20,238 (7 4 Hz)
[in/sec] 24,220 divergence

Table 11. Use of MPCs, Medium Aspect Ratio Wing Model, Optimization
I: EPS=-0.02; II: EPS=-0.03; III: EPS=-0.05

31 Design Variables

MPCs: None Aero Mass Aero+Mass
Up. Freq. Bounds: 50- 100 50 100 50 100 50 100
[in Hzl

lnit. Struc. Weight: 576.8
Opt. Struc. Weight: 1 170.3 184.2 157.4 157.1 229.9 477.0 175.6 180.0

II 179.1 184.2 157.4 157.1 229.9 477.0 175.3 175.6
Il 179.1 186.4 157.4 157.1 229.9 477.0 175.6 206.4
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constraint retention parameter EPS, the use of MPCs for better distribution of the non-

structural mass away from just the structural wing box seems to have the effect of

increasing the optimized weight coupled with a lowering of the flutter speed found in the

accompanying analysis. This may be caused by the larger rotational moments produced by

these offsets. The use of MPCs for splining the aerodynamic forces to a larger area than

just the structural wing box had the opposite effect, i.e. the optimized weight was even

lower than for the case with no MPCs. This was consistent with an increase in the flutter

speed from the accompanying analysis. When the two sets of MPCs were combined,

however, the minimum weight of the structure was comparable to that for the casc .f no

MPCs. Thus, mass MPCs seem to be a necessity for obtaining a conservative weight in

optimization, even though the lack of aerodynamic MPCs may result in too high a minimum

weight. The results for the optimization do not show the same common trend that was

encountered in the flutter analysis, i.e., that of the common lowest frequency flutter mode,

since the optimization cannot distinguish between an important mode and one of less

importance (e.g., a hump mode). V-g plots of the wing with all MPCs before and after the

optimization (Figure 6) show that the first designed-mode flutter speed was almost

identical to the constraint flutter speed as expected while the second designed mode

represented a divergence mode, which is again not unexpected for such a straight wing.

Next, an increase in the upper frequency limit, i.e. in the number of modes retained in the

flutter analyses, resulted in an increase in the minimum weight for all but the aerodynamic

splining results while the effect of a change in the constraint retention parameter had, for

most cases, little influence. However, both of these parameters have to be chosen with

care.

Finally, mention needs to be made of the effects of the choice of reduced

freqwencies on the flutter analysis and, especially, on the optimization. Due to the use of

cubic splines in the Mach number/reduced frequency interpolation of the aerodynamic

coefficients in ASTROS, the results of the computations can show large variations for only

slightly different values of reduced frequencies. In the optimization, this can result in the

minimum weights converging on different local optima for two identical models with only

small differences between the two sets of reduced frequencies. Thus, extreme care has to

taken in selecting the reduced frequencies. Useable optima can possibly be obtained in a

statistical manner by running a number of cases with different sets of reduced frequencies

and selecting an average value between the lowest weight of the lot representing the

lowest weight obtainable in the optimization and the highest weight of the lot representing

the most conservative design.

-i-i
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Figure 6. V-g Plot for Medium Aspect Ratio Wing Model: All MPCs, 50 Hz Upper Bound

Finally, various overlaps were investigated for the splining of the aerodynamic

coefficients to the structural grid points. The inboard (straight) and outboard (tapered)

sections of the wing were treated as separate aerodynamic surfaces. All previously

mentioned results were obtained with the aerodynamic coefficients for each surface splined

only to the respective underlying structure. Now, the coefficients from each surface were

splined to the underlying structure plus to additional rows of structural nodal points on the

structure underlying the respective other surface, resulting in an overlapping splining

scheme.

The results (Table 12a) show a slight decrease in flutter speed as the aerodynamic

forces are distributed more and more over the adjoining structural sections. As the inboard

section is covered and only an increase in the distribution over the outboard section

continues, the flutter speed shows a slight increase.

The optimum weights show very little variations for the different splining overlays
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Table 12. Structural-Aerodynamic Interaction, Medium Aspect Ratio Wing Model
a) Flutter Analysis

Rows of
Splining None One Two Three All
Overlap:

Flutter
Speed 20,241 20,202 20,173 20,188 20,195
[in/sec]

Structural-Aerodynamic Interaction, Medium Aspect Ratio Wing Model
b) Optimization

Init. Struc. Weight: 576.8
Opt. Struc. Weight: 175.6 176.0 176.6 176.4 176.1

(Table 12b) but behave consistently, i.e., with an increase in flutter speed, the optimum

weight decreases, and vice versa.

c) Low Aspect Ratio Wing:

For the low aspect ratio wing (Figure 7), non-structural mass in the amount

of 2400 lbs was distributed over all nodal points and a mass of 200 lbs for a wing tip store

with launcher was distributed over the wing tip points. No MPCs were used, since the wing

box covers a iarge part of the projected wing area. An aerodynamic mesh of 15 x 15 boxes

was chosen. For the optimization, an additional mesh of 5 x 5 was chosen and a flutter con-

straint of 25,000 in/sec was applied.

For this wing, the influence of structural complexity in chordwise direction was

evaluated. Starting with a reasonable model for the wing box using fi :e internal spars, the

wing was then subdivided by adding five more spars while keeping the total weight

constant. The influence of a more evenly distriituted stiffness and mass arrangement was,

thus, evaluated. ResvIts for the subsonic case with M = 0.85 are presented in Table 13.

The results suggest that distributing mass and stiffness more evenly in chordwise
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Figure 7. Low Aspect Ratio Wing Model

direction reduces the natural frequencies especially in the two lowest modes while also

lowering the flutter speed slightly. Thus, the coarser model in chordwise direction seems

to be non-conservative.

Table 13. Chordwise Structural Variation, Low Aspect Ratio Wing Model
Flutter Analysis, Aero-Mesh 15 x 15

Internal Spars: Five Ten

Natural 5.23 B 4.67 B
Freqs.[Hz] 21.18 B/T 18.29 B/T

24.79 B/T 24.63 B/T
(Bending) 37.36 1 29.56 I
(Torsion) 37.78 B/T 37.81 B/T
(In-plane) 57.67 B/T 45.99 B/T

Flutter
Speed 25,367 24,948
[in/sec]

For the optimization, results for the subsonic case (M = 0.85) are presented in

Table 14 for aerodynamic meshes of 5 x 5 and 15 x 15 boxes and for various numbers of

design variables.

I I II

1I- . .X . . . .
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Table 14. Varyng Spar Number on Low Aspect Ratio Wing
Optimization

Aero Mesh a) 5 x 5 b) 15 x 15

# of Internal Spars: Five Ter
# of Design Variables: 6 18 6 26

Init. Struc. Weight: I 497.8 I 497.7
TT AAfl"

Opt. Struc. Weight: la 330.3 228.0 la 303.6 202.8
lb 352.6 237.0 lb 328.5 208.6
Ila 322.6 218.6
lIb 362.4 228.4

The results suggest that distributing mass and stiffness more evenly in chordwise

direction allows the optimization to optimize more members and, thus, leads to lower final

weights. The same is, of course, true when the number of design variables is increased. It

should be noted that the five spar wing with 18 design variables resulted in a lower weight

than the ten spar wing with six design variables suggesting that it might be advantageous
"or the preliminary sizing of wings with flutter constraints to use a relatively simple model

with a reasonably large number of design variab!es rather than go through the effort of

creating a more complex model. Since the initial structure (I) of the five spar wing bad

somewhat oversized spar caps but undersized shear webs, both sets of values were adjusted

in structure {II1 to result in a 19.1% lighter wing with a more balanced size and mass

distribution. However, this only resulted in a slightly lower overall weight in the

optimization (less than 5% for the structural weight and less than 0.5% for the total weight

of the wing). When the fine aerodynamic mesh was chosen (15 x 15) rather than the coarse

(5 x 5), the resulting minimum weights were somewhat higher (generally less than 12% for

the structural weight and less than 1.5% for the total weight of the wing). However, for

preliminary sizing, the coarser mesh resulted in much shorter CPU times (for ten spar wing

with 26 design variables, the CPU times were 0:12:06 for the 5 x 5 mesh and 1:28:55 for

the 15 x 15 mesh on the WRDC/FDL VAX8650). Here, the sets of V-g plots with the first

two initial and designed modes for the five and ten spars wing models (Figures 8a,b) did not

agree quite as well as did those for the high aspect ratio wing with spanwise distribution

variation. The difference between the five and ten spar models was larger in the second

11-2
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mode which showed a considerably larger flutter speed for the ten spar model than for the

five spar model. However, the trends agreed reasonably well.

Also, the influence of input Mach number on flutter speed was evaluated as the

aerodynamic coefficients were calculated for subsonic (M = 0.5 - 0.85), transonic

(M = 0.85 - 1.2), and supersonic speeds (M = 1.2 - 1.5). It has to be pointed out that the

aerodynamic modules in ASTROS compute aerodynamic coefficients only by linear theory

and, thus, do not account for the non-linearities of shock development in the transonic

regime.

The results showed (Tables 15a and 15b) that, with an increase in input Mach

number, the flutter speed decreased in the subsonic regime and increased in the supersonic

regime. Reasonably converged (linear) results were obtainable up to M = 0.92 and above

M = 1.2. At M = 0.95, 1.15, and 1.2, a lower speed hump mode emerged in addition to the

regular flutter mode. For M = 1.1, no converged results could be obtained. Naturally, all

the results above about M = 0.85 and below about M = 1.20 have to be treated with extreme

care since they fall in the highly non-linear transonic regime.

5. Discussions and Recommendations

The influences of structural and aerodynamic modeling on flutter analysis and on

optimization and the minimum weight design of built-up finite element wing models were

investigated using the normal modes, flutter, and optimization modules of the Automated

STRuctural Optimization System (ASTROS). This was done to gain a better understanding

of the optimization process with dynamic aeroelastic, i.e. flutter, constraints. Several

trends could be observed during the course of the modeling, the flutter analysis, and the

optimization even though it is understood that, until many more cases have been evaluated,

any set of analyses has to be regarded as more or less wing type and model specific.

A quick initial evaluation of a preliminary design with a reasonably coarse grid for

both the structure and the aerodynamics will result in natural frequencies and modes that

are close to those from a more detailed model, while this evaluation will also result in

flutter speeds and optimum weights that are, for the most part, conservative. In the flutter"

analysis, the chordwise distribution needs more attention than the spanwise one in the

structural modeling, while, for the aerodynamic modeling, the opposite seems indicated.

.... |1
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Table 15. Variation of Input Mach Number, Low Aspect Ratio Wing Model
Flutter Analysis, 5-Spar, Aero Mesh 15 x 15

Initial Speed
a) Selection [M] 0.50 0.75 0.85 0.90 0.92 0.95

- Subsonic:

Flutter
Speed 31,440 28,7i6 25,367 22,709 21,168 18,400
[in/sec] +hump

Initial Speed
b) Selection [M] 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.50

- Supersonic:

Flutter
Speed No Convergence 23,616 25,667 34,723
[in/sec] + 'lump +hump

In: the optimization, too, a finer chordwise structural distribution seems to yield a better

pay-off in terms of a lower minimum weight while, for the aerodynamic modeling, a finer

spanwise distribution seems preferable. In general, however, a good start is obtained for

a conventional redesign process as well as for optimization.

The selection of the correct finite elements for modeling the structure is rather

critical since, e.g., choosing membrane instead of shear elements for spars can result in

non-conservative flutter speeds and minimum optimum weights. Further, care has to be

taken when selecting the modes included in the optimization. In-plane modes as well as

extensional modes of the vertical spar connecting rods can cause convergence problems and

should be eliminated. For wings where chordwise bending modes are not expected, it is

suggested to increase the frequency of the extensional modes by eliminating the connecting

rods and converting the shear elements generally used for ribs to membrane elements. For

fighter type wings with possible chordwise bending modes, the upper and lower wing

surfaces can be connected by MPCs instead. Finally, the number of modes retained for

modal flutter analysis during the course of an optimization can affect the computed
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optimum weights as can the selection of the constraint retention parameter. Thus, these

two parameters have to be carefully chosen.

The use of mass MPCs is advised for a more realistic mass distribution, and that of

aerodynamic MPCs for a better aerodynamic force distribution. However, the use of

aerodynamic MPCs can lower the minimum weights in a non-conservative fashion.

Depending on the model, the omission of all MPCs can also result in increased flutter

speeds and lower minimum weights and can be non-conservative as well.

Using overlaps in the splining of multiple spanwise aerodynamic surfaces seems to

be mostly conservative and to have little influence on the flutter speed and the minimum

weights.

Reduced frequencies sets have to be chosen with care until a more rugged

interpolation scheme for the aerodynamic coefficients is incorporated in ASTROS. The

constraint retention parameter, on the other hand, seems to have little influence on the

optimization for most cases.

An issue of interest has resurfaced during the course of these analyses and, to some

extent, the optimizations. In most cases, when a model was evaluated for flutter at

subsonic speeds, a supersonic flutter speed resulted. The opposite also can occur: a subsonic

flutter speed resulting from a supersonic analysis. This problem, the two-way crossing over

the transonic regime, is presently being addressed in a parametric study. Initial results for

a fighter wing in flutter analysis showed convergence of the (linear) aerodynamics in

ASTROS up to about M = 0.95 and from M = 1.15 with reasonable results obtainable up to

M = 0.92 and from M = 1.2. As expected, the flutter speed decreased as the transonic dip

was approached and increased above the transonic regime.

Future work will include investigations into the influence of how the splining of the

aerodynamic forces to the structure affects the optimization, into the effect of input Mach

number on optimized weight, and into the use of move limits in optimization. Optimization

with strength, static aeroelastic, and flutter constraints is being performed at present to

evaluate the behavior of representative wings in a true multi-disciplinary optimization

environment and to allow for a more general understanding of the modeling influences on

such optimization.
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ABSTRACT requirement generally sizes the tails for
stiffness. Buffet considerations

A method developed for multidisciplinary historically have not had a significant
design of aircraft primary surfaces to impact on the preliminary design of
include buffet fatigue life improvements aircraft structure. Yet, for modern
is presented. The method is a multistep fighter aircraft buffet has been found to
procedure. (1) Measured buffet pressures be one of the major design drivers.
are used as the source of excitation. Increased emphasis on cost effectiveness
These pressures excite the primary struc- and minimum time to design requires a
tural modes of the tail and result in change in design philosophy from
high dynamic strains. (2) The ASTROS sequential sizing of structure, to a
multidisciplinary code is used to either technique that simultaneously addresses
raise or lower the primary modal frequen- all design phases at once. Design
cies. (3) A NASTRAN random analysis is techniques which account for physical
used to determine the buffet dynamic design constraints imposed by a variety of
strains. (4) A subsequent fatigue analy- disciplines are increasingly being
sis is used to compute the change in employed at an earlier stage in the design
fatigue life. The process was demon- process. Formalisms of these
strated on a generic vertical tail. multidisciplinary techniques, as proposed

in Reference 1, may speed the integration
INTRODUCTION of the various design disciplines for

future aircraft designs.
Present day and future fighter aircraft
are being designed for increased agility The recent availability of structural
and maneuverability. These aircraft are optimization codes, coupled with existing
being flown at the extreme points of finite element ternnology, has provided
their flight envelopes. Severe environ- the analy-Zt --t) a means to address the
mental effects are being felt by the multidisciplinary aspects of structural
aircraft empennage from the operational design. The objective of structural
time spent at these high angles of design is to minimize the weight while
attack. At these flight conditions the still maintaining structural integrity
aircraft stabilator and vertical tails and avoiding aeroelastic problems such as
are subjected to buffet pressures. buffet and flutter. Buffet constraints,
Buffet is often caused by high-energy which may be in the form of dynamic
vortices, generated upstream, which burst response levels or fatigue damage result-
and impact the empennage with turbulent ing from the cyclic application of those
flow. This is illustrated in Figure 1. levels, cannot be directly imposed on
These turbulent pressures excite the current design. Ideally, fatigue life
primary vibratory modes of the structure, constraints should be imposed at various
resulting in high cyclic strain levels locations of a structure during the
and subsequent fatigue failure. This optimization-type design studies.
problem is particularly acute for lifting
surfaces. BACKGROUND/OBJECTIVE

Vonk~bw The goal of this study was to use struc-
--low tural optimization techniques to increase

the fatigue life of an empennage surface
in a buffeting environment. In particu-
lar, this paper addresses the vertical
tail buffet/fatigue life requirements at
the preliminary design stage. A generic
fighter vertical tail is designed to

Stab~at! improve buffet life with no significant
0
0
1 3141.m.D degradation in the existing flutter and

Figure 1. Example ofghter at High static loads margin. An existing multi-Angle-oAttack FHerenctng Buffering disciplinary optimization code, ASTROSFlow an the Empennage (Automated Structural Optimization Sys-
tem) was used for the design, Reference

The standard design practice for fighter 2. The method was to indirectly effect
aircraft vertical tails calls for them to an improvement in fatigue life by chang-
be flutter free and to withstand the ing the dynamic properties of the entire
maneuvering loads for the life of the structure. specifically, shifting the
aircraft. Traditionally the aircraft primary structural frequencies away from
maneuvering and static loads are used for the peak buffet forcing frequencies was
structural sizing of the tails for fatigue expected to lower the structure's re-
and strength, while the flutter free sponses and thereby improve fatigue life.

EXPORT AUTHORITY: 22 CFR 125.4 (b) (13)
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The method was indirect in that the TABLE1. DETAILSOFTHE
dynamic properties were modified by TABLE ELT ODE
designing primary structure.

Gnd Points 394
Studies performed demonstrate the inter- Elernnts 976
relation between the choice of design
variables, the frequency shifts due to
changing the dynamic properties, and the a 20
resulting fatigue life change. The Shear 11
complex relationships due to the depen- Conrod 344
dence of the dynamic properties on the EII 6
changing design variables do not lend
themselves to a direct algorithmic ap- EIa2
proach to controlling buffet by changing Quad4 524
the dynamic properties of the structure. Bar 29

Tria3 11
DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE 

GP11
GPI"-141-l9."a

The generic vertical tail selected for
this study was of conventional design for
a modern fighter aircraft, consisting of 1st encing 15.73Hz lslTorsionMode,44.85HZ
a stationary mounted fin and hinged
rudder. The fin torque box is covered-.
with carbon/epoxy skins which are mechan-.--
ically fastened to eight aluminum spars. :
The root attachment is through stub
fzames at the forward six spars. The
leading edge and tip internal structure
are nonstructural honeycomb material. 2,
The rudder is attached to the fin through
a series of hinges, the lower one of
which contains a drive mechanism attached
to the fin-mounted actuator. Rudder Rotation 49.23 Hz 2nd ending 6339HZ

The finite element rrodel (FEM) of the
generic fighter tail is shown in Figure ., -

2. The skins are modeled as composite
quadrilateral bending plates. The spar
and rib caps are extensional rods, while ,
the webs are quad plates. The root
attachment and fin/rudder interface are
simulated with spring elements. The
rudder is simulated by bending bars whost
properties represent the dynamic charac-
teristics of the control surface. A
summary of the model construction is Figure 3. Generic Vertical Tail Mode Shapes
given in Table 1.

Buffet pressures, in the form of differ-
ential pressures across the tail surface,
were measured in a wind tunnel at 9

U ,locations on both sides of a rigid model
tail. The measurements were made using a
grid of three spanwise and three chord-

/wise locations. The measurements were
made at two aircraft angle of attacks

S / '/' known to be critical from a fatigue
standpoint. Although the two conditions
correspond to high angles of attack,

_,_,, where a typical fighter spends little of
its service time, previous studies have

f -indicated that certain critical flight
/ .- '-regimes make a significant contribution

7 / .---.-- --. "to fatigue damage far in excess of the7/ proportion of total time spent at those
/__"conditions. The two conditions used in

/ -, this study were identified as being

members of the critical flight regime
set. These unsteady pressures, scaled to

Figure 2. Finite Element Mode of Generic tVcal Tail aircraft size, were used as the forcing
functions in a NASTRAN "random analysis."
The resulting responses were used to

The dynamic modal properties of the tail estimate fatigue for the baseline tail.
are shown in Figure 3. The first four
modes are : lst bending (1B), 1st torsion For fatigue calculations, the tail was
(IT), rudder rotation (RR), and second assumed to spend equal amount of tim at
bending (2B). The natural frequencies both angle of attacks. The measured
for modes IT and RR are very close in the buffet pressures were found to be uni-
45-50 Hz range, and are sometimes diffi- modal, with peaks at approximately 22 Hz
cult to separate in an analyses. Moies and 42 Hz for the two conditions, as
lB and IT combine for flutter, and modes illustrated in Figure 4. These condi-
3 and 4 also combine for a flutter mecha- tions are referred to as the Mode 1 and
nism. Mode 2 conditions, respectively, due to
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the primary structural modes which are performed using the new FEM at each of
predominantly excited by the buffet the two angles of attack.
pressures i.e., mode 1 excites lB at 15
Hz and mode 2 excites IT at 45 Hz. Fatigue life was computed at locations A,

B, and C using the NASTRAN random buffet
strain responses. The responses, in the
form of power spectral densities, or

P PSDs, were obtained from NASTRAN using
methods documented in Reference 3. Two

owAO.Highq-- buffet analyses at the two angles ofLow AA, Hgh qattack were performed for each tail
design. The response PSDs were converted
to the time domain, using the assumption
that the instantaneous time-history
values followed a Gaussian probability
distribution. The resulting time-
histories were detected for peaks and

HighAOA.owq valleys to yield a fatigue spectrum for a
Igiven flight condition. These methods

22 42
Frequency H are documented in Reference 4. The

GP, -41.23. spectra for the two flight conditions

Figure 4. Generic Vertical Tail Buffet Pressures were combined assuming a 50-50 relative
distribution of time spent in each flight
regime. The resulting overall fatigue

APPROACH spectrum was input to the standard MCAIR
crack initiation code to yield fatigue

Fatigue calculations were performed at life at a particular location. This
three different structural locations on process was repeated for each location,
the tail to demonstrate the generality of yielding three fatigue life estimates for
the method. Figure 5 show the three each designed configuration.
locations which will be referred to as
location A, B, and C. Two point were The fatigue lives of each designed
chosen at the root, one forward and one configuration were normalized by the
aft, and one at the control structure corresponding values for the baseline
interface. Experience has shown these to tail to yield a relative improvement
generally be hot spots for buffet fatigue factor. The logarithm of this ratio was
crack initiation. D, ring the design then used for comparison purposes, with a
process the geometric and material prop- unit value representing an order of
erties at these points remained fixed. magnitude change in the fatigue life. A
By fixing the properties, the improvement negative value represented a reduction in
in fatigue life at these three points life, while a positive value represented
will be due to changes in tail response the desired increase in fatigue life.
levels, not due to local "beef-ups." Based on the fatigue life calculations at

the three locations, a decision was made
on new frequency constraints to impose
through ASTROS. This overall approach is
pictorially shown in Figure 6.

einVarbig l Buffet Perssures
Root At= c (1) Lo q. hi aoa

GP13-041-24-q 2) Hi q. t aoa

Figure 5. Locations for Fatigue Life Calculations Spar Wes

The initial design technique started Figure 6. Redesign Methodology Flow Chad
with shifting the modal frequencies of the
primary vibratory modes of the structure
using the frequency constraint
capabilities of ASTROS. It was assumed, The decision of where to move the fre-
that the structural frequencies could be quencies was originally thought to be
moved away from the peak forcing frequen- straight-forward. Intuitively, it seemed
cies of the buffet pressures, and yield that moving the structure's frequencies
lower vertical tail responses assuming no away from the frequencies at which the
increase in the system transfer function unimodal buffet pressures peaked would
magnitude at the primary modal frequen- lower the responses, and therefore in-
cies. ASTROS produced changes in the crease the fatigue life. However, this
design variables required to satisfy the reasoning assumes that slight shifts in
frequency constraints. These changes in the structural frequencies do not result
design variables were used to update the in changes in the magnitudes of the
new finite element model (FEM) of the transfer functions at those frequencies.
tail. A NASTRAN buffet analysis was This would be amenable to implementation
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using optimization, with fixed-magnitude A number of ASTROS runs were made using
transfer function peaks shifted minimally various combinations of design variables
along the frequency axis until changes in and design constraints. Fatigue calcula-
response levels yield acceptable fatigue tions were performed for each of the
lives. designs. The fatigue analysis results

were summarized using ID3, a code which
Initial studies indicated that chifting classifies a set of data by synthesizing
the frequencies of the lower modes did a decision tree. The decision tree
change the magnitudes of the transfer captures meaningful relationships between
functions. In fact, the magnitudes the objects in a data set and the values
increased in many instances, resulting in of the attributes used to characterize
higher buffet responses even though the these objects. In ID3, the attributes
modes were being excited at lower forcing are selected using information theory to
function levels. Consequently, a differ- be nodes of the tree, with the values
ent approach was adopted. It was decided that each attribute can take on repre-
to try to gain a better understanding of senting the branches emanating from each
the interplay between the design vari- node. The leafs of the tree are the
ables and shifted frequencies by a random unique classes associated with a particu-
search of the design space. In other lar set of values from each attribute,
words, various different combinations of found by following the appropriate
shifting frequencies and including design branches through to the leaf. The tree
variable subsets were analyzed to obtain is created, or "trained," using examples
designs for desirable fatigue life im- composed of one value for each attribute
provements at the three locations. The and an associated class. This method is
best cases were repeated using flutter described in Reference 5.
and strength constraints with the origi-
nal frequency constraints for a multi- The attributes and classes used in this
disciplinary design of the vertical study were:
tail. The new tail was in turn checked
for fatigue life improvements. ATTRIBUTES:

ANALYTICAL RESULTS Location (L), with values
{A, B, C)

The design model consisted of the set of
elements which are allowed to vary during Mode 1 frequency shift (MI), with values
the optimization process. For this {-1, 0 11
study, the design variables were broken Mode 2 frequency shift (M2), with values
into four subsets. These subsets were f-1, 0,11
comprised of: 1) the root attachment Root design variables (R), with values
stiffness, 2) the torque box skin thick- (off, on)
nesses, 3) the spar cap cross sectional Skin design variables (S), with values
areas, and 4) the spar web thicknesses. {off, on)
Table 2 is a list of design variables Caps design variables (C), with values
used in this study. One or more of these {off, on)
subsets were enabled, or turned "on," Webs design variables (W), with values
during the various designs. Upper and {off, on)
lower bounds of 0.1 and 10.0 were imposed
on all the design variables. Since CLASSES: { -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 )
ASTROS does not allow discrete changes in
material type during optimization, these where each class represents the logarithm
bounds can be thought to represent a of the fractional change in the fatigue
combination of a change in geometry and a life.
material change.

The results of the initial analyses with
only normal modes constraints are shown

TABLE 2- LIST OF DESIGN VARIABLES in Figure 7. The tree was obtained from
!D3, based on 66 training examples from

Roo!Spmigs: 6 Eus2 22 analyses and 3 locations. Note that
S~inThknesses: 196 Ouads the !D3 tree has only 19 leaf nodes,

Spar cap Areas: 220 Ro indicating that only essential attributes
were retained along each path. The

Spar Web~es: 110 Ouad following rules can be inferred from the

p,-C412. L data, as represented in the ID3 tree:

- If the webs are "off," the skins are
Two types of constraints were considered: "off," and the root springs are "on" in

normal modes and flutter. The normal conjunction with moving mode 2 down 1 Hz,
modes constraints were used to provide then the fatigue life at location A will
the desired shift in modal frequencies to increase.
effect a change in buffet fatigue life.
The flutter constraint was to maintain - If the skins are "off," the webs are
the original baseline configuration's "on" in conjunction with moving mode 1
speed. The objective function was the down 1 Hz, then the fatigue life at
weight of the design variables. This is location B will increase.

the only option available in ASTROS.
Thus, ASTROS was always changing design - If the skins are "on" in conjunction
variables to satisfy constraints and with moving mode 1 down 1 Hz, then the
minimize the weight of the design vari- fatigue life at location C will increase.
ables. This tended to change the design
variables more than was required to - if the skins are "on" then the fatigue
satisfy the constraints, life at location B will decrease.
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Location

Webs SLi Model

Ont Off On Off .1 0.1
'Skin Qoe Ski
0 On~~ * Mode1 Onkif

(15) , od 2 (12) Wb(13)

.1 0 n1f 0 1 0
(2) Root/ (6) (5) (4)

On Off 0 10
(3) (2)(2) wo" of oexam~pes 6I NNxae of leave 61

Nuffer of Intetj nodes 13
(2 0

M(1)

Note:
* ubteoo not sthown: aa negaiive

(1) Numtbar of omtrncesSh~*w in paretfftess
(2) Al leaveS represcntzvg kvrovemn t atg t W ae cirded

Figure?7. Tree of Design Variables and Constraint
Effects on Fatigue Life

-if the webs are "off" and the skins are webs for the same normal modes constraint,
"on," then the fatigue life at location A flutter constraint, and static stress
will decrease. constraint is shown in Figure 9. It

should be noted that the changes in the
- Else no significant change in fatigue structure are widely different and that
life can be obtained at any location, they yield different fatigue life results.

These figures demonstrate the difficulty
NOTE: "on" and "offAll refer to the specif- of using nonbuffet constraints to try +-o
ic design variable set being enabled or improve buffet fatigue life.
disabled during a design study.

it is evident from studying the decision
tree that there are conflicting require-
ments to improve the fatigue life at allA
three locations simultaneously. In
particular, including the skins as design
variables alwavs resulted in decreases in
fatigue life at locations A and B, but
was required to obtain a fatigue life
increase at location C. Table 3, shows
the results of the analyses which yielded
the greatest improvements at the three
locations. It can 'ie seen that improving
the fatigue life significantly at one
locati often resulted in a minimnal
increase or even decrease in the life at
the other locations. It should not be A
concluded from this that it is impossible GP5.Ot412"5
to improve the fatigue endL..ance at many Figujre S Log of Fractional Changes to the
structural locations using optimization Websofthe GenicVeuticTaifor aominal
methods. Rather, it is an indication Modes Constraint ofMoving Mod2 Dm IHz
that trying to do so by indirect means
(shifting frequencies in this case) is
difficult to control and will inevitably
lead to design requirement conflicts.

TABLE & COMPARISON OF FATIGUE LIFE
IMPROVE&IENT FOR BEST REDESiGHS

Life lmprovermt Factor
Redesig_____" (UF) st Each Location

-4 -1 89 0.4 j0.5 Best UF Io Locaiion A

.4 .1 0.4 8 .0 06 Best LIF for Location B

'4 -4. .j- 1 0.5 &0 [9.5 Best UFfoWiLocaio. C

The changes to the webs for a normal mode FItRg 9. Leg of Fractional Changes to the Webs of the
constraint, for mode 2 lowered 1 Hz is Geneik Vertical Tall for a Normml Modes Conhain of
shown in Figure 8. The change to the Moving Mode 2Dwn HZ COjufctiOlWith 0
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SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS

The goal of the study was to demonstrate
a design technique to increase the fa-
tigue life of a generic vertical tail in
a buffet environment. The ASTROS struc-
tural optimization software was used to
design a generic vertical tail, sub-
jected to frequency, flutter and stress
constraints. Buffet pressures, measured
in a wind tunnel and scaled to the full
aircraft, were used with NASTRAN random
analysis technique to calculate the
buffet response of the generic vertical
tail. A separate external FORTRAN program
processed the NASTRAN data for fatigue
life calculations at three selected
oints. An external decision tree pro-
gram was used to determine the best
selection of design variables and design
constraints for an improved fatigue life.

This was the first attempt to use multi-
disciplinary techniques including buffet
considerations to design an empennage
surface. Due to the limitations of
existing optimization software, an indi-
rect method was used to effect changes in
fatigue life due to buffet excitation.
This indirect method of shifting the
natural frequencies of the structure to
avoid the forcing frequencies proved to
be an ineffective way to improve fatigue
life. It is clear from this study that
buffet responses and the resulting fa-
tigue damage must be included directly in
the design formulation as constraints
which need to be satisfied at critical
structure locations.

Aeroelastic optimization of a lifting
surfaces might be applicable for trans-
port type aircraft; but for fighter
aircraft, buffet considerations are
mandatory. Further work is required to
address the multidisciplinary design of
the vertical tail for buffet fatigue life
constraints, flutter constraints and
maneuvering loads constraints.
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s)UMMARY LIST OF SYMBOLS

The present paper is focused on findings Spanwidth
and results of an integrated design opti- Co Side force coefficient
misation study for an aircraft fin. The CR Root chord
basic flightmechanics design require- CT Tip chord
ment for a vertical fin is to provide a FA Aerodynamic function
specified control power inside the whole Fs  Structural function
flight envelope with a minimum weight PY Side force
structure. p - P/q 0 Unit lateral load

q Dynamic pressure
A method proposed by Dr. Sobieski using S Surface area
implicit function theorem presents a t Vector of element sizing vari-
practical way of performing the sensiti- ables
vity analyses of internally coupled TX,Ty ,T,  Linear transformation func-
systems. This method has been applied on tions
our MBB fin sample problem. The defini- xTIyT Transformed structure coordi-
tion of state varia,Ies and independent nates
design variables will be discussed in W Structure weight
detail. x, y, z Structure coordinates

x Vector of independent design
Normally a fin design procedure contains variables
a large number of desigr. variables from YA Vector of aerodynamic state
different disciplines. For keeping our variables
test problem handy, only a limited set of YS Vector of structural state
design variables has boen treated. Three variables
basic aerodynamic design parameters 0 Side slip angle
(taper ratio, aspect ratio and surface fl Aeroelastic efficiency coeffi-
area) have been chosen for the sensiti- cient
vity analysis. This aerodynamic sensi- X Taper ratio
tivity analysis has been performed by the A Aspect ratio
finite difference method.

The cross coupling terms aerodynamic/
structure have been analysed by our 1. INTRODUCTION
structure analysis and optimisation
program LAGRANGE. The necessary finite The AGARD Workshop topic "Integrate6
element models of the structvre have been design analysis and optimisation" ad-
generated in the same way as the aero- dresses an essential part in the deve-
dynamic model for the finite difference lopment history of each aerospace pro-
method. Aerodynamic and structure partial ject. A successful project is always the
sensitivities have been inserted to the integration of a lot of different design
total system sensitivity equations. This procedures and each individual part is
system has been solved and total sensi- optimised under certain design con-
tivityies will be discussed in their straints aiming for required physical
physical meaning. target values.

The applied method based on implicit The growing complexity of modern aero-
function. theorem has proven its capa- space projects and the large amount of
bility to provide a transparent method design parameters were only possible by
with clear defined discipline inter- the extensive use of computer aided de-
faces which are essential to monitor a sign procedures. The f.eld of computer
cowplex system. aided engineerirg is Etill growing and

design engineers have to decide how to
handle these new generation of design
procedures. The question is, which parts
of the design loop can be automated,
where are the monitor stations and who
will decide what is going right or wrong.

12-5
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SYSTEM EQUATIONS SENSITIVITY EQUATIONS

AERODYNAMIC YA = FA(Xys) '1A aFA +FA dys-W- -.7--+ -ay-s -H
STRUCTURE YS Fs(X, YA) dyS aFS  aFS dyA

IMPLICITE FUNCTION THEOREM
STATE VARIABLES TOTAL- PARTIAL-

SENSIVrITES

aFA 1 dyA aFA

Las dL LJ

FIG. 1 SENSITIVITY OF A COUPLED SYSTEM

The important question of the specialist Secondly we derive the sensitivity equa-
is always how transparent are complex tinns by using the chain rule. The third
automated design procedures. An answer to s is a reordering of these equations.
this question, we found in an AIAA paper Th. new form will give us the necessary
of J. Sobieski given in 1988, see Ref. 1 form for the application of the method of
and 2. partial sensitivity derivatives. All

equations mentioned above are given in
In these papers, a method is presented Fig. 1.
for computing sensitivity derivatives
with respect to independent design vari- A similar method of coupling the aero-
ables. The method entails two alterna- dynamic and structure design work is
tive algorithms. The first is based on presented in Ref. 3.
the classical implicit function theorem
and the second develops the system sensi-
tivity equations in a form using the
partial sensitivity derivatives.

Each integrated design procedure must be
based on an agreed method of data ex-
change and data handling. Different 2. INTEGRATED FIN DESIGN EQUATIONS
partial disciplines must be integrated to
a higher level system. After having defined the general method

for the fin design sensitivity analysis,
The original intention of the AGARD we must establish the basic equations. In
activities using the MBB fin was the our first approach we will concentrate
integration of structure and aerodynamic our attpntion to characteristic design
design procedures. In a first step, the parameter which can be analysed by al-
structure analysis and optimisation ready available computer programs. It was
procedures for a basic fin geometry were our intention to apply the proposed
tested by different partners. The results method and to find out what kind of com-
obtained using different structural opti- puter software is still missing to cover
misation programs gave an impression of our requirements.
the sensitivity of different analysis de-
sign tools. The main design requirement for a con-

trol surface like a fin is to provide
In a second step the structure analysis enouqh lateral control power inside the
and an aerodynamic analysis will be per- whole flight envelope. Limiting cases are
formed together to provide the input for given by a low speed high incidence con-
an integrated design sensitivity ana- dition and a high speed lateral control
lysis. requirement .

A mathematical formulation of this sen- For our design study we have chosen the
ritivity analysis for our MBB fin problem high speed case with a required aero-

be derived by three steps. elastic efficiency n and a definition of
the aerodynamic planform. The possible

First we need the system of equations sideload for flightmechanics investi-
which represents the engineering disci- gations can be derived by the following
plines of aerodynamics and structure, equation:
These equations formulate the physical
relations between the independent design P = q-c-'C'T
variables x and the dependent state vari- -
ables y, and y,.

12-6
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Normally the fin volume is an important STATE VARIABLES TOTAL DE.ATV&s PARTLILSENSI4S

design parameter, but in our case we have
considered a constant distance of the fin
center of pressure to the aircraft center ap ap dp dp dp dp" Op ap ap Op
of gravity. I 2-ad- TXVag

The unit lateral control force p pcr side Oc ac c Bc
slip angle 0 and dynamic pressure q is - a -c dc dc dc ac, ac, ap ac_
given in the following equation: -- - dA d- d a BA 7 at

p=P /q.p or p = c_.S 0 _

Op a Z ddAdsdt T A'

The design requirement can be formulated DEIGNVA"RLES X A S

now, providing a unit lateral control
force equal or greater than a target
value at a minimum structuze weight.

valu ata mnimm srucureweiht.FIG. 2 SYSTEM SENSITIVITY EQUATIONS
The unit side load p depends on the aero-

dynamic derivative co, on the surface
area S and the aeroelastic efficiency 1, The coefficients of the equations are the
a reduction factor for the aerodynamic negative partial derivatives of the state
derivative due to structure deformations. variables, p, c0 and ri. The unknown terms

on the left side are the total derivati-
The defi,.ition of the state variables for ves of state variables and design varia-
our fin example is obvious, because the bles. The partial derivatives of the
problem is limited to a minimum of three state variables and design variables
disciplines: flightmechanics, aerodyna- which will be provided by the individual
mics and structure analysis. The aero- disciplines are on the right hand side of
elastic analysis will be treated as part the system sensitivity equations. For
of the structure analysis. For each dis- each design variables we will receive one
cipline we have selected only one state columne of partial derivatives on the
variable. The flightmechanics state vari- right side and we will receive the cor-
able is the unit load p, the aerodynamic responding solution of total derivatives
state variable is defined by c. and the on the left hand side by solving the
structure analysis will be represented by equation system.
the state variable n. Other state vari-
ables could be for example, flutter speed The formulation of the state variable
and aerodynamic drag. equations for our fin example in an

A fin design has usually a large variety analytical form would be very difficult.

of design variables. Aercdynamic design In a more generalised form we have the

variables are the surface area S, the following equations:

aspect ratio A, the taper ratio X, the
sweep angle and the profil shape. FLIGHTMCHANICS p = c-ivS
Much more design variables we have in our AERODYNAMICS C = fA( 'A)
structure model. To get a reasonable
number of design variables we assume that STUCru /
the structure design concept is fixed and

our design variables are a selected set
of element sizes t of our finite element AEROELASTICS T isQ,AS,LJ
model.

The first equation for p is the relation
For our first approach to an integrated between the different state variables and
design analysis we have selected three it is easy to derive the partial sensiti-
aerodynamic design variables, taper ratio vities. The second equation for c. is in-
X, aspect ratio A and surface area S. dependent of p and the partial sensitivi-
Structure design variables are a set of ties are zero. The third equation for n
element sizes t which were already se- is also independent of the other state
lected for the-first optimisation exer- variables and the partial sensitivities
cise. After the selection of state var- are zero too.
iables and design variables for our fin are zer too.
problem we can formulate the system The internal coupling of the system is
seitivity eqatns. ate mthod ftm given by the first equation. The statesensitivity equations. The method from variables c. and n are not internally

Fig. 1 applied to our fin example give us coupled.
the following equation system.

1 11-7
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But for an arbitrary configuration nu-merical methods are in use and an ana-ap 1S ap = lytical gradient is not available or even

CPS not possible to derive. A practical way
Pto compute sensitivity derivatives is thefinite difference technique. The panel

rac method calculation will be repeated for a=l 0 1 -i0 slightly changed design parameter. About
the range of design parameter changes,
the user must decide carefully because if
the change is to small the numerical un-
certainties may become important.If the difference is to large, nonline-

Sarities may cause significant errors. The
range in which accuracy of finite dif-
ferencing is acceptable becomes problem
dependent and the specialist who has to

FIG. 3 LEFT HAND SIDE OF THE EQUATION provide the contributing data must have a

HASTE D Sdeeper understanding about the off-design
behaviour of his problem and a knowledgeof design limitations. During the design

PARTIAL DISCIPLINE SENSITIVITY phase very often a lot of effort is spentANALYSIS on trade-off-studies and this work is

very similar to a sensitivity analysis by

The right hand side of our total system finite difference procedure. Therefore
t tal one can state, that integrated design

sensitivityeequationrepresents partial analysis is the collection of variousstae vriblesenitviteswith respect trade-off studies from different disci-
to the independent design variables. Each pinstge atoa trade-off stde rmdfeetdiscign

discipline which will contribute to thedesignanalysis is able to prepare its partial analysis with an agreed set of design

variables. For our sensitivity analysis
using the finite difference method, we
have chosen a 10% perturbation magnitude
on the aerodynamic design va:iables.

The aeroelastic state variable n has
F2M partial sensitivities with respect to all

BY =FUR4CE design variables. The aerodynamic design
MEHODX variables have an impact on the aero-

elastic efficiency which will be analysed
D VARI by the finite difference method. The

A a" a" a" partial sensitivities with respect to
-t t structure design variables can be derived

STMVAMTS with analytical methods. Such a method is
FUGHTNECHANICS already in use in the MBB LAGRANGE pro-

p = 1.S 0 0 C0 0 gram system for optimisation purpose.

After these general comments of the par-
AODYNMCS Acp Ac tial sensitivity analysis, more details

CR =o) 0 0 about this step toward an integrated de-
sign analysis are presented in the

-RUEE T following chapters.

s=(),A,S.t) The finite difference method, applied on
different disciplines, requires a soft-
ware package which can generate the dif-

FIG. 4 PARTIAL DISCIPLINE SENSITIVI- ferent computer models with respect to a
TIES common set of design variable changes.

One part of the required software is a
Looking to the first line which repre- transformation procedure which describes
sents flightmechanics state variable p, the relations between new aerodynamic
the only partial derivative which can be design geometry and initial aerodynamic
derived analytically, is that with re- input. Taper ratio, aspect ra.io and sur-
spect to the surface area S. The unit face area can be transformed by linear
lateral load p has no direct relation to equations to geometry parameters, like
the other design variables, root chord, tip chord and spanwidth.

These geometry parameters are needed for
The contribution of aerodynamics state the generation of the aerodynamic and
variable c. to the partial sensitivity structure model inputs.
analysis is limited to the design vari-
ables taper ratio and aspect ratio. The
aerodynamic lift coefficient is indepen-
dent of the surface area S and, of
course, of all structure element sizing
variables. An analytical derivation of
these partial sensitivities is dependent
on the applied method. For some cases
with a rather simple geometry, one can
find an analytical method to derive the
sensitivity of the lift coefficients with
respect to taper ratio and aspect ratio.
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INrIAL DE.SIGN -

+0.1 A -
+0.1 A --

+0.1S

S B

OL%0OAW ACA/JASO

(P AMROOVMC IMOL

GEOMETRY PARAMETER

ROOTCHORD CR = 2

FIG. 6 AERODYNAMIC SHAPE DIFFERENCIES

TIPCHORD CR = 2A
T+7 The results of the aerodynamic sensi-

- tivity analysis have been derived fromSPANWIDTH B = \/SA several Woodward panel method runs. The
finite differencies of lift coefficients
due to changes of design variables are
presented in Table 2.

FIG. 5 AERODYNAMIC GEOMETRY RELATIONS

A decision has to be made about the rate 0.1x -0.I x 0.1A -0.IA 0.1S
of percentage change of independent de-
sign variables. A 10 percent increase of
the shape design variables seemed to be A +.0367 -.0367 +.191 -.1191 +.471
reasonable and the fin geometry parameter
for the sensitivity analyzis are given in A 000
the following Table 1. P-.00012 .0133 -.0151 0.

AC8
A physical impression of design variable T .00272 .00327 .01117 .01268 0.
changes is given in a plot of all aero- Ap
dynamic shape models in Fig. 6. -F .0032 -.0038 .0426 -.0484 0.

TABLE 2 AERODYNAMIC PARTIAL DERIVA-
TIVES

INTIAL X+0.1X A+0.1A S+0.1S

D E M O

-A 10 percent increase in taper ratio
-.3671 3671 .3671 gives only a .3 percent increase in lift.

But a 10 percent increase in aspect ratio
A 1.1907 1.1907 1.1907 gives a 4.3 percent increase in lift.The contribution of aerodynainic sensiti-

vities can be derived from these values
S 4.7090 4.7090 4.7090 5.1799 for the total system sensitivity ana-

lysis.
CR 2909.6 2833.0 2773.9 3051.6 According to the aerodynamic shape para-

meter changes, the structure model gridCl 1068.0 1144.0 10183 1120.1 system must be changed in the same man-
ner. Normally a finite element model is

B 2368.0 2368.0 2483.5 2483.6 developed for a specified structural con-
cept which is valid also for limited geo-
metry changes. We have assumed in our
structure generation that a 10 percent
change of shape would not change theTABLE 1 MODEL DATA FOR FINITE DIFFER- structure quality. The structure model

ENCE PROCEDURE generation for this design study consists
of a "zooming" of the grid point system
according to shape parameter changes.

T_
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A linear transformation based on the same The 10 percent increase of taper ratio
geometry parameter of the aerodynamics has caused a reduction of approximately 2
models, produced the grid point coordi- percent efficiency and 1.23 kg structure
nates of the finite element models for weight. The design variable with the
the structure sensivity analysis. strongest influence to the aeroelastic

efficiency is the aspect ratio. A 10
percent increase of aspect ratio would
cause a 6.3 percent decrease in aero-
elastic efficiency. The partial deriv-

LINEARTRANSFORMATION X = T (x,y,z) ative for the surface area increase

OFF.E.M. GRID SYSTEM y= T y(x,y,z) presents a small reduction of 1 percent
in efficiency and a considerable weight

i = '.(x,y,z) penalty. To check the linearity of the
derivatives we have also analysed the

crr structure derivatives for a shape vari-
able decrease by 10 percent. Table 3
shows that the differencies between the
plus and minus data are small enough to
consider the derivatives as linear.
At that point of our integrated fin de-
sign study we have not yet formulated the

B BTr influence of the structure element design
variables. How strong is the influence ofI I the element sizing variables? A possi-

bility is the use of the already existing
structure optimisation module. Therefore
we performed for the aerodynamic design
variable sensitivity analysis also a
structure ootimisation to overcome the
loss of structure efficiency. We have
stated the requirement of 0.8 efficiency
on fin lift and a 0.5 efficiency on rud-
der lift for all aerodynamic design var-
iables. After a structure weight optimi-
sation we have got partial weight sensi-
tivities which are given in Table 3 for
comparison. The efficiency changes are

FIG. 7 STRUCTURE MODEL GENERATION inside the convergence requirement of the
optimisation, but the weight derivatives
have given an indication about the sum-

The structure sensitivity analysis has mation of structure element sensitiv-
been performed with the MBB LAGRANGE ities. Structure weight increase is
structure optimisation program. The linear related to element size increase.
partial derivatives for the aerodynamic Looking to the influence of a 10 percent
design variables are analysed for the aspect ratio increase which has caused a
initial structure. The partial sensitiv- 6 percent reduction of efficiency for the
ities of the state variable n with re- initial design, a structure optimisation
spect to the structure element sizes are with a 0.8 efficiency design constraint
available inside the LAGRANGE program as would produce an increase of 10 kg struc-
a vector. The number of elements of this ture weight.
vector depends on the number of structure
design variables. The structure sensitiv- All these structure optimisation runs
ity analysis provides also the structure were performed with the LAGRANGE pro-
weight derivatives, which are essential gram using the optimisation modul CONLIN
for the optimisation toward minimum which was developed by Prof. C. Fleury.
weight structure. In our first report [4] we have pre-

sented results obtained with an other
The structure and aeroelastic partial optimisation modul called RQP. D. Thomson
derivatives with respect to the aero- from BAe who is also working with our MBB
dynamic design variables derived from the fin example has shown optimisation re-
initial design are shown in Table 3. sults produced with the ECLIPSE optimisa-

tion package. A description of the ECLIP-
SE and a presentation of fin optimisation
results is given in Ref. 5. A total
structure weight history of different

DES~mV VARLAK, PUM 1 VA-A. optimisation runs are plotted in Fig. 8.+0.06 -01). +0.1A -0.1A 5

Brm AA -.0193 DIM -.06u9

ANALYhS aW .1.23 131 -. ,12 1.37 9A3 -"Ik

#S7hUIIJN -.m4 .0121 -.0049 .014 AM0

Wsshsrnvrr AW, 77 .1,4 10.M -7600 I=.

TABLE 3 STRUCTURE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
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WEIGtfr(W The CONLIN modul shows a remarkable con-
10 vergence behaviour and after four itera-

LAGRANGE COIN- tions the design is nearly developed.

105-/ -An efficient optimisation needs an opti-misation modul which has the best tuning
to the given problem. We have also found

A test examples where the CONLIN did not
work satisfactory, because the problem
object function must have had a mathe-
matical character which was contradic-

90- tory to the CONLIN modul philosophy. We
have assumed that in this fin study the
structure optimisation by CONLIN modul

85 will treet the modified fin structures in
an equivalent way, inside the selected

so ,range of finite differencies.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 IS 20

1ERATIONS 4. TOTAL SYSTEM SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

After having prepared all necessary

FIG. 8 INITIAL STRUCTURE WEIGHT OPTIMI- partial sensitivities of state vari-
SATION HISTORY ables we can formulate the total system

sensitivity equations. Because of the
limitation to three state variables, our

The RQP optisisatio modul is a higher equation system is only a 3 x 3 problem.
order optimisation modul which has used The equation system is given in Fig. 10.

the partial derivatives and the slope or The left hand side with its state vari-
second order derivatives. We have found able derivatives coupling terms only in

applications where this modul worked very tne first line.

efficient. STATE VARIABLE SENSITT~r TrALsErSmvmEs PAR-aL smnTIES
But in this case, the comparison with the
ECLIPSE results were not very satisfac-
tory. Because of this very precise way of 1-17S- CPS k0 4 t0 0
going on, RQP method takes too long to Z dA T 0 0
find the way down to minimum weight and
easily it gets lost in local minima. In "'. "c d9
comparison to this procedure, the CONLIN 0 1 0 P 0 0
modul works more global and very effi- & d dt = Al AA

cient. The structure weight goes down
quickly to a minimum. The reason for the d *, l d A Ai l AV
little difference between LAGRANGE and 0 0 1
ECLIPSE final weight is a difference in i d d d if TiA AS At
finite element stiffness matrices and a
small difference Aw already in initial FIG. 10 FIN SAMPLE SENSITIVITY EQUA-
design weight. TIONS

The achieved flutter speed during the
different iteration steps is plotted in The second and third line is decoupled
Fig. 9. and the equation system can be easily

solved by hand. The solution for the
total derivatives of the state variable p
is presented in Fig. 11. Looking to this
solution one can argue, that this solu-

VELOCrrY (M/=) LAGRANGECONLIN- tion can be written down straight away.
LAGRANGE RQPI This argument is right, but it shows also

ECI\Ethe transparency of the whole method,

,01 
n - which is very important for complex pro-

5401 blems.

Sa __ S • F + •P S AA

5d- Ad Al
f. s c - + cp s.'90-

0 2 4 8 10 12 14 15 1 2C d A

iTERATIONS

FIG. 9 FLUTTER VELOCITY OPTIMISATION
HISTORY

FIG. 11 SOLUTION OF FIN SENSITIVITY
EQUATIONS
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AERODYNAMICS LATERAL UNIT LOAD ( m2)

AC .1200

'S..

-10% . X OPTIMAL DESIGN-1 ...- , - 0 "

.1100 INTIAL DESIGN

STRUCTURE IAEROELASTICS

.10. -M Al

N.

+10%

-10%1.

80. go. WEIGHT (kg) 100. 110.

FIG. 12 INITIAL PARTIAL SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

After we have formulated the total deriv- To gain more knowledge about the in-
ati,,es we would need an optimisation fluence of structure optimisation, we
modul which performs the necessary steps performed for each aerodynamic partial
with other design variables, than struc- sensitivity model a structure optimisa-
ture element sizing. This modul we do not tion with an aeroelastic fin efficiency
have in the moment. requirement of 80 percent. Additional

static design loads were introduced to
But we will continue our discussion of the structure optimisation. Flutter re-
partial sensitivities in their physical quirement were excluded because of work
meaning for our integrated design pro- limitations. The new partial sensitivi-
blem. ties for the optimised structure are

presented in Fig. 13.
The initial fin design was the basis for
our sensitivity analysis and after the A comparison with Fig. 12 shows that -the
structure optimisation we have found the partial sensitivities of X and A have
minimum weight solution for the initial changed their direction completely, but
aerodynamic shape. For this configuration the partial sensitivities of the surface
we have got a lateral load p. and a
structure weight w. which will be now the area S seems quite similar. The best in-

reference values for further design stu- tegrated design solution we have got with

dies. The integrated design study allows a 10 percent reduction of aspect ratio.
In this case the lateral unit load willadditional aerodynamic design variables, be slightly increased and the weight is

and we want to find out, if there might reduced by 7.5 percent. These examples
be solutions with an higher p and the shows already that state variables are
saneig witw or solutions with a lower coupled and with parametric studies it
weight w and the same lateral load p0 - will be very time consuming to find an

From the partial sensitivities, shown in optimum solution.

Table 3 we can see the influence of de- Therefore we need an optimisation modul
sign variable changes to state variable which will be provided for each iteration
co and n, and the impact on structure step by the appropriate models for
weight w. With these informations we can structure and aerodynamics, to perform
derive increments of the lateral load P the sensitivity analysis. Because of the
with respect to the structure weight w, large amount of analyses the discipline

e Fparticipants must be very careful with
The state variable p is plotted for all the selection of the models. If the mo-Thesttevaialep s lote fr ll dels are too complex, the costs for

finite difference sensitivities of de- delsuato omple t os or

sign variables X, A, S and for the computation time will be out of a real-

optimised element sizes t. The strong istic project budget.
impact of element sizes to structure
weight is obvious.
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.1300 _____ _______

LATERAL 4S

UNIT

LOAD +5% PO

(m2/ rd)

.1200

_5% oo 07.A DESGN.. .o
4%P W0

J1100 VLInrAL DESIGN

j4A STRUCTURE

80. 91. 1_foo. 0. WEIGHT (kg)

FIG. 13 SUMMIARY OF PARTIAL SENSITIVITIES

5. FIRST STEP TO AN INTEGRATED DESIGN The second design, called S 502 with
lower structure efficiency requirement

in Fig. 13 we have seen that from the and increased surface area has an in-
optimum initial design the most effective crease of 4.2% in lateral lift and the
increase of lateral lift we would get weight increase is very close to the
from an increased surface area. Therefore first design.
we performed an additional study for two
fin designs with the following design This little exercise has shown the possi-
philosophy. One design will have a re- bilities of improvements of an initial
duced structure efficiency and an incre- design by increasing the number of design
ased surface area and the other one will variables.
have an increased structure efficiency
and reduced surface area. The scaled
design variables are shown in Table 4. 6. CONCLUSIONS

The application of the implicit function
theorem on our little fin example was a

AERODYNAMICS STRUCTURE first test case to study a new method and
to understand the way to go. The method

s has proved to be a helpful tool to inte-
grate partial disciplines to a total
system optimisation.

Wi LTAL DESIGN .03121 4.709 .80 .50 During the application of the partial

discipline sensitivity analyses, we
noticed that those investigation have

SMALL AREA .03121 4.433 .85 -531 been common knowledge in the past as
off-design studies during the design
phase of a project.

RCREASEDAREA .03121 5.024 .75 .469 Whilst in the past the interactions in

between different disciplines were de-
fined as design constraints, this method
provides the possibility of state vari-

TABLE 4 SURFACE AREA VERSUS STRUCTURE ables which allows a larger number of
ESFCENY Adesign variables which might be free to
EFFICIENCY change for a longer periode inside the

design phase.

we expected a clear answer, but we were A proper definition of state variables is
at very surprised when we looked at the very important for the interdisciplinary
results after the optimisation. The de- understanding and it supports the trans-
sign with the higher efficiency did not parency of the whole design problem.
have the expected weight penalty and the
solution was very close to initial de- Each discipline must decide the partial
sign optimisation. Remarkable is the lin- complexity of their sensitivity ana-
earity of the starting points for the lxi t e of the aa
different surface area cases. lysis. For the handling of the total
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OPTIMISATION

DESIGN EVALUATION SHAPE

INITIAL DESIGN

L DISCEPLNE ANALYSIS STRUCTURE AERODYNANHLC ERA

PARTIAL SENSITIVITY LF. E. M. PANEL METHOD

ANALYSIS[1111]7 H
FIG. 14 ARCHITECTURE FOR GENERAL

OPTIMISATION

system optimisation, modifications of
existing software are necessary to meet
the requirements of an integrated de-
sign optimisation. A rough scheme of such
a modular software like MBB-LAGRANGE is
shown in Fig. 14.
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A FIN OPTIMISATION STUDY

G. POLLANO

ALENIA AERITALIA & SELENIA
DEFENCE AIRCRAFT GROUP

41, CORSO MARCHE
10146 TORINO

ITALY

SUMMARY PROBLEM SURVEY
The main data of the problem is summarized

This paper details the ALENIA activities here.
performed in order to optimise the design of a The overall fin geometry is shown in fig.l. It
fin, proposed by MBB in a AGARD has an area of 5.46 msq., a leading edge sweep
Sub-committee, using the in-house optimisation angle of 45* and a profile NACA 66006 with a
program S.O.S. (Structural Optimisation thickness to chord ratio of 6%.
System). A series of different optimisation Five design load cases with different centres of
studies using stress, efficiency & flutter pressure are given for strength design of the
constraints was carried out. In addition structure:
comparisons between these results and 1) Max. Sideforce Mach 0.9 80KN,
optimisations having frequency separation and 2) Max. Sideforce Mach 1.8 80KN,
displacements as constraints, were done. 3) Max. Sideforce and Rudder Setting

Mach 0.9 40KN,
INTRODUCTION 4) Max. Sideforce and Rudder SettingMach 1.8 80KN,

Structural Optimisation has become increasingly 5) Max. Rudder Loading Mach 1.8 40KN.
important due to demands for better
performance and greater efficiency and so can AEROELASTIC REQUIREMENTS
no longer be seen as an academic luxury. Sideslip efficiency 0.8, Mach 1.8/750Kts
Alenia has, over the past six years, developed Rudder efficiency 0.5, Mach 1.8/750Kts
its own optimisation program called S.O.S Flutter requirement Mach 1.2/S.L. Vf greater
(Structural Optimisation System) which is than 530 m/s.
capable of optimising structures with static,
dynamic, aeroelastic, flutter and manufacturing STRUCTURAL MODEL
constraints. A MSC/NASTRAN finite element model based

on a coarse mesh, has been used for structureThe mathematical formulation has not been analysis and optimisation, see fig.2. The fin
described here. A wide bibliography, structure is c(,upled to a generalized rear
comprising of two AGARD conference fuselage stiffness matrix (Genel) at the
proceedings [1,2], details this complex aspect. attachment points. The fin box has one shear
Emphasis has been placed on the application of pick-up point (forward), one bending
the program, i.e. on the results themselves, not attachment on two points (rearward) and it is
on how they have been obtained, thus leaving coupled with the rudder by three hinges. The
out any "computer" considerations such as c.p.u. structure itself is modelled by CQUAD4 and
time, memory required and organisation of the CTRIA3 elements, composite materials being
code. Although the object of this optimisation modelled by one card for every layer. The
refers to a realistic configuration it has a fibre orientations are shown in fig.3.
number of characteristics that make it "ideal"; it PROGRAM DETAILS
is almost completely defined and, where not,
assumptions can easily be made. Furthermore The Alenia program S.O.S., can optimise shells
these definitions do not change midway and rods in a structure subjected to the
through the project. These characteristics are following constraints:
very difficult to find in a "real life" project. Fully Stressed Design,
The number of iterations performed for the Buckling,
various optimisations in the present study is Flutter,
well beyond that required for usual analysis. Frequency Separation,
This is due to the fact that the model never Displacement,Aeroelastie Efficiency,
leaves the computer and so it can remain Rate of Roll.
isolated from worldly constraints such as S.O.S. works in conjunction with the
manufacturability which would make a MSC/NASTAN finite element modelling
mockery of theoretical optimum results proa and the format of the information to
calculated to great precision. Our desire to be input is the same. It requires the user toexamine closely the problem and to highlight write a number of small files detailing the
the programs behaviour only exasperated the various sorts of optimisation to be carried out
number of iterations to be carried out. and any other files to be called. The
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MSC/NASTRAN Bulk Data is now split into each ply can only be a multiple of 0.25 mm.
three sections: The first runs show this step increase to be too
1. A file containing Executive and large as any optimisation effects end up being

Case control decks, effectively masked as the structure jumps from
2. A geometry file, one set of properties to another. Since the
3. A property file. purpose of this study is to show the design

capabilities of various optimisation programs,
Panels in the geometry file are divided up into we decided that it would be more beneficial to
groups which are to be subjected to the same take .25mm as the minimum thickness for the
limiting conditions. This means that alterations ply and to impose no further restrictions. This
to a standard MSC/NASTRAN Bulk Data can of course means that the optimised structure is
be done in quiet a short time regardless of the not manufacturable but it does show the
size of the problem. mathematical possibilities for this structure.
The property file is changed at the end of each Only the CFC face panels were optimised,
iteration with the insertion of the new notwithstanding the fact that valuable weight
optimised properties and the output model is savings could have been made in other parts of
fully compatible with the usual procedures for the fin, particularly in the GFC face panels at
the analysis and check. the tip. The reason for this was that CFC was

S.O.S uses optimality criteria to optimise the the only property to have well defined

structure. The final structure depends on a constraints for the various types of optimisation

function giving the gradient of the change in to be carried out. This also had the advantage

structural behaviour for a change in the of allowing us to carry out the optimisation in

physical structure, and on the Lagrangian a quicker manner due to the reduced number

Multiplier Lambda. One of these multipliers of design variables and side constraints.
exists for each constraint being optimised. It
gives an indication of the deviation from the
target values for that particular constraint. Technological constraints

As a first step to understanding the structure
Fully Stressed Design and Buckling are treated and the problem we faced, we decided to
as side constraints by S.O.S.. This is because determine the properties of the structure and
they can be dealt with by simple explicit the amounts by which it violated its various
functions without introducing more complicated constraints. We then decided to see the
methods. A new version of the buckling minimum optimisable weight for the structure
program which allows the optimisation of the when the panels of the fin were all set to their
layers of each bay, the bay loads being fixed, minimum values of .25mm, and finally the
will only be introduced in the next version as it mass breakdown shown in the diagram below
needs information about the stacking sequence was done to show the weights of the various
of the plies of each bay. components.

A wide range of information from each of the
optimisation modules can be given upon request MASS BREAKDOWN
by the user. Data may also be extracted from
the database if further details of the CFC s.. m,
optimisation procedure are desired. C Sk, opt 26.,2% ZC S;o 8.7Z

The change allowed in the properties in any
one iteration can be altered by changing the
step size. The larger the step size the smaller
this change will be. This enables us to progress
with the optimisation at different speeds to
avoid local minima and so on. S Ras 22-.Z

Further details can be found in the S.O.S Cw ,s 3,.9

theoretical manual [3].

Initial Struc:ure Mass 153.7
THE OPTIMISATION

Manufacturing constraints for the composite The various properties of the initial and the
impose a minimum total thickness of 2 mm for minimum possible structures are shown below
the surface skins with no single ply being along with the extent by which they violate the
allowed to have more than 2/3rdi of the total. constraints. (Violations arein per cent)
We considered, also, that the minimum gauge
for a single layer is .125 mm and that, for a Initial Minimum
symmetric laminate distribution over the Structure Structure
thickness, two layers of the same fibre (target) (actual) (actual),
orientation are necessary.

Mass 153.70 113.31
S.O.S carries out optimisation using
MSC/NASTRAN CQUAD4 & PSHELL cards
and as the bending effect of the faces is not FSD (max) 11L7 74-1

taken into account (i.e. they are considered to Flutter (530) 6.8 (494.1) 31.4 (363.4)
be membranes) we took them to have four Eff. AE. (0.8) 2.9(.777) 24.1 (.608)
plies, each with a minimum gauge of 0.25 mm Eff. Rud. (0.5) O.K. (.523) 52.6 (.237)
(2 X .i25mrm). This means that the thickness of Buckline, (max) 72.0 91.1
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The so called "Initial Structure" was the starting structure due to some other constraint can have
point for all the optimisation studies reported a large effect on the flutter velocity. In the
on here. event of flutter not occurring in the range

specified by the user an appropriate message is
Fully Stressed Design given and a restart of the optimisation can be
This was the first of the optimisation runs to carried out with the new input data.
be carried out and it is the most basic. The The optimisation,which history is shown below
result is a minimum weight structure to and in Table 1 later on in the report, led to a
withstand all the tensile and compressing forces steady reduction in the mass towirds the
(buckling not included) and is comprised of optimum.
panels which are either fully stressed or at the
minimum allowed value. FSD & FLUTTER
Almost all of the panels end up being at their Kg. iulFluter Vf rn/sec.
minimum design constraint thickness of 18 A Mas Sputed
0.25mm. Those that are not, are at the places ,-o 52"11 ---. -- -- 540

where higher stress concentrations occur, either .70- target
at the hinge between the rudder and the fin or 520......... 2
at the rearward bending attachment of the fin 10o- A ,
fuselage connection. The plies that were 1 ........... /.........
affected most were those acting in the near . / .
vertical directions of the 0* and -45* plies. 140- . It /
Details of the iterations are shown below. It ............ .......... .... .......... 48

can be seen that the structure was quickly 30-
reduced to dimensions very near to the............. ............. 460
optimimum. The scaled weight, however, is 120 , , , , 11
very slow to be reduced and, in fact, the 0 2 4 6 810 12 14 6 18 2022 24
optimisation was terminated before full iter.tion
convergence was achieved.

-. The flutter speed was increased steadily to its
Iterationl Scaled Panel Actual constraint value. When reached, the program

Mass Kg Label Mass Kg. concentrated on reducing weight and this was
accompanied by a reduction in the flutter
velocity to a value below the initial level. A

0 174.12 3022 153.70 slow optimisation involvin& increasing the
1 179.86 3022 118.03 flutter speed and toying with the weight then
2 149.75 3019 117.50 ensued.
3 136.32 3019 117.74 In the optimisation of the fin with constraints
4 129.44 3019 117.83 of FSD and flutter the optimum oscil!ated
6 122.74 3016 117.94 between two different structures with different

121.90 3016 117.94 stiffnesses, and different modes generating
8 121.39 3016 117.94 flutter while the flutter velocity was slowly
9 120.97 3016 117.94 increased towards its constraint value. To reach
10 120.60 3016 117.94 the non-violated optimum design the program
11 120.29 3016 117.95 should be allowed continue in this manner until
12 120.00 3016 117.95 the constraints are satisfied. The problem that
13 119.74 3016 117.95 was encountered arises when the structure is in
14 i 19.51 3016 117.95 a critical position between two different flutter
15 119.31 3016 117.95 couplings. A slight change in the structure and
16 119.14 3016 117.95 it changes to the other coupling. A change in

the step size would serve to make more clear
this border between one coupling and the other
but it would not positively affect the

Fully Stressed Design and Flut.e. optimisation. Looking at the mode shapes the
The flutter constraint has been includJed in primary flutter is a classical bending-torsion
S.O.S. in a similar way to the dispace ent coupling (first and second modes). (fig.4) While
constraints [4]. To this end, the stiffness ari optimising, due to the reduction in weight and
mass matrices for the medal base, used to sovt- stiffness, a second type of flutter arose : a
the flutter equation and to obtain the coupling of tip modes with the participation of
derivatives of the flutter speed, are computed the rudder mode; this new coupling, already
for each design variable. In the present flutter nreent in the original structure, although at a
optimisation and analysis the first five normal higher speed gives a mild flutter. In the present
modes are taken as a base and the above analyss no structural damping has been
matrices are updated at each iteration. The included.
divergence speed constraint can follow the Fully Stressed Lizi and Efficiency
same way, provided a modal base fully
representative of the structure flexibility. At As was stated earn'er in i-.i :=nrt S.O.S. has
the. moment any attempt to experience this the capacity to optirn.ise, . ilarO with
constraint has been carried out. constraints of various efficincies. l'Te
The flutter optimisation allows the ipger to constraints inposed on the fin for this ctudy
select a number of parameters which enable were an Aeroelastic eificiency of 0 . and a
him to guide the program where to look for Rudder efficiency of 0.5. The Aerodyu-.ic
flutter. This is important as a change in the Influence Coefficient matrix for the fhe. a-
flutter coupling modes or a large change in the rudder surfacc al Mach 1.8 was obtained with
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the aid of SUPNLR, a program written by FSD, Fin Efficiency & Flutter
NLR. A number of other matrices were needed
for the force efficiency optimisation: The structure was optimised in only seven
(a) a matrix whose columns contain the iterations to a final structure with a maximum

deflections of the aerodynamic surface (e.g. violation of less than 1%. A discussion as to
Rudder or Fin) why the optimisation proceeded in this quick
(b) an integration vector necessary for the manner is carried out later in this report.

calculation of efficiency (this can either be Details are shown in Table 3.
provided by the user or generated by S.O.S.)
The optimisation can be seen to move at a very
slow rate, initially reaching the constraint
values and then concentrating on reducing mass Fully Stressed Design, Flutter and Buckling
(details shown in Table 2). The final structure
has a maximum violation of less than 1%. This optimisation resulted in a structure much
Further iterations at a slow speed would the same as that for buckling only. The effect
succeed in reducing this. of the flutter optimisation is minimal as the
Fully Stressed Design and Buckling optimised buckling structure already satisfies

the flutter constraint. Details are shown in
This optimisation was dealing with a constraint Table 4.
which initially was greatly violated. The end
result, achieved in only seven iterations, is a
fully converged structure not violating any Fully Stressed Design, Flutter, Efficiency and
constraint imposed. Unfortunately, to achieve Buckling
this, the weight had to be increased This optimisation run, imposing all the required
substantially (details are shown in the follwing constraints, except those material thickness
table). cnstins mentioe eateris verynss
The buckling run requires the definition by the specifications mentioned earlier, is vey similar
user of the bays and type of constraint on the to the Fully Stressed Design and Buckling
panel to be enforced. We decided to take the optimisation described earlier. The structure
conservative approach due to the lack of more required to withstand buckling alone is one that
precise information. This meant that each panel automatically fulfils the flutter and efficiency
was defined as a bay simply supported on the constraints and it is almost as if they are not
spars and ribs. constraints at all having been satisfied f:om

iteration one on.
teration Scaled Panel Actual While the total weights of these two structures

Mass Mass are the same it was noted that the individual
Violated panels were not the same in every case. This

can be explained by the fact that the small
effect of the other constraints has led to a
slightly different structure with load paths that

0 549.1 51 153.7 differ.
1 237.8 26 190.3
2 199.4 26 191.9 The optimisation itself was very quick to carry
3 193.6 63 192.2 out. Each iteration took longer but the
4 192.3 84 192.2 structure had fu!ly converged with negligible
5 192.2 104 192.2 violations in only eight iterations using a
6 192.2 104 192.2 relatively small step size. Details are shown
7 192.2 _20 !192.2 below.

ALL CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED
I It. Flutter Flutter Flutter Initial frequency of five Fin Rudd. IScaled Mass

mode freq. speed different modes Eff. Eff. Mass Kg
Hz m/s Hz

0 2 20.09 494.11 9.10 30.65 45.11 56.06 71.59 .7771 .5229 174.36 153.70
4 59.44 575.54 9.90 32.23 42.05 63.74 69.58 .8502 .6201 227.61 198.56

2 4 59.14 589.32 9.90 32.26 42.31 63.94 69.59 .8512 .6215 206.20 198.85
3 2 23.39 688.54 9.89 32.24 42.46 63.98 69.54 .8510 .6210 200.66 197.88
4 3 56.39 558.49 9.79 32.10 42.23 64.03 68.23 .8488 .6161 205.83 191.81
5 3 56.44 558.84 9.79 32.10 42.24 64.02 68.28 .8490 .6163 194.66 192.11
6 3 I 56.45 558.87 9.79 32.09 42.24 64.02 68.28 .8490 .6163 192.66 192.18
7 3 56.45 558.87 9.79 32.09 42.24 64.01 68.28 .8490 .6164 192.29 192.20
8 3 56.45 558.86 9.79 32.09 42.24 64.01 68.28 .8490 .6164 192.21 192.20
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This graph has been obtained from the initial
Aeroelastic Vs. St, ,,vss Constraints structure by means of a factorisation of the
4 series of runs 1;iere carried out using stiffness matrix. This flexibility ratio was
' -quency separation as a design constraint as multiplied by the original displacement (found
an 'Oternative to the use of flutter speed. The using Multi Point Constraint cards) to give us
adv, ikage of this substitute constraint is that it the maximum torsion limiting displacements.
avot:; all the aerodynamic aspects of theproblt n and rhe solution of the fluttereual on. ad reationp betw the twotwas The results of this method, however, wereequaf'on. A relationship between the two was
estab 'ished by drawing a graph and from this found to differ a great deal with the
the f, equency separation between the two first displacement method which had an optimised
modes corresponding to the flutter velocity weight of 153.3 Kg compared with the
constraint was found. efficiency result of 127.5 Kg. The reason for

Vf m/sec this is that imposing displacement constraints
650 necessarily meant imposing a deformed shape

constraint. The efficiency runs didn't have this
600- additional restriction and so were free to find a

different deformation geometry under load,
resulting in a considerably lighter structure.

550 -

500 - DISCUSSION

40 It can be seen looking at the tables of results
for the various optimisations that the more
constraints imposed the faster convergence was

400 213 215 217 2 9 3 1 1 35 3 17 '9 reached. In those instances where buckling is
FREQUENCY SEPARATION (HZ] present this fact can be explained by the fact

that its requirements are so different and its
influence so large that the other constraintsThis method, however, was found not to be have little effect and we are basically left with

very representative for the present structure as
the frequency separation was only constrained a buckling only optimisation. Where buckling is
between the first two modes while flutter also not a constraint however, the optimisation still
occurred at higher modes. turns out to be considerably faster in terms of
It can be noted from Table 5 that the iterations done.
frequency separation of the optimised flutter The equations that dictate the new values for
structure is about 1Hz less than those requested the optimised properties are affected by each
from the above cu-ve. This is due to the fact
that advantage can be taken from the change in of the constraints. The level of this effect
mode shapes. Where no account is taken of depends on lambda: a parameter that gives an
this, as with frequency constraints, we are indication of how close to the constraint value
effectively over optimising. this property is, and a gradient which gives the

rate of change of the constraint violation for a
As an alternative to the optimisation of the fin change in the property. Lambda is affected by
with efficiency constraints it was decided to the presence of other constraints and it
compare the results with an optimisation using therefore makes allowances for the fact that
displacement constraints. A relationship
between the two constraints was established where there is more than one constraint acting
from the graph shown below, on a particular property the effect of each

constraint is summed. This means that in theefficiency
9 case where both of the design constraints, as

L nrddr was the case in the FSD, Flutter and
Aeroelastic efficiency optimisation, desire a

OX - -- structure to be trimmed their effects will be
summed and the structure may be affected by a

0.7-"-N greater amount lhan if they were optimising
one by one. It must be remembered that the

0,6- step size parameter continues to exercise its
influence throughout al of this and so the
combined change is less than the sum of two

0.5- --.--....--- -.. - ------------- individual changes. All of the constraints have
equal weightings and so in the case where two

0.4 , , constraints try to impose opposing directions
.5 .7 .9 . 1.3 1.5 for the property being optimised that one

FLEXIBILITY RATIO furthest from its optimum will be dominant.
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CONCLUSIONS Furthermore, the specialised codes, used in

The following graph summarizes the weights of each department, are rarely able to beeach stracture optimised by imposing the integrated into a general purpose code with
combinations of constraints studied. ease.

MASS (K9) The above considerations do not mean a stop in
250 the optimisation development. For the present

projects, these problems already exist, and are
solved by a trade off work. The optimisation

200- will improve these solutions, for instance, being
applied at two levels. One more general,

ISO- considering multidisciplinary aspects of the
project but with coarse details, aimed to assess

100-[ the constraints for subsequent second level
optimisations, to be carried out by means of
the state of the art codes, available for each

S 1 g g gdiscipline.
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TABLE 1 : FSD AND FLUTTER

It. Fit. Flutter Flutter Initial frequency of five Lambda Mass
mode frequency speed different modes Kg.

Hz m/s Hz
(530.) HzI Hz2 Hz3 Hz4 Hz5

0 2 20.09 494.11 9.10 30.65 45.11 56.06 71.59 2.205+02 153.7
1 2 20.39 505.89 9.13 30.98 45.56 56.67 71.79 1.769+02 152.8
2 2 20.61 515.24 9.10 31.25 45.87 57.06 71.91 1.382+02 151.7
3 2 20.75 521.84 9.09 31.47 46.04 57.39 71.93 1.076+02 150.5
4 2 20.82 525.73 9.06 31.63 46.09 57.61 71.86 8.878+01 149.1
5 2 20.84 527.58 9.02 31.75 46.05 57.75 71.72 8.066+01 147.5
6 2 20.83 528.32 8.98 31.83 45.96 57.86 71.53 7.877+01 146.0
7 2 20.80 528.67 8.94 31.89 45.81 57.95 71.32 7.909+01 144.7
8 2 20.78 528.90 8.91 31.94 45.62 58.03 71.09 7.977+01 143.5

92 2 20.75 529.11 8.88 31.98 45.41 58.11 70.85 8.027+01 142.36
10 2 20.72 529.27 8.86 32.02 45.17 58.18 70.61 7.616+01 141.37
11 4 61.17 507.60 8.73 32.05 43.80 68.21 69.41 2.667+00 137.63
12 2 19.22 481.01 8.46 31.15 41.86 56.66 67.03 1.537+01 130.29

133  4 59.62 477.33 8.59 31.66 42.00 57.92 67.41 9.845+00 132.91
14 2 18.85 470.22 8.35 30.84 41.32 56.72 65.75 4.946+01 127.37
15 2 19.43 490.40 8.52 31.24 42.07 57.57 66.61 3.807+01 129.79
16 2 19.87 507.38 8.59 31.54 42.60 58.11 67.29 2.657+01 131.77
17 4 59.96 507.89 8.62 31.73 42.88 58.41 67.72 7.317+00 133.22
18 2 19.89 509.38 8.55 31.55 42.70 58.09 67.31 2.520+01 131.70
19 4 59.98 511.91 8.59 31.74 42.95 58.38 67.72 5.697+00 133.16
20 4 19.90 510.78 8.53 31.57 42.70 58.07 67.27 2.418+01 131.68
21 4 59.97 512.89 8.58 31.75 42.93 58.36 67.66 5.392+00 133.11
22 2 19.90 511.74 8.52 31.58 42.67 58.05 67.21 2.344+01 131.66
23 4 59,95 513.32 8.58 31.75 42.90 58.33 67.60 5.285+00 133.06

TABLE 2: FSD, FIN & RUDDER EFFICIENCY

It. Aeroelastic Force Lambda Lambda Scaled Actual
Efficiency Efficiency from from Mass Mass
Target=0.8 Target=0.5 Fin Eff. Rudd. Eff. Kg. Kg.

0 .7771 .5229 3.579+01 0.0 174.12 153.70
1 .7876 .5275 2.483+01 0.0 164.81 152.60
2 .7948 .5285 n/a n/a 157.97 151.09
3 .7984 .5259 1.077+02 0.0 153.83 149.18
4 .7993 .5210 9.099+01 0.0 151.66 147.07
5 .7992 .5152 8.839+01 0.0 149.80 145.00
6 .7989 .5095 8.871+01 0.0 147.37 143.07
7 .7987 .5038 7.776+01 9.65+00 144.99 141.28
8 .7987 .5002 5.983+01 2.510+01 142.94 139.73
9 .7987 .4993 5.450+01 3.082+01 141.43 138.45
10 .7986 .4990 5.258+01 3.387+01 140.04 137.35
11 .7985 .4990 n/a n/a 138.65 136.38
12 .7865 .4921 5.091+01 4.690+01 139.64 129.57
132 .7935 .5010 -;.022+01 4.329+01 135.92 129.41
14 .7962 .5030 3.235+01 4.323+01 134.51 128.84
15 .7966 .5029 2.855+01 4.400+01 134.47 128.31
16 .7968 .5027 2.620+01 4.451+01 133.60 127.96
17 .7963 .5027 2.577+01 4.454+01 132.89 127.75
18 .7961 .5029 2.541+01 4.444+01 132.20 127.63
19 .7962 .5031 2.485+01 4.438+01 131.57 127.57
20 .7961 .5035 2.497+01 4.401+01 131.08 127.55
21 .7960 .5036 2.493+01 4.385+01 129.76 127.53
22 .7963 .5037 2.445+01 4.381+01 129.32 127.54
23 .7963 .5038 2.436+01 4.368+01 129.01 127.51
24 .7963 .5039 2.432+01 4.363+01 128.78 127.49
25 .7963 .5040 2.443+01 4.351+01 128.43 127.49
26 .7962 .5040 2.449+01 4.343+01 128.25 127.49

-Sp -e

2 Step size changed from 16 to 4, increasing the speed of optimisation.
3 Step size changed from 4 to 16, reducing speed of optimisation.
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TABLE 3: FSD, FIN EFFICIENCY AND FLUTTER

Iteration Flutter Flutter Flutter Initial frequency of five Fin Scaled Mass
mode freq. speed different modes Eff. mass Kg

Hz m/s Hz
Hzl Hz2 Hz3 Hz4 Hz5

0 2 20.09 494.11 9.10 30.65 45.11 56.06 71.59 .7771 174.36 153.7
1 2 20.26 500.56 9.19 31.66 45.29 58.08 70.19 .7918 147.90 139.7
2 2 20.61 514.48 9.25 31.96 45.61 58.64 70.50 .7960 145.08 140.8
3 2 20.53 522.27 9.14 32.31 43.90 58.95 68.93 .7988 138.86 136.8
4 2 20.65 528.31 9.14 32.42 43.93 59.05 69.05 .7977 137.77 137.3
3 2 20.66 529.77 9.13 32.45 43.84 59.00 69.02 .8000 137.33 137.3
6 2 20.63 529.83 9.11 32.45 43.71 58.92 68.94 .8000 137.09 137.0
7 4 60.95 527.14 9.09 32.44 43.57 58.83 68.86 .8000 137.58 136.8

TABLE 4: FSD, FLUTTER AND BUCKLING

Iteration Flutter Flutter Flutter Initial frequency of five Lambda Mass
mode freq. speed different modes Kg

Hz m/s Hz
Hzl Hz2 Hz3 Hz4 Hz5

0 2 20.09 494.11 9.10 30.65 45.11 56.06 71.59 2.209+02 153.7
1 4 59.45 575.54 9.90 32.24 42.05 63.74 69.58 -- 198.5
2 4 59.17 589.10 9.89 32.26 42.31 63.94 69.57 -- 198.8
3 4 60.08 541.83 9.85 32.04 42.80 63.31 69.75 4.095-01 187.0
4 4 60.06 529.28 9.81 31.93 43.00 62.95 69.76 2.321+01 181.7
5 3 56.38 561.41 9.79 32.09 42.32 64.00 68.29 -- 191.7
6 3 56.46 561.08 9.79 32.09 42.33 64.01 68.34 192.1
7 3 56.48 561.06 9.79 32.09 42.34 64.02 68.35 -- 192.2
8 - - 561.07 9.79 32.09 42.34 64.02 68.35 -- 192.2
9 3 58.49 561.07 9.79 32.09 42.34 64.02 68.35 -- 192.2

- - -~ -
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SIMULTANEOUS STRESS AND FLUTTER OPTIMIZATION FOR THE WING
OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED WITH FOUR ENGINES

J M D Snee H. Zimmermann
British Aerospace D. Schierenbeck

Commercial Aircraft Ltd. P. Heinze
Airbus Division EF 24

Filton House Deutsche Airbus GmbH
Bristol BS 99 7 AR H~nefeldstr. 1-5

England D-2800 Bremen

1. INTRODUCTION
used for the wing F.E. model, it is reason-

This contribution is based on an inter- able not to directly represent the manholes
national cooperation in a four engine and skin pocketting in skins, but to choose
transport aircraft project incorporating a effective panel thicknesses and allow for
common wing design. BAe Filton has the the change in load paths.
overall wing responsibility and DA Bremen Similarly, panel thicknesses and beam areas
the overall responsibility for aeroelastics are modified to simulate the effects of
in this project. cutouts/reinforcements in spars. Clearly

the "optimum" effective sizes for panels
The main objective of this work is to de- and beams which result from structural
monstrate the benefits of interdisciplinary optimization ought to be translated to
optimization techniques to a modern air- correct panel thicknesses and beam areas.
craft design.

Skin/stringers on the top surface are gene-
The optimization task therefore has an rally subject to compressive loads and
interdisciplinary character, could possibly suffer from panel buckling
BAe has defined static constraints, dimen- which could reduces their allowable
sioning load cases, allowable stresses, stresses. These allowables are size depen-
design variables and their bounds and has dent, i.e. they change with skin thickness
prepared the optimization results with its and stringer area. During the optimization
own program (ECLIPSE, Stress Ratio Method). process, skin/stringers are resized and,
DA has defined aeroelastic constraints and, therefore, would be associated with a new
using DA's own new software (SimOpt) has set of stress allowables. At present these
prepared wing design solutions. features are under development and not in-

cluded in this work.
Description of the Optimization Project

3. THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE WING
The optimization related to a four engine
transport aircraft series equipped with a The MSC/NASTRAN finite element suite is
common wing. The series comprises two air- used to model the wing for the purpose of
craft differing in fuselage length by optimization, see fig. 1.
approx. 4 m but with the same maximum take-
off weight. The wing skins are modelled using the

4 noded CQUAD4 plate elements.
Wing commonality in terms of optimization Membrane and bending actions are modelled
means that all the significant aeroelastic (with no coupling) and the elements have
and static constraints are taken into ac- constant thickness. The finite element
count in order to achieve a weight-opti- nodes are placed on the mid-skin line so
mizea but also valid design proposal. in that element offsets are not used.
effect, this means that critical flutter
situations of both aircraft types depen- The front/rear spars and ribs are idealised
dent on the fuel and load conditions as as a combination of COUA4 plate elements
well as the dimensioning static load cases representing the webs and 2 noded CROD beam
in combination with the stress allowables elements representing spar caps. Plate ele-
must be introduced into a mathematical ments have constant thickness and model
optimization model and the weight-opti- membrane and bending behaviour whilst the
mized solution must be sought with the aid beams have end load carrying capability.
of various optimization techniques.

The coarseness of the finite element mes,
BAE CONTRIBUTIONS dictates that not every stringer can be

modelled. Beam elements are used to repre-
2. WING ANALYSIS sent two, three or four stringers w'th a

corresponding increase in element proper-
A basic requirement for structural opti- ties.
mization of an aircraft wing, is to create
a single finite element (F.E.) model which The secondary structure such as the fix
adequatuely repesents the strength and leading edge, although included in the
stiffness characteristics of the wing finite element model for its structural
structure. This enables wing structural contribution, is not considered to be of
optimisation for both static and aeroelas- interest in the optimization process. A
tic design requirements, simultaneotisly. coarse mesh of these areas is generally
The model must accurately represent the employed.
distribution of stiffness, as this controls
the load path and the dynamics, whilst the
stress must be calculated accurately enough
for comparison with structural allowables
in the desired areas. In the idealisation

A
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In order to restrain the model the NASTRAN DA CONTRIBUTION
SPC (single point constraint) cards are
used, whilst loads are applied via NASTRAN 7. DESCRIPTION OF THE THEORETICAL MODELS
RBE3 elements positioned in the plane of
each rib. The design load cases considered Semi-models with symmetric and antisymme-
for this optimization exercise are presen- tric boundary conditions in the symmetry
ted in Table. 1 plane were used for dynamic considerations.

With the exception of the forward fuselage
4. THE ECLIPSE-DESIGN OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM section, high-resolution was achieved for

all components by the FE method.
A detailed description of the ECLIPSE opti- Condensation and assembling of the residual
mization system, can be found in the theory structure matrices %.ere effected with the
and user manuals (1, 2]. In Table 2, a sum- NASTRAN Superelement method.
mary description of the ECLIPSE optimiza-
tion system is provided. Mass models allocated to the stiffness mo-

dels basically represent a connection of
5. Desiqn Optimization Data structural and non-structural degrees of

freedom provided with 6 * 6 mass matrices.
5.1 Static and ManufacjtuirJjg Constraints This coupling is represented by special

elements of the NASTRAN FE code without in-
The stress allowables and design variable troducing additional stiffenings.
groupings for* top and bottom skins and
front spar web are represented in figures The unsteady airloads were calculated by
2. 3. and 4. respectively. It should be the NASTRAN Doublet-Lattice method with
noted that for this structural optimization taking into account the full interference
development only a small number of design of the lifting surfaces. The engines were
variable groupings were considered. In represented by through-flow cylinder. This
addition, the stringer area was assumed representation is backed up by DA research
constant and the panel to stringer rela- results.
tionships were not enforced. For manufac-
turing considerations, gauge limits of An FE model of the wing, fixed at the wing
minimum 1.5 mm and maximum 48 mm were rib, was used for determination of stresses
assumed, and their gradients.

6. ECLIPSE STATIC STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION 8. DEFINITION OF THE MATHEMATIC
RESULTS OPTIMIZATION MODEL

The static structural optimization results The top and bottom surface as well as the
are presented in figures 5-8. Figures 5 and front spar of the wing, broken down into 21
6 show the distribution of initial and op- design variables, were released for optimi-
timum thicknesses for the top and bottom zation. The stress optimization model was
skin paneis. These panels are situated at defined by seven dimensioning load cases
every third rib bay adjacent to the front and a total of 5072 stress constraints
spar. As a result of optimisation, the top (principal stresses) (see Fig. 36).
surface thicknesses have increased inboard
of rib 7 ind decreased outboard of rib 7 The aeroelastic optimization model covers
(fig. 5). critical symmetric and antisymmetric

flutter modes for each of the two aircraft
For the bottom surface, the thicknesses at variants. Such problems arise at both air-
the root and between ribs 19 and 34 have craft when they have high payloads and full
increased, whereas between ribs 4 and 16 tanks. To ensure freedom from flutter upon
and at the tip they have decreased, alteration of the trim tank contents, it

was additionally required that damping
For the front spar webs the thicknesses should be monitored for 50% )f its fuel
have consistently decreased throughout the level and the empty condition. This resul-
whole spar (fig. 7). ted in 24 aeroelastic constraints.

The total weight history presented in The symmetrical flutter problem is due to
figure 8, shows a 7% decrease for ECLIPSE. frequency coupling of the degrees of free-
The final optimized weight for SIMOPT gives dom for vertical movement of the outboard
an 8% decrease. engines with the related twisting of the

outer wings and wing bending in combina-
it should be noted that the following tion with two-nodaV fuselage bending. The
assumptions are reflected in these results: antimetric situation is determined by fre-

quency coupling of the three-nodal bending
o Very coarse design variable groupings. of the wing and wing bending in plane in
o A limited number of load cases is con- combination with lateral movement of the

sidered for design optimization of top outboard engines and lateral bending of the
skin panels and frolit spar webs. rear fuselago including fin bending.

o Only static design constraints (stress Fulfillment of the flutter safety require-
allowables) are considered. ments led to the definition of damping con-

straints. To this end, ar, area of allowable
There are some detailed differences in the damping was defined at the point v-d; M =
results of ECLIPSE and SIMOPT which require 0.84 for the flutter modes to be monitored.
further investigation. A possible source of
discrepancy is that ECLIPSE uses fully Damping constraints can be applied at
stressing whereas SIMOP7 uses mathematical various speed values of points for a
programming techniques. flutter moae. This offers the advantage

of being able to influence the entire curve
progression for damping. Whereas, the
flutter speed constraint only to influence

the flutter speed.
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9. DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION METHODS The models coming from the various
APPLIED disciplines relate to the subquantity of

the overall structure which is required

Three methods which are generally acknow- for specific requirements: e.g. for
ledged as suitable for the solution of com- stress constraints on the wing, the
prehensive optimization tasks were used model describes the wing box and for
(table 32). flutter constraints it describes the
To keep the efficiency of the methods com- symmetric and antisymmetric semi-model
parable for our example, optimization mo- of the overall aircraft.
dules have been kept constant in combina- FE discretizations can be adapted to the
tion with the one-dimensional search. A respective needs of the problem.
further point to note is that the methods However, it is important to ensure that
have been applied to utilize the advan- the elements of the design vector are
tages of simultaneous optimization, related to physically the same parts of

the structure.
The direct algorithm "Modified Method of
Feasible Direction" is installed in NASTRAN - Extensibility by further types of
version 66 and is considered to be very constraint.
robust.

- Interchangeability of the modules.

SCP (Sequential Convex Programming) was

made known by Fleury. In this case, it has SimOpt is written in the interpretative
been used to the effect that a constraint command language CLIST. It uses the exis-
function with hyperbolic progression ver- ting programs NASTRAN, ADSOPT and PkGrad
sus the design variables has a linear pro- which have already been used successfully
gression versus the inverse variables, for flutter optimization. Development ex-
For the convex approximation problem the penditure for SimOpt has therefore been
objective function and the constraint func- minimized.
tions are approximated with increase design
variables by a Taylor series if the compo- The task of SimOpt concentrates on allo-
nents of the gradient have a negative sign, cation of files, calling of program mo-
otherwise the direct design variables are dules, data transfer between these and
used. control of the overall process.
This estimation provides values which are
very accurate to exact. The interface programs used to implement
we considered this method to be very pro- data transfer and normalize constraints and
mising since the optimization problem to be gradients are written in FORTRAN (norma-
solved involved numerous stress constraints lization, see Fig. 31, 37).
where the hyperbolic relationship between
function value and variable is very ADSOPT executes the mathematic optimization
distinct. task. It is the control program which calls

and supplies the sub-routine ADS of G. N.

In contrast, the SQP method (Sequential Vanderplaats with parameters.
Programming Method) uses only direct design
variables. To use the advantages offered by- ADS provides a wide range of optimization
SCP, we inverted externally. The estimation procedures.
cf constraints is linear and the objective
function is approached quadratically. There NASTRAN is used both for static and for
are different forms of this method which is dynamic computations.
used for the solution of major optimization
tasks. Regarding static coi:straints, NASTRAN

computes stresses and deformations and

10. THE SIMOPT PROGRAM: SIMULTANEOUS determines the corresponding gradients.
OPTIMIZATION UNDER STATIC AND NASTRAN permits the introduction of
AEROELASTIC CONSTRAINTS

principal stresses

A structural optimization program used with
a minimum of expenditure for development normal stresses
activities in the industry must satisfy the
following requirements: shear stresses

- Extensive compatibility with NASTRAN: buckling stresses

All element types are accepted, displacements

All presentation forms of coordinate as constraints which are thus available to
systems and grids are recognized. SimOpt.

No limitations of model size in terms For flutter constraints, NASTRAN provides
of the number of elements or grids, the generalized stiffness, mass and air

load matrices and their derivative ma-
- Independent FE mooels from the trices.

individual disciplines
PkGrad carries out the flutter computation.

In each model, the physical units can the reanalysis and the gradient computa-
be selected in the manner most sui- tion.
table for the d~scipline.

Each discipline uses their own desig-
nations (ID's) for grids and elements.
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Constraints which can be processed are Compared to the design made with stress
constraints only, the optimization with

flutter speed flutter constraints provided the following
reinforcements:

modal damping
- in the top surface in the area of the

control surface outer pylon conneccion.

effectiveness - the front spar with the exception of
the outer wing area, specially the

dynamic divergence pressure outer half between the engines; i.e.
design variables 18 and 19.

This concept meets the requirements for a
practice-oriented optimization tool. The bottom surface remains practically

unchanged.

The FE tools used for structural optimi- These reinforcements yielded an objective
zation are the same as those used for con- function value of
ventional project work so that the call for - 418 kg, which is 349 kg more than with
NASTRAN compatibility is satisfied, the stress optimization.
The interchangeability of individual mo-
dules is facilitated by the consistent se- Reductions are not possible due to the
paration of physical components - which are limitation of the design space.
realized by NASTRAN and PkGrad - and the
mathematical optimization - for which ADS Fig. 41 to 42 show the development of the
is used. objective function, the design variables

and selected constraints for both computa-
Regarding ADSOPT, constraints are not tions.
provided in physical units but in their
normalized form. As a result of this, 12. SIMULTANEOUS STRESS AND FLUTTER
individual disciplines can use different OPTIMIZATION
models and further types of constraint can
be introduced without modification of exis- 5072 stress constraints and 24 flutter con-
ting modules. straints were simultaneously considered in

the following computations. Three different
11. SEQUENTIAL STRESS AND FLUTTER methods were tried out.

OPTIMIZATION
No strategy was used for the first computa-

Computation with Stress Constraints tion. The modified method of feasible di-
rections (MMFD) was used directly. In the

Using the strategy of Sequential Convex following computation, Sequential Quadratic
Programming (SCP) and the modified method Programming (SQP) was used as strategy for
of feasible directions for determination of MMFD. The last computation was carried out
the search direction, an optimization was with Sequential Convex Programming and
performed with 5072 stress constraints. MMFD.
Direct design variables were selected.

Application of the Modified Method of
The objective function of the optimal Feasible Directions Without Using a
design was -767 kg. Its design vector pro- Strategy
vided red, ;tions for 17 design variables
while reinforcements were assigned to de- This computation was performed with inverse
sign variables 1, 5, 16 and 17 (Fig. 41). design variables because the stress con-

straints are nearly linear in the inverse
Design variables I and 5 relate to areas in variables.
the top and bottom surface at the wing root
rib. Design variables 16 and 17 relate to The process satisfied the stress con-
the front spar, namely the inner half of straints relatively quickly but could not
the area between the engines, influence one of the total of six violated

flutter constraints. A second flutter con-
Optimization with Flutter Constrzints straint which was not originally critical

was violated in the course of the optimiza-
The result of the stress optimization tion and could not be corrected in the
served as the basis for an optimization further process.
with flutter constraints only. To avoid
mode tracking problems, the elements of the The computation was stopped after 23
initial design were set to I except where function calls. The objective function
the stress optimizations had allocated a amounted to 2550 kg so that it must be
higher value. The lower bounds of the de- considered unattractive. The relative CPU
sign variables prevented a reduction of tie requirement of 0.4 was relatively low.
elements of the design vector below the
level of the stress design. Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP)

The method selected was the same as that Sequential Quadratic Programming was used
for the optimization with stress con- as strategy for MMFD in this computation.
straints. Since - as has already been pointed out -

SQP approximates the objective function
quadratically and the constraints linearly,
inverse variables were also used in this
way.
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In the course of the computation, the The suitability of the different optimiza-
stress and flutter constraints Progressed tion methods was found to vary. the most
continuously into the allowable area. favourable results having been obtained
However, progress was relatively slow com- with the SCP method. This method should be
pared to the pure stress or pure flutter further refined for interdisciplinary opti-
optimization, mization projects in future to achieve a

better consideration of the mathematical
The computation was stopped after 50 func- properties of the different constraint
tion calls. The objective function with six types in approximations.
violated constraints amounted to 79 kg. The
relative CPU time was 1.0. REFERENCES

Sequential Convex Programming (SCP) 1. ECLIPSE User Guide,

Structural Analysis Group, Stress Office
This computat;on was made with the SCP Warton, BAe (Military Aircrafr) Limited,
strategy. Direct design variables were used Warton Aerodrome, Preston, Lancashire
for the calculation. PR4 1 AX.

The process had satisfied the constraints 2. ECLIPSE Theoretical Manual,
after 9 function calls, the value of the Report No. BAe-WSO-RP-GEN-SON-000828
objective function having risen to 298 kg. BAe (Military Aircraft) Limited, Warton
In t!'e following steps, design variables 2, Aerodrome, Preston, Lancashire PR4 lAX.
12, and 15 were reduced and design varia-
bles 17, 18 and 19 simultaneously increas- 3. Turner, M.J. "Optimization of Structures
ed. to Satisfy Flutter Requirements" AIAA
The value of the objective function had Journal, Vol. 7 No. 5, May 1969
dropped to -587 kg after 60 function calls
while all constraints remained fulfilled. 4. Rudisill, C.S., Bhatia, "Optimization of

Complex Structures to Satisfy Flutter
A comparison of the results of the simul- Requirements". AIAA Journal, Vol. 9
taneous and sequential optimization (see Nr. 8, Aug. 1971
Fig. 38) shows that the essential differen-
ces relate to the design of the front spar. 5. Vanderplaats, G.N., "ADS-A Fortran

Program for Automated Design Synthesis"
The simultaneous optimization process pro- ADS Users Manual 1987 EDQ. Santa
duces an area between the fuselage and in- Barbara, CA, USA
board engine that is approximately half as
thick. The inner half of the area between 6. Heinze, Schierenbeck, Niemann
the engines is approx. 30% thicker after "Structural Optimization in View of
simultaneous optimization while the outer Aeroelastic Constraints" Beitrag zum
half is approx. 20 % thinner in t is case. European Forum on Aeroelastic and
The thickness of the outer wing is approxi- Structural Dynamics", 1989.
mately the same in both cases.

7. Vanderplaats, G.N. "Numerical Optimi-

In terms of the objective function, the zation Techniques for Engineering
difference between the two methods is 151 Design". N.Y. Mac Graw Hill. 1984.
kg in favour of the simultaneous computa-
tion. 8. C, Fleury, f1989-2): "CONLIN, and

efficient dual optimizer based on convex
Fig. 43 to 44 show the progression of the approximation concepts", in Structural
objective function, the design variables Optimization 1, S. 81-89, 1989.
and selected constraints for simultaneous
optimization computations. 9. Sobieszczenski-Sobieski, '. "Multi-

disciplinary Optimization for Engi-
13. CONCLUSION neering Systems: Achievements and

Potential" in Optimization, Methods and
The main task defined in the beginning was Applications. Possibilities and Limi-
achieved with an appearent 587 kg weight tations ed. H.W. Bergmann, Springer
saving per wing, on the idealized struc- 1989.
ture.
The application of ECLIPSE and SimOpt on 10. Zimmermann, Schierenbeck "Struktur-
the Optimization with stress constraints optimierung fUr Transporterfl0gel", DLR
only, lead to close results in terms of the Conference 1989, Hamburg.
objective function.

The optimization computations have shown
that simultaneous consideration of stress
and flutter constraints with SimOpt offers
advantages with regard to the target func-
tion value. These weight savings are due to
load transfer effects inside the structure
at constant external loads.

Reinforcements required to satisfy flutter
constraints lead to stress reductions in
other parts of the structure where material
reductions are then allowed. The material
becomes optimally with the fulfillment of
flutter and stress constraints.

i
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STATIC CONSTRAINTS & DESIGN VARIABLE LINKING

FIGURE 2: TOP SKIN STRESS ALLOWABLE 'GROUPINGS
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FIGURE 4: FRONT SPAR STRESS ALLOWABLE GROUI'NGS
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Normalization 7 load cases with corresponding stress
ailowables, 5072 stress constraints

GN - (D current - D requested)No mlzt nmax (ABS(D reQuested), 0.01)Nomlztn

Table 31 Aeroelastics Const-aints Gma ABS(or loabe) -1 sign~g

Strategy Optimizer Line Search Inv. DV =1sgcralwle (ucurrent)
GN- 1 sgn( A BSe a allowale)

Dh-ect MMFD polynom. yes
SCP MMFD polynomn no
SOP MMFD polynom. yes Fig. 37 Statics Constraints

Table 32 Applied Optimization Schemes

----------------Sequential
------ Simultaneous

Bottom Surface --- uiLL-
DV: 15 16171819 20 21

3 Fig. 38 Comparison of Final Front Spar
Design of Sequential and Simultaneous

Top Surface -4Optimization

Front Spar

C15 16 17181902

Fig. 36 Design Variable Definition
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STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION OF AIRCRAFT PRACTICE AND TRENDS

by

C. Comuault, C.Petiau, B. Coiffier and A. Paret
Dassault-Aviation

78 quai M. Dassault
92214 St Cloud

France

ABSTRACT The optimization monitor covers most oftheses branches.

After a gencral presentation of the

CATIA-ELFINI tool, developed by DASSAULT, where The system works on request either in a
C.A.D., structural analysis and optimization are interactive or in a batch mode, and use a
fully embedded, we focus ca a detailed description cominon data base managed automatically.

of the optimization algorithm. We show the special
features of optimization with composite materials. Some of the main common characteristics

of branches are
We present the new-organization of design

resulting from use of optimization technics. - topological dialogue for mesh and every data
generation. All properties as connectivities

We present the application of our between nodes and elements, geometry connec-
optimization technics on the case of the MBB-FIN. tion with CATIA surface element characteris-

tics, etc.., are described by block of
We recall technics neighbouring optimi- constant properties in a space of indices

zation as model adjustment and computation with referring node and element. The process leads
uncertain data. to very clean meshes for all types-of

structure from the whole aircraft meshes to
We conclude by presenting further tridimensional analyse of fitting details

developments. (plates 1 and 2)

1 - INTRODUCTION GENERAL MESH OF COMBAT AIRCRAFT

The structural optimization technics is
a routine process at Dassault since the late
seventies. It has been applied for all project
from Mirage 2000 to Rafale.

In the past, design of structure was
achieved with the "fully stress design"
process (F.S.D.) made of iterations of drawing
and analyses with reinforcement where the
structure is not sufficiently strong and
lightening when there are strength margins.
Yet with only strength of material constraints .1'
on metallic structure it has been demonstrated
(see reference 1) that this approach was
neither optimum (maximization of stresses is
not equivalent to weight minimization) nor PLATE 1
efficient for design process. Practically
designer is completely unable to intuitate any
solution when constraints due to flexibility
are involved such as eigen frequencies, LANDING GEAR FITTING7ANALYSIS
aerodistorsion, flutter, and with ply disposal . ....
of composite materials.

Therefore we consider that, to-day, the
use of mathematical optimization tool is
compulsory for the design of aircraft.

We have built the structural optimization
tool inside the Dassault software CATIA-ELFINI,
it includes

- the well-known C.A.D. tool CATIA, which
gives us geometry and mesh generation
static finite element analysis for linear
and non linear problems

- static aeroelasticity, calculation and
management of loads

- linear dynamics : eigen modes calculation, -
harmonic and transient responses

- non linear dynaiiics : impact and crash
analysis, landing gear and aircraft
interaction

- unsteady aeroelasticity, flutter, coupling 4
- with flight control system -4_
- fatigue and crack propagation analyses
- heat transfer and thermo elastic coupling
- acoustic and elastoacoustic coupling. PLATE 2 1
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very wide possibilities of visualization of 2 - THE OPTIMIZATION METHOD
inputs and outputs, a lot of "wire frame"
and "pixel" type of picture for displacement We have described it in several papers
stresses, failure criteria and for optimiza- (Ref. 1 and 2) ; now we present the operatio-
tion design variable, active constraints and nal tool as it was used for "Rafale" design
safety margin plot (see ' 2 Final Touches) the organization is iterative with the

flow-chart below.
advanced mathematical solution : the
solution of linear problems is run by a very
powerful variant of the Frontal Gauss
method, which makes relatively trifling the
computer time for classical linear problems FE Analysis

(about 1' of CPU on IBM 3090-VF for a Aeroelastic and dynamic analysis

complete aircraft calculation, see plate 1). o i
Choice of design variables X, --X,o

For 3D massive problems (plate 2) the (groups'o1 linked FE)
use of conjugate gradient technics allows to 'Weight of parameters w. and -
keep the same level of performance, taking To

into account the contact non linearities. Technoloical limitations x;rnin , max

For geometric ncn linear problems Research of optimization constraints
(membrane effects, post-buckling, snap Stress and strains, aeroelastic and dynamic cons jo

through, etc... ) an original algorithm Admissible valuesof constraintsg; adm. X)

called "precondi tioned B.F.G.S. with exact Approximate formulation of constraints g,-X )
line search" has been developed (Ref. 3 and
4). This algorithm benefits directly from the
biquadratic character of total potential. It [computation of optimization constraints

can handle the most severe snap-through And partial derivativesaj
conditions (see plate 3 : calculation of post
buckling of curved stiffened panel in carbon
epoxy material). Re-analysis Nonlinear explicit optimization

of FE [ minimizerzaqax, .,;

We must underline the stror; practical Aeroelasticity gj'(,)K<gadm. (U)
interest of the post buckling analysis, Dynamics Solved by projected conjugate gradient or by
which allows to design thin composite skin steps of linear optimization
buckling before ultimate load. I

optimal

FE Oatmo modification:;

Finishing touches for a design proessD

-Cost function

The current goal in optimization is

weight minimization. Nevertheless, in some
cases, weight can be taken as a constraint,
the objective being maximization of safety
margin.

-mDesign variables

The characterization of the optimization
design variables is made on groups of Finite

-PLATE 3 Elements (plate 4). The choice of these
variables partly takes into account manufac-
turing constraints and tooling rules for

$e are going to present a-more detailed- metallic material.
view of
- the optimization technics which is mainly

used to set the general dimensioning of the
structurei It is supported:by FE models of
the -wh-le aircraft which are elaborated 6nly
from- t e_rugh: definitionf- external 'shape-
anid _intenal- airchitecture, -the_ resul' t of thi s
opt imi zati on- being th trigpoi-nt of
detail- drawoing,

§ ~~~- the checking anal yseswhich oeswt dti
sesribfiingshdeai

h-he organization -for -drawi_inad! analysis-
V - whib~rsul s~ romnecesi iesof icomposite;

des ign and-present _pssiiilities _ofcomputer

:tos

• I• n mmuum mm m~ • m . .
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Constraints and "sensitivities"

OPTIMIZATION OF CARBON EPOXY WING Constraints inequations come from the
different analysis branches of ELFINI, we
can consider simultaneously

. Various failure criteria
UPPER PANEL OPTIMUM LAY UP (including composite materials), computed

from static stresses for all the dimensio-
.4 ning cases of loads

. Local buckling criteria
• Limited displacements
. Aeroelastic variation of aerodynamic
derivatives

• Dynamic natural frequencies
. Flutter speed and aeroelastic dynamic
damping

.Various technological constraints (as
minimum values of design variables, and
limitations of the thickness variation
between adjacent design variables).

The constraints considered during the
same optimization can come from several
analysis models (ex : symmetric and
anti-symmetric F.E. aircraft model, local

* buckling analysis by Rayleigh-Ritz method,
local refined F.E. analysis , different
external store configurations for dynamic

E Pand flutter, variation of shape due to
LOWER PANEL OPTIMUM LAY UP control surface deflections, etc.).

AWe call "sensitivities" the derivatives
of constraints in functica of design varia-

V bles. The principle of ELFINI optimization
a: ~,is to compute these derivatives by a correct

mathematical process. It can easily be
demonstrated, (see table 1 and referen-
ces 1 and 2) that the computation of deriva-
tives of static stresses, displacements, and
aeroelastic coefficients is equivalent to
solutions with wdumnmy" case of loads.

The number of this dummy case of ;oads is

- number of loading case x number of design
PLATE 4 variables if formula 1 of table 1 is used

- number of constraints if formula 2 is
used.

For a composite material, the design For practical problems this number of
variables are the number of plies in each dunmmy case of load reaches currently several
direction for each group. thousands, and their resolution does the

main part of computer cost of optimization.
The number of design variables often

reaches 500, which can act simultaneously When constraints are eigenvalue or are
over several analysis models, directly related to eigenvalue (e.g. eigen

frequency, linear buckling load, divergence
STRUCTLRAL OPTNIIZATION or flutter speed, aeroelasticity damping. the

cost of their derivation is neglectible (see
FINITEELEMENTANAL'SIS tables 2 and 3 and references ]'and 2). But
lDi~pbcemerncmpumtaon: we must underline that these derivations need

S= [ K ) a far more accurate calculation of eigen-
vectors than those needed for eigenvalue

Str=6h. StCsomputaion: analysis only. Within the same range of
ideas, we bave notJced that it was very

- X difficult to compute with proper accuracy
derivations of solution of problems treated

OPTIMIZATION CONSTRA>\T DERIVATION with the classical modal basis reduction
DispLacmwt (e.g. dynamic response, .aeroelasticity),.

practically it would be necessary to-compute
AX=. [K]" [[AKIX-AF] the correct mathematical derivative of

Slengtb. s-c a &dion: vectors. This is mainly why we have developed
=m an approach of static aeroelasticit without" 3- A =-{ ][K' [[AKIX-AFI - (1) ( basis troncature effect (see ref. 1), it
a (I) leads to a mathematically exact and low cost

-u=.UIC- [ '3UAK]X.A"[ -calculation of derivatives.l)-,1! ]11[[AK]X-AF] ( ;

(1) utulnber of moluir, eual numbcr of load ue

(2) nwnber ofisolutiou equal nuzzber of oonsurt pact

TABLE 1
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3 - SPECIAL FEATURES OF OPTIMIZATION WITH
COMPOSITE MATERIAL

DERIVATION OF EIGEN VALUES
The organization described above is well

suited for a composite material with the
ANALYSIS addition of following specificities.

-egen modes:- V-eigen oues:Y - Failure criteria analysis and derivation

[[K]-&.[M]]VI =0 Inside the optimization loop we use
failure criteria of the "TsaT-Hill" family

SENSIVITY ANALYSIS OF EIGEN VALUES as

6 [ V11t[fK]-,M ]] V1] 02V 1t [[ K] -o [ M ]] AV,+

C l" + _.' S3,
VJt AK]J-. [. AM ]] + C rj 'y VEx cX~d

A& ,t M ]1 v, = o with

V = V, f M I Vx, ry and Ty: st tensor components
2A V [' M ] V,

X ad, Uyad, Tx and S, = 0 or I : criteria parameters

TABLE 2

Arguments of criteria are adapted to
SMathematical optimization each situation (eg : tension, compression,

Starting from the analysis and deriva- bending, holed panel, etc...), by calibra-

tion of crnstraints, we use an explicit non tion on more sophisticated criteria and on

linear approximation of the constraints in test results.

'terms of the design variables, mainly the Oue to the fact that, at a given point,
fdrmulati6n in inverse variables. Taking as the Final failure mode is not known
new variables inverses of design variables, befind, it is n o hndleit leads to minimize an homographic function beforehand, it is necessary to handle
(it adsu to mini ieahomgrapfuncThis constraints on all potential failure modes(weight) subject to linear inequatiois. siulanouly
problem is easily solved by projected
conjugate gradient algorithm. The cost of This is achieved at a relatively low cost
the mathematical optimization step is low, if the derivation is performed in two steps

The mathematical optimization step gives - compute strain tensor and its derivative by
a prediction of the optimum, from which westart new iterations. formula 1 of table 1 (3 components common

to all plies with membrane assumption),
The numb i of iterations, needed to get - starting from strain tensor and material

Hook law, calculate ply by ply failure
the global convergence, ranges from 3 to 5
(see plate 4). criteria and their derivatives.

-Local buckling criteria
The cost of all the iterations of

optimization ranges about 8 to 15 times the Even if optimization can handle directly
cost of the analysis. global buckling, for management and cost

- Final touches effectiveness it is generally preferable to
calculate and to derivate local buckling
criteria with the following post-processingGenerally the theoretical optimum- analysis:

obtained from the ootimization algorithm
needs some modifications, since it does not
often represent a realistic design. Startingelement model,calculation and derivation of stress flowsfrom the table of constraints derivatives, of structural meshes,
the final touches consist in examining - Local buckling load factors and their
interactively the effect of small modifica- d cal l lators a teiR
tions, directly given by the designer during
the drawing. The program instantaneously method (see table 3).
shows the picture of new safety margin and
violated constraints (see plate 6). Sizes of meshes for local buckling~analyses are independent from their

We can also interactively rerun the representation in the global F.E. model, and
mathematical optinmization step after changing, they can be tuned to be suited to the actual
assigned value of constraints, stiffening.

----
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in the optimization loop, stacking
sequences are not taken into account

LOCAL BUCKLING ANALYSIS (assumption of material homogeneity through
BY RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD panel thickness), this for the sake of algo-

rithm simplicity, and due to difficulties to
express lays covering and stacking constraints

RAYLEIGH-RITZ MODEL in drawing.

Externalioadfluxcs: (P = 0o = Po The order of buckling modes can change
between iterations ; this can cause a non

Nom-al deflection: convergence of iterations if all potential
buckling modes are not controled simulta-

all neously (see reference 2).
w = Fa,.. xkxkL (xy) V = ...

a., Design constraints

These constraints express the fact that
BUCKLING FACTORS results of optimization must correspond to a

real drawing of composite panel, which must
Buckling initiation: WV, =\V be made of stacked layers with special rules

W, = Bending elastic energy for easy manufacturing.
NV, = Membrane work ofexternal loads (V = p U) Design constraints are handled at two

W, = p U2 levels

rd£W p = V.j U, <= => 0Vj oV - p aU2av = 0 Inside the optimization loop, as by
placing constraints checking a minimum

K - p G ] V = 0 number or a given minimum proportion of
plies in each direction, or a maximum

DERIVATION OF BUCKLING FACTORS slope of thickness (constraints corres-
ponding to linear inequalities on design
variable),

p =.-.-.---------------After mathematical convergence, by

V'.G(4)).V automatic thicknesses rounding off to get
a whole number of plies, and by a special
half interactive program which transforms

ap V'.aKl8X. V V'.-Gq.fqta)L.V the stacking of plies by area, which are
------- -----------------..... + p .---- the rough output of optimization, into a[ . V'.G(o). V VI.G(g,).V proper cut out of layers.

4 - EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION OF OPTIMIZATION OF
TABLE 3 CARBON EPOXY STRUCTURE

We present two significant examples of
optimization calculation of carbon epoxy parts
for a combat aircraft.

Optimization of a combat aircraft wing

We resume here the configuration of the
optimization of a carbon epoxy Delta Wing
box, corresponding to the mesh presented on
plate 2, with the design variable patch of
plate 4.

We had used two analysis models for
static and aeroelasticity with the survey of
flutter on three external load configu-
rations.

I;
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F MODEL 1 MODEL 2

F.E. models wing model with a representation complete plane
of other part o-' the aircraft 13003 DOF
by super elemint technique symmetric and

(3544-D -)  antisylwvetric
symmetric and antisymnetric analysis

analysis

Design 476 Design Variable
Variable (Number of plies in 4 directions)

Static cases 24 cases of loads
of loads combined from symmetric 0

and antisynnetric

Failure criteria 476 failure criteria
equivalent "TsaT-Hill criteria"

Buckling 144 critical buckling
criteria factor issued from 0

77 local buckling analyses
of composite plates by
Rayleigh Ritz method

Static aeroelastic 7 control surface
constraint 0 efficiencies and

minimal roll speed

5 flutter speeds and
Flutter 60 aeroelastic dampings

corresponding to 3 external
load configuration

Technological 374 constraints on composite lay-up
constraint (thickness shape, maximum and minimum ratio

between each ply direction)

On plate 5, we present the history of
convergence in weight. Drawing constraints
and flutter constraints have been successi-
vely introduced later in order to see their
influence. The optimum values of design
variables are presented plate 4.

We present on the table above weight
sensitivities of wing panels to typical
project hypothesis obtained by optimization.

OPTIMIZATION OF CARBON EPOXY WING
HISTORY OF CONVERGENCE

315.S11 01 S5 511 05

WEIGHT 15- 01 15CU.21

i : i AILURE CRITERIA

M2l 202 51 lZ3t1

lots 2 1 20

FLU71ER 5 tts8.2so kill kis0.1
SPEED 1COTi H2)\71102

stop

£11.2 0)80BUCKLING CRITERIA

SAW t.0. RAEG H11 LOCAL 14ODEL II/ A
012341 5 3 1 Z IN1- 01114 S- Sig

PLATE 5
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Design Hypothesis weight

(ratio)

1 Composite material 1.

Strength of material constraints only, rough

from computer optimization

2 + Aeroelasticity constraint 1.19

3 + Aaroelasticity + Technological constraints 1.25

4 Weight from final detailed drawing 1.36

(review by checking analyses)

5 Aluminium alloys solution 2.10

Strength of material + Aeroelasticity

(comparable with 3)
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ntsB-f in 2reliminary design optimizationCosrit

- Fiite lemet mdel Plat 6)Strength constraints were introduced as
strain failure criteria and buckling criteria.

A fnie lemntmoel has been built as well as static aeroelaStic constraints and

with our ELFINI tool, from the Hastran data. flutter constraints.

We got a slightly different model (rmore
refined) and we had to make hypotheses for
the attachments to the fuselage. Mioreover it
can be noticed that no definitio. of internal
stiffeners exist.

-Leads

The data provided consist in a pressure
case given by a torque and the center of
pressure.

In order to have precise and realistic
load cases, we have generated aerodynamic
load cases at H~ach 0.9 with slideslip effect
( 13 6.11 and rudder deflection (d =8.5c).

-Design variables (Plate 7)

The design varizbles are the number of
plies in ech direction of the four classical / 1 1I/I I

direction, with the zero degree one parallel -1 /_10
to a spar. / /I

, hLI

jz~ V / I

PLT777r~7 A -
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Running of the optimization 5 - CHECKING ANALYSIS

Starting from an arbitrary design (fixed It must be understood that, if optimi-
values of the-design variables),the zation tool is essential to reach rationally a
optimization was run in several steps taking good general drawing, the result must be
into account progressively failure criteria, justified in detail with more complex analyses
buckling criteria, static aeroelasticity than those which can be handled inside the
constraints and finally flutter speed optimization loop. The most typical of these
constraints (Plate 8). checking analyses are the following :

- Effect of local loads (e.g. fuel tank
It must be noticed that, in the initial pressures, vibration, thermal load, etc.)

configuration of the fin, flutter was not a - Local fatigue analysis
critical phenomenon. For the sake of - Damage tolerance analysis
demonstration, additional masses were put at - Detailed local analysis of holed composite
the top of the fin to have significative panel (e.g. point stress analysis)flutter constraints. - Post buckling analysis

These results can be considered as a Design constraints corresponding to
preliminary design. Our optimization tool has these details checking analyses have been
shown the principal effects and sensivities of simplified to be handled by general optimi-
the various kinds of constraints. It is a zation. These simplified assumptions must be
starting point for further analyses with a more validated by local checking analysis.
detailed definition (panels stiffening for
example). Effects of calibration of these cons-

traints can be examined with Lagrange multi-
plier of active constraints (handled interac-

_68 design variable (numberofpliesin4dctio tively by "Final Touches" modules) or by replay
6of Mathematical optimization step.

-sideslipe beta=6.1 deg 1
3 static cases of load - rudder deflection d=8.5 deg

- pressure 2 t/m2 OptimizalJon of the MBB-Fin

(kq) ___._

160.1

Failure 23 straius (direction 0 deg) <0.003 140

Criteria 123 quadratic criteria < 1 12o.
100_ _Failure criteria
100. ' Bu ding

+Static aenetasticty

Buckling 141 failure buckling factors < 1

issued from 71 local analysis 80uCriteria o. Mil alue criteri

40.- +Suckllna

Static 20, / +sluo
Fy efficiency for sideslipe > 0.9

Aeroelastic Failure criteria

Constraint Mz efficiency for rudder > 0.85 0 6 10 1s 20 2
deflection Iterations

3 flutter speeds > 700 mPFlutter PLATE 8
6 aeroclastic damplngs

Ii -

h
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6 - ORGANIZATION OF.DESIGN PROCESS - Computation with uncertain data

Now we- have the following organization Sometimes, at the start of any problems,
for design of composite structures, from the we have an imprecise knowledge of data ; the
preliminary project to the delivery of idea of computation with uncertain data-is
manufacturing-drawings to search the "worst" point in-the uncertain

design variable space.
Start from a CATIAtdrawing of only external
shape and a brief definition of internal The problem is solved by two approaches
architecture
Elaborate, by CATIA-MESH, a first simple . find the "worst" possible point by minimi-
general F.E. mesh of the whole aircraft zation of a safety margin function inside
10-30000 D.O.F.) with approximate cross the authorized space of design variable

sections and thicknesses (sae plate 2). variations,
The model is adjusted with-simple cases of . if it exists a possibility of failure,
load compute the probability of failure,

Static aeroelasticity and loads, which give starting from probability density of design

the envelope cases of loads and show the variables.
latent problems of aeroelasticity Now we have started to apply tnese ideas
Examination of internal load fields and on flutter and vibro-acoustic analysis of

Examnaton o inerna lod fildsandpreliminary projects.
stresses for selection of "strength of
material" constraints in optimization

Dynamic modes computation with the various 8 - FURTHER LEVELS OF OPTIMIZATION
external store configurations, flutter
problem recognition The general tendency is to introduce
First run of optimization progressively all the "arguments" of structural• is u fotmzto design in the optimization loop.

• Drawings of the structure supported 
by d

interactive test of authoritative modifi- The next steps of development follows
cations of results of optimization to make
drawing easier, this with the final - Optimization with "bending" design variables
touches module,

- changes and additions of constraints, It doesn't give rise to any theoretical
- critical examination of "cost of require- difficulties ; the relative complication
ments", directly obtained from "Lagrange comes from the non linear dependance of
multipliers" of optimization. It allows to stiffness, neutral surface and constraints on
appreciate the influence of safety margin design variables, which complicates program
on certain criteria (e.g. : composite writing.
materials),

- detail checking analyses supported by - Optimization with post-buckling analysis
methods described above in § 5. They are
performed taking proper boundary condi- It i . one of the most important lack of
tions in the Finite Element model of the the present operational optimization. Now we
whole aircraft via a super Element get round the difficulty, by an empiric
technics. Detail checking analyses must adjustment of the load level of linear
validate the simplified criteria used for buckling ; we only verify results of optimi-
mathematical optimization ; otherwise zation by post-buckling analysis.
optimization must be replayed with
calibrated criteria. The correct solution is not a lot more

intricate than that of bending case ; it can
Although a single run of optimization in easily be demonstrated that the derivation

production last no more than a few C.P.U. cost is almost that of linear problem
hours, for the Rafale design the optimization ("dummy" cases of load at the final equili-
job have remained inside the computer more brium state).
tharn six months, in order to examine detail
analysis effects, the influence of the choice - Shape optimization
of constraints and alternative designs.

It is needed by a lot of practical
problems of varying difficulty (shape of

7 - NEIGHBOUR OF OPTIMIZATION : IDENTIFICATION AND stiffeners, pressurised vessels, fitting,
COMPUTATION WITH UNCERTAIN DATA etc.).

The solution of these problems can be The main difficulty is to express design
considered thanks to possibilities of variables and "topological" constraints.
elaboration of sensitivity table.

For the above problems, many authors and
Model adjustement ourselves have elaborated specimen programs

" ' running on academic cases, but to have a -
A typical example of these technics is really operational tool, it is necessary to

the adjustement of F.E. dynamic model to introduce geometric design-variables and the ---

measured natural modes ; the unknowns are associated "topological" constraints at the
design variables of local thickness and mass, level of CAD system, this need important - -

modal deformation and frequencies ; the modal investments.
equation appears-as an equality constraint,
the objedtive is to minimize- a- "distance"
froimeas'r coMp e ;. the-method
do't-'ned the-, know1bledge of conn~cti-n'
betwee-n-commted and -measur~d-modeg.
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- Optimization in heat transfer problems Independently from their theoretical
difficulty these developments need a higher

One of the necessity of Hermes project level of integration of F.E. optimization with
has been -to-put thermal analysis at same C.A.D. ; in particular the architecture of
level of sophistication as structural C.A.D. system must support the description of
analysis ; immediately after we have met the design variables and of drawing constraints.
need for a thermal optimization tool.

Another promising field of research is to
The general arrangement of thermal use technics of artificial intelligence to

optimization is the same as in structural pilot the design, it seems to be one mean to
optimization, the complications are in the manage optimization with discontinuous
transient and highly non linear character of evolution of design variables. Presently we
thermal problems. have started the development of this technics

at the level of check sizing of carbon fiber
Fortunately it can be demonstrated that panels. It rests on a knowledge basis composed

temperature derivation needs the solution of of rules, referring technological constraints
the same differential linear equation system and methods of calculations.
for all design variables and, integrated at
the same time as the analysis, it doesn't
need additional factorization. Therefore the
cost of derivatives is relatively lower than REFERENCES
that of static elasticity problem.

1 - C. PETIAU & G. LECINA
Jointly we develop heat transfer identi- Elements finis et optimisation des structures

fication process and also computation with aronautiques
uncertain data, particularly needed by the Agard conference proceeding N 280
random or badly known character of a lot of "the use of computer as a design tool" -
data. Munich 1978.
Multidisciplinary interactions 2 - G. LECINA & C. PETIAU

Optimization of aircraft structure

For a combat aircraft, the idea should Fundations of structure optimization
be to optimze at the same time : structure, approach
cut out of control surfaces, actuators and Edited by A.J. Morris - 1982 Hohn Waley &
hydraulic power, parameters of electrical Sons Ltd
flight control system, and aerodynamic 3 - C. PETIAU & C. CORNUAULT
shape. Efficient algorithms for post-buckling

For the moment this state of grace is computation
not yet reached, but tendency is to apply 6th international symposium on computing
optimization to each discipline and to methods in applied science and
proceed in relation to the other matters by engineering - Versailles 1983.
"fixed point method" or by simplification of
interactions. So starting from Lagrange 4 - C. PETIALI & C. CORNUAULT
multipliers issued from the optimization of Algorithmes efficaces pour le calcul des
each discipline, it is possible to 6quilibres en post-flambement
"condense" their interactions ; for ins- 3me colloque : tendances actuelles en calcul
tance, as far as structure is concerned, we des structures
can easily give the weight cost of require- Edited by J.P. Grellier et J.M. Campel -
ments of other disciplines (exchange rate Editions Pluralis Paris.
between structure weight and roll speed, 5 - C. PETIAU & M. DE LAVIGNE
profile relative thickness, etc.). Analyse a~roflastique et identification des

charges en vol
Agard conferences proceeding No 375

9 - CONCLUSION "operational loads data" - Sienne 1984.

The tendency would be to include more
and more detailed analyses inside the mathema-
tical optimization loop. This evolution is
hindered by the difficulties of the task.

The tool described above represents the
achievement of the first level of structural
optimization, where geometry is given and mass
and stiffness matrices are linear functions of
design variables.

Significant progress is not easy. It
corresponds to including inside optimization
- "bending" design variables
- non linear and post-buckling analysis, rules

of effective width
- stacking order of~plies and constraints on

layers cut out of composite material
- shape optimization, which is also implicitly

necessary in the aFlve functionalities.
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